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IANISTS can become perfect
sight readers by studying
my course on “ The Art of
Sight Reading.” Sight reading
is not a “gift” and is within the
reach of all pianists — beginners
and advanced. 11 tells you of the
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how overcome — method of read¬
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How Does Your
Complexion Look

T- ■

When the Light Changes
When the Dance Becomes Heated
When the Wind Blows as You Motor

WHEN
you fco from the shaded rooms
of your home into the bright glare
of tho sun—how does your complexion
look then? Does it stand the test of a
change of light? Is your complexion
lovely under one light and something
different under another light? That is
one good test of a face powder.
And again, when the dance becomes
heated. What becomes of your peachblossom loveliness then? Does perspira¬
tion get in its work? Are there tell-tale
streaks and other blemishing effects? That
is another good test of a face powder.
And when you go motoring—through
the wind. Does your powder stay on?
Or does it disappear, taking away with
it the charm that you possessed at your
dressing table? That is still another good
test of a face powder.
There is a vast difference, you will
find, between Carmen and the face pow¬
der you are now using. Carmen, because
it blends so exquisitely with both the
color and texture of the skin, imparts a
fresh beauty that is just as charming
under the searching glare of the mid-day
sun as it is under the soft glow of the
reception room lamp. And <~

THE ETUDE

G. ROMILLI

matter how heated the dance, never yields
to perspiration. Though extremely fine,
Carmen has “body" enough to withstand
moisture. And adhering to the skin as
it does, Carmen never blows off—no mat¬
ter how windy the day or how long the
motor ride.
These are the supreme tests of a com¬
plexion powder. Let your own expe¬
rience reveal how Carmen excels in all
Sample Offer

G. Romilli is an American
Song Writer who is Rapidly Tak¬
ing a Position Among the Best.
His Songs are Full of Melody and
Rhythm.

Music “Trts Americalne”
JUST WITH YOU
Words and Music by G. ROMILLI
CATALOG NO. 17145
PRICE, 50c
A Neapolitan love song with a grace¬
ful waltz rhythm, easy to sing and a
splendid program number.

three weeks’ supply for 12c to cover pos
age and packing, or we will send you ar
other shade you prefer.

CARMEN
COMPLEXION

POWDER

MAMMY
Words and Music by G. ROMILLI
CATOLOG NO. 17027
PRICE, 40c
This quaint, syncopated Southern
ditty is harmonized in a unique and
original manner and makes an effective
encore selection.

White, Pink, Flesh, Cream and new
Brunette Shade — 50c Everywhere

VENETIAN SONG
Words and Music by G. ROMILLI
CATALOG NO. 17154
PRICE, 50c
The gondolas, the canals, the languid
moonlit nights of Venice, are most ar¬
tistically suggested in this charming
barcarolle.

JASCHA

FRANZ VON

SPIWAKOWSKI

VECSEY

THE RUSSIAN PIANIST

THE HUNGARIAN VIOLINIST

January -—February-March-1922
MANAGEMENT

PILLOW TIME

M. H. HANSON

NEW YORK CITY

Steinway Piano

November 1921 'to March 1922
MANAGEMENT

M. H. HANSON
437 FIFTH AVE.

437 FIFTH AVE.

NEW YORK CITY

Baldwin Piano

Words and Music by G. ROMILLI
CATALOG NO. 16403
PRICE, 30c
A dainty little “sleepy-time” croon,
delicious in its unaffected simplicity
with a drowsy humming refrain ad lib.

Harmony Book for Beginners
By Preston Ware Orem

Price, $1.25

An Ideal Harmony Class Book
AN unequaled “success.” The main essentials of harmony are made under¬
standable in a clear, concise manner
and everything is presented simply, yet in
■ an engaging and interesting manner. Teach¬
ers will find this work lays a strong founda¬
tion for future musicianship and music lov¬
ers not conversant with, the subject will be
greatly enlightened through the self-study
that can be done with this book.

The Best
and Most
Practical
Work for
Self-Study
in
Harmony
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V. Blasco Ibanez, the new Spanish master of the pen,
.who set the world reading his generous list of highly colored
and forceful novels, after the success of The Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse, thrust his little rapier at the gorgon of
American jazz which has already attacked Paris, so that
most of the restaurants, cafes and cabarets have turned into
dance halls, to say nothing of the theaters that have cut their
stages down to the floor level to make more space for dancing.
In the New York Times Ibanez makes some comments upon
the situation which are interesting because of the fact that
many Americans do not realize how wide spread the craze for
jazz has become. We cannot help feeling, however, that he
does the American negro an injustice by failing to praise at
the same time,,the remarkable music which we find in’ the
highly emotional spirituals ot in the plantation songs, written
by white men, which the negroes have adopted as their own
music. Ibanez says:
“As everything ‘American’ is in the height of fashion,
people have become slaves to the orchestra conductor, who, at
his own sweet will, moves a baton and sets a room full of peo¬
ple to cavorting over a floor. And the musical instruments
are no longer those which Wagner or Beethoven had in mind
in their compositions.
They are tom-toms from the savage
tribes, automobile horns, mechanisms that imitate the clashing
of a pile of dishes falling or an apartment house collapsing,
moans and grunts and snores, all the noises that in former
times would have been considered shocking among cultivated
people.
“The music of the day, which is the rage of the entire
world, it seems, and serves to satisfy the artistic craving of
those who are distinctly hoi polloi, is purely American music.
America is the piper for the rest of the planet in this matter
of dancing. And when I say America I mean either. North
or South America; for, from whichever of the American con¬
tinents the modern music comes, it is always the music of the
negro. Though, for the first time, this music is being written
down on paper by white men, it is. still the half inspiration of
negro composers, who drew these tunes from gourds and cala¬
bashes.
“The first inventors of the Argentine tango, the Brazilian
maxixe, and the numberless dances of Cuba were all negroes.
The African race has a great sense of cadence. The negro
could never write an opera nor a symphony; but he has an
unquestioned superiority in all musical emotions that can be
expressed through the feet. Likewise the numberless dances
that in- the last twenty years have been growing popular in
the United States, thence to emigrate to the rest of the world,
are grandchildren, when not children, of this same negro
music. In the field of music the place of the negro to-day is
that of the Jews in the field of religion. The Christians took
the sacred writings, the prophets and much of the ritual of
the Jews and paid the latter back by persecuting them im¬
placably for centuries. So the negro is to-day despised and
ridiculed; but the moment a white man and a white woman
hear a piece of incoherent, disconnected music written by
some coal-colored Orpheus, they simply have to grab each
other by the waist aqdjl^gin to move their feet, bumping into
other couples who are -doing the same thing!
“The negro seems A6 have inherited that legendary violin
the devil was said to own in the Middle Ages, and with which

VOL. XXXIX, No. 4

lie could set whole cities, grandparents and grandchildren,
men and women, girls and boys, to dancing, dancing, dancing
till they fell dead from sheer exhaustion.”
If Ibanez had ever heard the larger works of ColeridgeTaylor he would hardly have been so short-sighted as to say
that a negro could never have written an opera or a sym¬
phony.
In fact, he did write a symphony in A minor, an
operetta and an oratorio, to say nothing of his very beautiful
Hiawatha music. _
The cheap violin industry suffered greatly in the war be¬
cause it is said to be extremely difficult in the demoralised state of
labor and transportation in Bohemia and Germany to get the
maple trees from the forests to the factories. A sad blow to the
Stradivarius trust.
__

The Letters in the Hat
The late Richard Hofmann related that the Irish com¬
poser Balfe used to resort to an altogether unusual method
when his wells of melodic inspiration ran dry. It was his fash¬
ion, according to Hofmann, to write the letters of the musical
alphabet upon slips of paper, shuffle them up in a hat and then
draw them out at random. The letters that came out were the
basis of a melody. Prior to doing this Balfe determined upon
the key and the time.
A great deal of the popular music of the day seems to us
like the letters in the hat. It is put together apparently with¬
out rhyme or reason. • Such music quite naturally “dies a
hornin’.” The ^publishers check off, let us say, $10,000.00 on
their books to promote it, hut this mercenary oxygen fails to
keep the poor thing alive and it expires.
Again the letters are shuffled in the hat with similar re¬
sults. Then some one has a great idea. This thought is so
tremendous that it is sputtered out with uncontrolable excite¬
ment:
“Here is a piece by that fellow Chopin, or»that fellow
Tschaikowskv, or that fellow Grieg. Look you, mv friends, it
has lived not two weeks or two years, but twenty, thirty, forty,
fifty or seventy-five years. Let us commit musical grave rob¬
bery and steal from the poor master a few measures—take
them to a musical fence who will so ingeniously change them
that nobody but a musical jackass could possibly be fooled.
Then we will have something which the public will surely like.”
You think that this is all a joke, but it is not. Many of
the .lesser popular publishers and the lesser popular composers
are paying the greatest compliment in the world to the so-called
“classics” by deliberately despoiling them in the manner we
have described. The musical philosophical basis of great music
synchronizes with humanity. Its appeal is anything but tem¬
poral or artificial. It is this which makes it such valuable ma¬
terial for the musical ghouls who have the audacity to take some
of the finest themes of the great masters and set them to trite
words without the common decency of printing on the cover,
“I robbed Chopin’s grave for this.”
It is a source of gratification to many American musicians to
know that Francis Hopkinson. the first American poet-composer
born in this country, zvas also a signer of the Declaration of In¬
dependence and one of the framers of the Constitution. Despite
the fact that he wrote many excellent songs, music was only his
avocation. One of his sets of songs was dedicated to Washington.
Hopkinson zvas an able jurist. He was a fine illustration of the
high character of the capable men zvho fathered our government.
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Eminent Educational Experts Endorse The Golden Hour
HON. PHILANDER P. CLAXTON
United States Commissioner of Music, Bureau of
Education, Department of the Interior,
Washington, D. C.
I have read The Golden Hour with a great deal of
pleasure. I am thoroughly convinced of the necessity
of such teaching and training as will result in higher
moral ideals, stronger moral character and more con¬
sistent moral practice.
I believe fully in the power of music as a factor in such
teaching. I agree with the principle of the Greek edu¬
cators that music is the most important factor in educa¬
tion, and that everything should rise from and return
to music.
Not only has music great cultural value, but it is, next
to reading, writing and arithmetic, the most practical
thing taught in the schools—that is, it would be if it
were taught effectively.
JOHN W. BEATIE
President of the Music Supervisors’ National
Conference
I have spent a portion of this Sunday in reading The
Golden Hour. In fact, I remained home from church
in order that I might read it. Saving finished it for
the third time, I am prompted to say that serious con¬
sideration of the subjects discussed would do the aver¬
age person considerably more good than listening to the
average sermon. When will the editorial be published ? I
will immediately attempt to get the papers to take it up.
DR. HOLLIS DANN
Professor of Music at Cornell University, Recently
Appointed Supervisor of Music for the
State of Pennsylvania
This splendid editorial on The Golden Hour is ex-'
ceedingly forceful and timely. It will awaken interest
and center attention upon this most important subject.
I thank you heartily for sending it to me at this time.
That character building is the greatest need in America
to-day, that.the public schools are the natural and logical
agency for this great work, and that at present the pub¬
lic schools are failing to function properly in this most
important feature of education are obvious truths.
RUSSELL CARTER
Head of the Music Department of the State Depart¬
ment of Education of New York State
The good purpose and optimism of your article, The
Golden Hour, cannot fail to arouse interest and enthu¬
siasm. Furthermore, it is very definite in its suggestions
and is, therefore, of more value than the nebulous or
merely gushing propaganda which is somewhat preva¬
lent.
There is a paragraph upon which I wish to com¬
ment in detail. The first paragraph implies that there
are only weekly assemblies now held. In many of the
smaller high schools in this State a daily assembly is
the rule, and many more have assemblies two or three
times a week.
DR. JOHN L. HANEY
President Central High School, Philadelphia—An
Educator of National Reputation
I have read The Golden Hour with much interest
in the light of my own experience at this school. I am
sure that teachers everywhere will welcome the admir¬
able suggestions for making more effective the important
work to which they have dedicated themselves.
There has never been a time in our history when our
schools had to assume such important obligation? as con¬
front them to-day. Standards of attainment that were
formerly accepted as satisfactory in the field of education
will no longer suffice. In the wake of the moral cata¬
clysm brought about by the great war have come a vari¬
ety of perplexing problems that will challenge the best
intelligence of the past generation. Surely no one will

question the inestimable value of the sound, ethical train¬
ing that is the foundation of efficient citizenship.
You have performed a notable service in directing
serious attention to this issue which must be met squarely
if our traditions are to be maintained.
MRS. FRANCES E. CLARKE
Former Music Supervisor of Milwaukee, Head of
the Educational Department of the Victor
Talking Machine Co.

DR. ARTHUR HOBSON QUINN
Dean of the College, University of Pennsylvania
There can be no more important movement just at
the present time than that which has for its object the
administration of a moral and ethical tonic to the rising
generation. This duty belongs primarily to the church
•and the home, but the home seems to be inclined to refer
it, without reservations, to any agency that will relieve
the parents from the responsibility either of praising
God or instructing their own children. Few people do
good or evil for a reason based upon intellectual pro¬
cesses. The doing of good and evil are largely determined
by emotional reactions shot through with moral con¬
sciousness. Therefore, if instruction in moral and eth,ical topics with the basic idea of promoting good citi¬
zenship is to be conducted in our public schools, it should
certainly be associated with music. You can persuade a
man or a child to be a patriot very much more easily if
he has been prepared by music of the right kind.
My experience during the war as a four-minute
speaker proved this again and again. Frequently I have
given the same talk at two different theaters, at one of
which there was no preparation of the audience, while
at the other the speech had been carefully prepared for
by the management furnishing patriotic music just be¬
fore the speaker appeared on the stage. The result was
five hundred per cent, more effective in the latter case.
May I suggest that children are made patriots and
good citizens rather by'furnishing them with material
to think about and to make part of their equipment than
by definite admonition? Carefully selected verses and
prose extracts from the best American writers, which the
children should memorize, will go farther in making good
citizens than much talk from less-gifted teachers, who
may be, however, fully qualified to interpret the thought
that has been furnished them by others.
There are fine passages in the works of Franklin,
Francis Hopkmson, Thomas Paine, Irving, Bryant,
Longfellow, Lincoln, to say nothing of more recent writ¬
ers, which could be made the basis for such instruction.
In fact, such instruction is already being given in some
schools.
In this connection i incident that came to my attention during the late ar will be interesting. A French
Abbe was speaking
a group of college students at a
meeting at which I as present and at the close made
this remark:

“Is not the life more than meat and the body than
raiment?”
The new education is of the Head, the Hand, and the
Heart—but much of it pauses content with the first two.
America has become a great nation, industrially, politi¬
cally, commercially, and in fundamental right-minded¬
ness the majority of our people are sound and sane. It
is the unbalanced fifth that needs must be reached in
more special ways.
The home, the press, the pulpit, the forum and the
stage, at their tip-top best, are each and all contributing
toward a clear-thinking, hard-working, self-respecting,
cultured citizenry, producing some worthy commodity by
dint of brain or brawn, and living happily as an integral
contributing unit in the community.
Any phase of education that definitely leads directly
or indirectly toward this goal is to be commended—and
“its adoption tried” by grappling it to our hearts as with
hoops of steel.
Music is the one medium through which this highest
development of mind, body and soul may be most quickly
and most surely reached. Its rhythm brings coordina¬
tion of mind and muscle. Harmony with all its intri¬
cacies stirs to activity all the latent forces of the mind,
while melody puts the soul in tune with the Infinite.
The Greeks were right in The Golden Hour of the
Arts when they grouped all education around Music. The
civilization of the future is crying out to us of to-day to
give the youth a safer compass and chart of life by
which to set their course, to escape the maelstroms of
the present day.
MuSic, as education, must be used, riot merely heard—
must be lived with as a thing real, as air, or water or
food; must be given to the children as a language at’the
time of life when language is acquired through the ear
first, drinking in its spirit, then the hand and the eye
body and mind,—reversing the usual process.
Rightly used, music may well become the daily manna
. “You> as, Americans, will be interested to know that
of our babies in their journey to the Promised Land of
in many of our schools boys and girls are required to
a more perfect development of Mind, Body, and Spirit_
■
Some
in their Golden Hour.
ot these are of American origin. During mv three
reneft'f the *rench?s 1 have often heard French soldiers
PERCIVAL CHUBB
repeat four lines of verse which seemed to heln them tn
keep up their courage under trying circumstances
Eminent Sociological Expert and Former President
Life is real! life is earnest!
of the Drama League of America
And the grave is not its goal •
The Golden Hour is (in my opinion) thoroughly
Dust thou art, to dust returned!1'
sound, and your gospel fits the need of the hour. With
Was not spoken of the soul.’”
all its successes, our education fails in ethical and cul¬
JSf doubtI.ess be interesting to those who are accus
tural power; it does not carry over into life. Let the
tomed to speaking of Longfellow
Longfelln,,, a„„ «
e ccus"
musicians take a hand, and make things “hum”—chant
singer” to know that his woi^^have
sLlZf
irdshave sc_
and sing. Let the other arts—drama, dance, pageantry—
to thousands of the soldiers of our alhes .i A msP'ratl0n
gather about music. Goethe insisted that the beginning
hetw wavT *"*?
_h“ af
There can be no better
at a tlme °f
of stress.
stress,
of humanistic education should be in song; let musicians,
than through the study of Am° ™ake good Americans
insist that.all lyrical literature be sung and not coldly
the children of the rising
',teratUre’ and if
recited; and that it find its motor satisfactions in march¬
Americans they will natural,fKSi
ing and movement.
Many schools which have made much of the general
assembly (the Ethical Culture School for instance) will
confirm what you say. May your words reach far and
To All Etude Friends •
wide over the country, and initiate a nation-wide move¬
ment for a Golden Hour in all our schools. But you
will have to start with the teachers and their lyrical
and dranlatic training.
ENOCH W. PEARSON

»o£5!srsr^voSs

Director of Music, Board of Education, Philadelphia
The Golden Hour is a splendid thought splendidly
expressed. It ought to be circulated throughout all the
schools of the country. I sincerely wish that you might
find it possible to give me for circulation among mv own
principals five hundred copies, if you make a reprint

or
crA.t LZs 'LZ ZTZiZi"
It must not be hampered by personal*- de'
groups, p/ease let us have vournZj ? °*
port of what you have been able , P
ona/ re~
in furthering*this g,o„£s£££ 3CCO»
editor of the etude.

America’s Most Serious Problem—A Possible Solution
In Which You May Have a Vital Part
EDITORIAL
In the quaint and picturesque Quaker county seat,
West Chester, Pennsylvania, a bronze tablet has just
been placed upon the front of the fine new Court House
building. The tablet reveals the Ten Commandments
of Moses. This is a splendid thing for the few, who
stopping to read, need such a reminder in that God¬
fearing community. At the same time it is typical of
the historic blunder of our Solons in beginning ethical
training at the wrong end. Long before the time the
offender reaches the Court House he has forsaken his
need for the Ten Commandments. What is the result?
America is now confronting a menace which think¬
ing men and women witness with the greatest gravity.
Whether it is known as graft, profiteering, “taking a
chance and getting away with it” embezzlement, homi¬
cide, or by the real names, stealing, lying, banditry, mur¬
der or treason, makes little difference. America is un¬
dergoing an era of criminal deeds altogether unparal¬
leled. In the city of Chicago last year, for instance,
there were more homicides than in all England and
Wales, including London, which has three times the
population of Chicago. Our cataract of crime, from
petty bribing to the most horrible and brutal offenses,
has astounded the country.
Fix the Blame Where it Belongs
It is very easy to attribute this to the “war,” to the
“times,” to “prohibition,” to “undesirable aliens,” etc.
We Americans have a very comfortable way of excusing
our own shortcomings. However much other factors
may have contributed, the truth remains that our men¬
ace is largely of home manufacture. We are respon¬
sible, and we must realize that responsibility if we areto provide a remedy for future generations.
A Dangerous Weakness
The public school system of America is unques¬
tionably weakest in the most significant of all fac¬
tors in education.—CHARACTER BUILDING.
While music in itself does not build character, its
stimulating, ennobling influence, its power to serve as
a unifying force in all assemblies, its effect in training
the mind to exceedingly rapid and accurate action,
make it an indispensable background for the more direct
character-forming activities. Let us consider the very
serious problem and perhaps suggest what part music
shall play in its solution.
Honesty First and Always .
No fault can be found with the thoroughness with
which “Readin’, ’Ritin’ and ’Rithmetic” have been taught
in American public schools. Yet, the great fact that
truth, honor and honesty first, and truth, honor _ and
honesty always, must rise supreme in the conscience
of man with his contact with all his fellow men, is the
outstanding essential in any system of human education.
Unless the child is taught this fact, so that it remains
as a lifetime guide, not only is all his other schooling
worthless, but other knowledge may actually be danger¬
ous to the State that educates him.

Mr. Ponzi, late of Boston, now of the State Peni¬
tentiary, was exceedingly good at figures (or shall we
call it higher mathematics?). The jails are liberally
supplied with some of the most expert penmen of the
times. There are thousands of criminals who are able
to read remarkably well, some in several languages.
“Readin,» ’Ritin’ and ’Rithmetic” are and always will
be essentials; but they will never take the place of eth¬
ical training and aesthetic, inspirational development,
especially in these days when countless families have
severed their relations with the church.
Obviously, ethical training is the solemn duty of all
religions. But what religious, moral and ethical train¬
ing does the average child receive in this day, either in
the home or in the church? Multitudes are literally des¬
titute of any character-building training.
58,000,000 Americans Outside the Church
The Methodist Protestant Church reports that there
are now 58,000,000 persons in the boundaries of the
United States who are not in any church, Protestant,
Catholic or Jewish. The process of evangelizing such a
multitude would take a lifetime. Meanwhile, what is
happening in the way of building up a proper conception
of wright or wrong, justice or injustice, service or in¬
jury, among the children of such a group ?
With the flickering of the spiritual candles the
world is but a step from moral chaos. In Russia
it exists at this moment.
Yet, no matter how ugly the reports of ethical pa¬
ralysis, there are in America to-day an enormous num¬
ber of splendid, righteous, thinking men and women,
brave, upright, square, clean-minded constructive people
who will, at the right time, see to it that the high ideals
which we love to call AMERICAN will reach out to
those who do not at present understand or appreciate

What Thomas A. Edison
Thinks
The following is an extract from a
letter by Thomas A. Edison, which
will be reproduced in full next month
together with letters from many of
America’s greatest men who believe en¬
thusiastically in The Golden Hour.

“The Golden Hour has struck
a keynote that, if heeded,
would work a revolution in
morality and home life.”
Thomas A. Edison

A National Obligation
To. this end there are numberless church organiza¬
tions, societies for Ethical culture, Americanization,
promotion of business ethics and other bodies, all splen¬
didly working for this goal, but the goal cannot be
reached by a multitude of groups. It must include one
great group, and that is the American child as it is
found in the public schools of our country. The situ¬
ation has long passed beyond the reach of any one
creed, any one party, any one group or organization—
it is National in every sense of the word.
The thousands of righteous thinking men and women
who constantly have this problem in their minds as an
inexpressible nightmare realize that, since every child
must attend school, it is possible in our secular educa¬
tion to provide some system that will give the growing
mind an opportunity to determine its responsibility to
itself, to the body that houses it, the father and mother
that care for it, to the State that protects it, the society
and industry that supports it, the God that created it and
inspires it.
The Right of Every Child
Every child born in this land should have a careful,
drilling in cultivating his sense of duty to his intellect,
his health, his parents, his relatives, his friends and his
enemiel, to every person with whom he is likely to have
any intercourse.
Parables and precepts from the Scriptures, the strong
fortress of our splendid past, have, because of differ¬
ences of opinion upon the use of the Bible in Public
Schools, become the subject of abuse in many American
localities. Where they have been forsaken little at¬
tempt has been made to supply the great ethical inspira¬
tional need.
Twice recently the writer has been called upon to
make addresses in Public Schools. He has heard pass¬
ages from the Bible read in a thoroughly perfunctory
manner by well-meaning principals. The children took
no interest whatever in what was being read. As far
as the attention of the assembly was concerned the book
might as well have been the dictionary.
Glorious Possibilities and the Real Condition
The need for strong training in ethical truths and
problems, which the child must confront sooner or later,
may be taught in the Home, in the Church, in the Sun¬
day School, through the Bible, through History, through
the Lives of the Saints, through the Talmud, through
the best fiction, through great essays, through poetry,
through biographies of great men, through good drama
and moving pictures.
These are all glorious possibilities. But in a Public
School System, working under conflicting religious be¬
liefs, the result is that unnumbered thousands of chil¬
dren have only the mildest kind of ethical influence at
the time when they need it most.. The place to reach
all of the children is in the school every school day of
the year. -
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The Ideal of The Golden Hour
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Let All America Awaken.

memorized as texts in Americanism and carried
Let selections from the best literature of the
home.
world, religious or otherwise, but always non-sec¬
wh7ch°Urn
,
thC training and environment
tarian, readings from really inspired books reciting
Let this be the most important lesson hour 0f
ich will make them prize GOOD CHARACTER
examples of rectitude and honor, be presented to
above everything.
the entire day.
the children or read by them.
Let
this take precedence over all studies every
Let prominent men and women of fine character
day in the year.
step aside from their daily work to give a few in¬
spiring words to the next generation.
Let this lead first of all to making good citizens
Let the whole program be so interesting that the
as well as competent citizens, because the making
dullest child will enjoy every moment of it.
of good citizens is the main object of all school
Let the entire assembly, from beginning to end,
systems supported by the State.
Let one or two children each day be selected and
be filled with the spirit of optimism, strong faith,
Let the children return to their classes singing
~mples
in ethicsalgebra
as theyorhave
— Let love of fellowman, tolerance, brightness and good
problems,
in arithmetic,
geometry.
inspired, invigorated, alert and happy, ready for
cheer. Let it be serious and earnest but never for
these problems in right or wrong, little questions
the other work of the day.
a moment darkened by any sense of unnecessary
IHe of th°r r.eSP°nsibility taken from the everyday
Let this be known as the Golden Hour, the bright
Puritanical sombreness.
f the child, from newspapers, books, etc., be
and shining period of the day, the richest spot in
Let there be, by means of readings, playlets and
worked out orally before the whole group.
childhood’s memory.
moving pictures, representations of heroic moments
hl]. * there be more S°°d music, not drawly tunes
m American history.
Let the spirit of the Golden Rule, the finest ethical
but fine interesting, bright, wholesome music which
Let there be terse meaningful sentences of ethical
principle of the ages, illumine every heart
wi 1 make the child tingle with enthusiasm.
significance taken from the writings of our great
Let there be, when possible, moving pictures
Let us supplement the work of all existing
Americans—Washington, Franklin, Jefferson, Lin¬
emphasizing some ethical truth.
agencies for good, interfering with no creed, orcoln, and others, presented to the group daily to be
ganization or movement.
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Let all America work, before all other things, to

Modern Roads to Vocal Success
An interview secured expressly for

How You Can Help With The Golden Hour
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of the Metropolitan Opera Company
rEDiTOBis Note.—ih
holm. Sweden In her childhood she studied piano, but did
not undertake the serious study of voice until she was
eighteen, when she became a student at the Royal Academy
.. - ... r.
r
... ,(studying
„u.1,„,i,i
v..„r. Lcfistrom
harme.., —
under the famous Swedish composer Sjogren),
ebut was made at the Royal Opera, at the age of
I-two, in “La Favor it a,” singing the rile in Swedish.
Why Sweden Produces So Many Singers
“The question, ‘Why does Sweden produce so many
singers?’ is often asked me. First, it is a matter of
climate, then a matter of physique, and lastly, because
the Swedish children do far more singing than any one
finds in many other countries. The air in Sweden is
very rarified, clear and exhilarating. Owing to frugal
living and abundant systematic exercise, the people be¬
come very robust. This is not a matter of one genera¬
tion or so, but goes back for centuries. The Swedes are
a strong, energetic, thorough race; and the same at¬
tributes of industry and precision which have made
them famous in science are applied to the study of music.
“The Swedish child is made to understand that sing¬
ing is a needful, serious part of his life. His musical
training begins very early in the schools with a
definite scheme. All schools have competent, experi¬
enced teachers of singing. In my childhood another
factor played a very important part. There were never
the endless round of attractions, toys, parties, theatres
and pastimes (to say nothing of the all-consuming
movies). Life was more tranquil and Jherefore the pur¬
suit of good music was far more enjoyable. American
life moves at aeroplane speed. The poor little children
hardly have time to breathe, let alone time to study
music. Ragtime is the musical symptom of this Ameri¬
can craving for speed and incessant excitement. In a
blare and confusion of noises, like bedlam broken loose,
what chance has a child to develop good taste? It is
admittedly fascinating at times; but is without rhyme,
reason or order. I never permit my children to pollute
my piano with it. They may have it on the talking
machine, but they must not be accomplices in making it.
“Of course, things have changed in Sweden, too; and
American ragtime, always contagious, has now infected
all Europe. This makes.the music teacher’s.task in this
day far more difficult than formerly. I hear my daugh¬
ters practicing, and now and then they seem to be put¬
ting a dash of ragtime into Bach. If I stop them I
find that ‘Bach is too slow, I don’t like Bach!’ This is
almost like saying, ‘I don’t like Rubens, Van Dyke or
Millet; please, teacher, give me Mutt and Jeff or the
Katzenjammer Kids!’ American children need to be
constantly taught to reverence the great creators of the
land. Why, Jenny Lind is looked upon as a great na¬
tional heroine in Sweden, much as one might regard
George Washington in America. Before America can
go about musical educational work properly, the teachers
must inculcate this spirit, a proper appreciation of what
is really beautiful, instead of a kind of wild, mob-like
orgy of blare, bang, smash and shriek which so many
have come to. know as ragtime and jazz.
Self-Criticism
“If one should ask me what is the first consideration
in becoming a success as a singer, I should say the abil¬
ity to criticise one’s self. In my own case I had a very
competent musician as a teacher. He told me that my
voice was naturally placed and did very little to help
place it according to his own ideas. Perhaps that was
well for me, because I knew myself what I was about.
He used to say, ‘That sounds beautiful,’ but all the time
I knew that it sounded terrible. It was then that I
learned that my ear must be my best teacher. My
teacher, for instance, told me that I would never be able
to trill. This was very disheartening; but he really be¬
lieved, according to his conservative knowledge, that I
should never succeed in getting the necessary flexibility.
“By chance I happened to meet a celebrated Swedish
singer, Mme. Ostberg, of the old school. I Communi¬

opera by Professor Friedrich at the Royal High School r,
Music. Her American debut was made in 1912, in Chicagi
where she made an immediaate success in such
a
hen riles
enaaaed
Ortrud, Briinnhilde and Carmen. She. was then
enaaoe
mg at the Champs Elysi■■■■ Theatre
■n at the
rare distinction of■
cated to her the discouraging news that I could not
ever hope to trill. ‘Nonsense, my dear,’ she said, ‘some¬
one told me that too, but I determined that I was going
to learn to trill. I did not know how to go about it
exactly, but I knew, that with the proper patience and
will-power I would succeed. Therefore I worked up
to three o’clock one morning, and before I went to bed
I was able to trill.’
“I decided to take Mme. Qstberg’s advice, and I prac¬
ticed for several days until I knew that I could trill, and
then I went back to my teacher and showed him what
I could do. He had to admit it was. a good trill, and
he couldn’t understand how I had so successfully dis¬
proved his theories by acomplishing it. It was then that
I learned that the singer can do almost anything within
the limits of the voice, if one will only work hard
enough. Work is the great producer, and there is no
substitute for it. Do not think that I am ungrateful to
my teacher. He gave me a splendid musical drilling in
all the standard solfeggios, in which he was most pre¬
cise ; and in later years I said to him, ‘I am not grateful
to you for, making my voice, hut because you did not
“After having sung a great deal and thought introspectively a grqat deal about the voice, one naturally
begins to form a kind of philosophy regarding it. Of
course, breathing exercises are the basis of all good
singing methods, but it seems to me that singing teachers
ask many of thei-r pupils to do much queer impractical
things in breathing, things that ‘don’t work’ when the
singer is obliged to stand up before a big audience and
make everyone hear without straining.
“If I were to teach a young girl right at this moment
I would simply ask her to take a deep breath and note
the expansion at the waist just above the diaphragm.
Then I would ask her to say as many words, as possible

being awarded the Jenny Lind Medal from her own govern¬
ment and also of being admitted to the Royal Academy of
Sweden, the youngest member ever elected to that august,
scientific and artistic body. She has also been decorated
KinS Gustavus V of Sweden with Literis et Arnous. In
America she has made an immense success as a concert
’iger.J
upon that breath, at the same time having the muscles
adjacent to the diaphragm to support the breath; that
is, to sustain it and not collapse or try to push it up.
The trick is to get the most tone, not with the most
breath but with the least breath, and especially the very
least possible strain at the throat, which must be kept
in a floating gossamer-like condition all the time. I see
girls that have been to expensive teachers doing all sorts
of wonderful calisthenics with the diaphragm, things
that God certainly did not intend us to do in learning
to speak and to sing.
“Any attempt to draw in the front walls of the
abdomen or the intercostal muscles during singing must
put a kind of pneumatic pressure upon the breath stream,
which is sure to constrict the throat. Therefore, in my
own singing, I note the opposite effect. That is, there
is rather a sensation of expansion instead of contraction
during the process of expiration. This soon becomes
very comfortable, relieves the throat of strain, relieves
the tones of breathiness or all idea of forcing. There
is none of the ugly heaving of the chest or shoulders;
the body is in repose, and the singer has a firm grip
upon the tone in the right way. The muscles of the
front wall of the abdomen and the muscles between the
lower ribs become very strong and equal to any strain,
while the throat is free.
The Most Difficult Vowel
“In the emission of the actual tone itself I would
advise the sensation of inhaling at first. The beginner
should blow out the tone. Usually instead of having a
lovely floating character, with the impression of control,
the tone starts with being forced, and it always remains
so. The singer oversings and has nothing in reserve.
When I am singing I feel as though the farther away
from the throat, the deeper down I can control the breath
stream, the better and freer the tone becomes. Further¬
more, I can sing the long, difficult Wagnerian roles,
with their tremendous demands upon the vocal organs,
without the least sensation of fatigue. Some singers,
after such performances, are ‘all in.’ No wonder they
lose their voices when they should be in their prime.
“For me the most difficult vowel is ‘ah.’ The throat
then is most open and the breath stream most difficult to
control properly. Therefore I make it a habit to begin
my practice witli oo, oh, ah, ay, ee in succession. I
never start with sustained tones. This would give my
throat time to stiffen. I employ quick, soft scales, al¬
ways remembering the basic principle of breath control
I have mentioned, and always as though inhaling. This
is an example of what I mean. To avoid shrillness on
the upper tone I take the highest note with oo and
descend with oo.
Ex. 1

“The same thought applied to an arpeggio would be

Mme. Julia Claussen

“These I take with the comfortable limits of my voice,
always remembering that the least strain is a backward
step. These exercises are taken through all possible
keys. There can never be too much in the way of a
scale or arpeggio exercise. Many singers, I know, who
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wonder why they do not succeed, cannot do a good scale
the very first thing they should be able to do. Every
one should be like perfect pearls on a thread.

II

A

B

C

To be accurate in reading these chords, it is onlv
necessary to notice that in chord (a) the second line of
*1^“ between the heavy slanting bars of the
sharp. Thus it is the G which is sharped. Yet many
pupils will repeatedly produce a “horrible discord" by
placing the sharp on the neighboring F, probably be¬
cause they have used F# so much more often than Gi
17,
C(
i°°,k wllj Protnptiy tell you that in chord
f the f°urth line of the staff passes through the head
Of the flat While the fourth space is between the two
heavy slanting bars of the natural.
In chord (0, on the bass, there is no real reason for
S'r :i WlU. bat "otice that the fifth line of
the staff runs through the lower heavy bar of the nat
thTt’lffiT makil’g ^ affeCt tHe n°te °n the Space above
And so a little careful study will show that, after all
he mistakes so often made in applying the accidentals
o notes are due not so much to anything so unusual in
the music as to our lack of close observation.

and our first example is quite apparent. In the first in¬
stance every third teat is a firm resting place, in the
feh°untiTthry
fi "r k
1>Catof iSthe3 next
dissonance
a"d no rest is
felt
until the first
beat
measure.
Altogether, the accent on the third beat is, as a rule,
ot so strong as that on the first. Our first two examquhe c,car the
<*mre soTcimen
Cd ?"d
aCCented third •»» and are
the eeneral <- S’ °Vr, ast ‘s meant to be illustrative of
no lenffthv py^ °
accentec^ third beat. It requires
A Palpahle accent on the bird
b?strongIan SZ^ '"V" T ** e*3mp,e>
which a eenninp i J" °Ur second- If has the strength
wmch a genuine subordinate accent usually receives.
BEETHOVEN SONATA, Op. 2, No. 1
No.3 Ada8«o_

Helpful Criticism
By Nell Vaughan Mellichamp
In our studio particularly in preparing for contests,
we have succeeded in deepening interest in the work by
having the children play for each other, and by watching
and listening, point out defects in the rendering of the
chosen composition. This is never taken as harsh criti
cism, but rather in the nature of a game to see who can
remember every detail.
One child will instantly notice incorrect fingering
another will catch the omission of a rest or mark of
expression, until a number of points have been stressed,

■n,

,The

which are remembered more easily than from constant
reminding from the teacher.
Then we have two pupils play the number, which is
often a Czerny study, on companion pianos, which will
show up any tendency towards uneven playing
r
'Cads. to„much ca«fuI Practicing, and' when' our
contest finally comes off” we feel that the young stu¬
dent have really accomplished something worth while
prSes

3
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^ suPer,atlve “Prodigious ! ”

“ What is the Most Difficult Thing in Piano Study”

In the next
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Cast Iron Methods
By William H. Bush
result Liable
^ °ne way of
writer knows of the case'of6 V” 3 predicament- T1
cato exercise for two or thr
^ Wh° Was give” sta'
ent results. One week of n
Z'th Very indiffel
from Sylvia, which
il D ,bes farming Pteeica
crisp, clear, sharn
enjoyed> Produced a ver
little fellow to practice3** ,staccato which induced tl
want to take other suCCa r'Ce
™?h 3nd made hil
that the sagacious m™ ° pieces- Plantus pointed oi
hole. He alwa"° depended
trUSted himself to on
should have numerom,
“T two opemngs. Teacher
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First look carefully at the sharp (#). It is made up,
first, of two light, perpendicular lines. Across these run
two heavy, slanting bars, at the distance of one space of
the staff apart. If these heavy, oblique bars cross lines
of the staff then the space of the staff between those
two bars is affected by the sharp. If the two heavy bars
of the sharp fall in spaces of the staff, then the line of
the staff between those spaces has its tone sharped. Sim¬
ple enough, is it not, if only you look?
With the natural (H), the same rules hold good.
Pupils have been known to get confused as to how to
distinguish between the sharp and natural. First notice
that in the natural the lower part of the first perpen¬
dicular line and the upper part of the second one are
omitted. Then in the sharp the heavy slanting bars cross
the perpendicular lines, while in the natural they go
only from one line to the other.

The flat is formed of a stem, with a head in the
shape of half a heart, at its side. A line, to be flatted,
always passes directly through the center of this head.
A space, to be flatted, contains the head of the flat
between its two bounding lines.
In chords like the following, the accidentals are often
misplaced m their use on the keys.

■'

Lingering Lovingly on Details

'

By Edward Ellsworth Hipsher
ariIeTfromUWt
t ofTf*
“ reading
arises from a lack
closePT'S
observation.
Withaccidentals
not many
who are young in years is this habit a natural acquisilon. Rather, it is the result of training. And this
raining usually comes as the consequence of careful
teaching and thought.
Many pupils either from lack of close attention to details or through the indifference to these things on the
part of their teachers, are notoriously careless in the ap¬
plication of these characters. Notice carefully, on the
following staff, how the chromatic signs are made.
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made up of % notes. The dotted lines are inserted to
make clear the division. It is just as if Beethoven had
written a % measure followed by a % measure. It will
be noticed, too, that in the economy of accented and un¬
accented measures the second or % measure is always the
accented one. In this respect this example i- unique,
for the second accent is usually lighter than the first,
as in the very last example.
The reader should not imagine that every , ,>■ nearly
every measure in % time admits of this <liviM<m. I„
rapid tempo it is rarely possible. An interesting case is
Schubert’s Impromptu, Opus 142, No. 4, where the |)eculiar cross-accented accompaniment causes the third beat
at times to be accented quite palpably. These , ases arc,
however, altogether unusual. For instance, no , n would
think of allowing more than one accent per im-amre to
Beethoven’s Bagatelle. Op. 33, No. 7, which i to lie
played presto.
On the other hand slow movements in
time do not
have to contain more than one accent to tin measure
For instance, the beautiful theme in Wagner s Meistersingcr, generally called the Peace of the Summc, Sight,
has only one accent to thf measure although it is in
rather slow tempo. The difference between this case

„*

a

Sharps, Flats and Naturals

-

By Philip Gordon
In compound measures—as for example % time—there
are two accents, an accent on the first beat and another
on the third. But in % time, which is a simple measure
we often feel the same accent on the third beat, particu¬
larly in slow tempos. The finest example of this phe.
nomenon in our experience has been the second movement
of Beethoven's1 Piano Sonata, Opus 79. The feeling js
particularly strong since each beat is so weighty, being
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Sgf’ wl iVaS SCh0°,e(! PrinciPaUy in the Wagnerian
roles. With the coming of the war the prejudice against
the greatest anti-imperialist (with the possible exception
of Beethoven) which music ever has known—the im¬
mortal Wagner—became so strong that not until now
has the demand for his operas become so great that they

The Accent on the Third Beat

I

America’s Fatal Ambition
“One of the great troubles in America is the irrepress¬
ible ambition of both teachers and pupils. Europe is
al*0, not ™tmged with this. Teachers want to show
t. S°me teachers’ 1 am told> start in with songs
ft! l-r I"1 °I SCC°nd lesson’ with the sad knowledge
lft ^ d° u"0t d° th'S they may Iose the PUP‘> ‘0
some teacher who will peddle out songs. After four
or-five months I was given an operatic aria; and, of
course, I sang it. A year of scales, exercises and solfeg¬
gios would have been far more time-saving. The pupils
have too much to say about their education in this way.
The teacher should be competent and then decide all
such questions. American girls do not want this. They
expect to step from vocal ignorance to a repertoire over
ni rn
When you study voice, you should study not for
two years, but realize'you will never stop studying, if
you wish to keep your voice. Like any others, without
ecercise, the singing muscles grow weak and inefficient
there are so many, many things to learn.
‘Of course, my whole training was that of the opera

are being resumed with wonderful success. Therefore,
with the exception of a few Italian and French roles,
my operatic repertoire went begging.
“It was necessary for me to enter the concert field,
as the management of the opera company with which I
had contracts secured such engagements for me. It was
like starting life anew. There is very little opportunity
to show one’s individuality jn opera. One must play the
role. Therefore I had to learn a repertoire of songs,
every one of which required different treatment and
different individuality. With eighteen members on the
program the singer has a musical, mental and vocal task
which devolves entirely upon herself without the aid of
chorus,. co-singers, orchestra, costumes, scenery and the
glamour of the footlights. It was with the greatest
delight that I could fulfill the demands of the concert .
platform. American musical taste is very exacting.
The audiences use their imaginations all the time, and
like romantic songs with an atmospheric background,
which accounts for my great success with songs of such
type as Lieurance’s By the Waters of Minnetonka. One
of the greatest tasks I have ever had is that of relating
my roles in many different languages. I learned some
of them first in Swedish, then in Italian, then in French,
then in German, then in English; as I am obliged to
re-learn my Wagnerian roles now.
The road to success in voice study, like the road to
success in everything else, has one compass which should
be a consistent guide, and that is common sense. Avoid
extremes; hold fast to your ideals; have faith in your
possibilities, and work! work!! work!!!”

*>

Why is Paderewski the greatest of living pianists?
Because, more than any other, he lingers lovingly on
beautiful details in the music he is playing. There are
other reasons, but that is the principal one. Lingering
lovingly on ravishing details is the climax, the last word,
the perfection of pianoforte playing.
Perfect technic does not make a perfect pianist. There
are hundreds of piano players, male and female, profes¬
sional and amateur, who can do almost as brilliant tech¬
nical stunts as the player-pianos, but they are no Pader¬
ewskis.
.
Some pianists are as versatile as Paderewski, playing
French, German, Russian and Polish music with equal
facility and intelligence; they read at sight as easily as
he ; they have equally good if not better memories, and
some of them excel him in technical stunts. His art of
pedaling is, on the other hand unique, inspired, un¬
equaled. No other pianist has—probably no one ever
had—quite his gift for evoking from the piano, with
the aid of the pedal, ravishing tints—tints as new as the
colors with which Luther Burbank has painted his pop¬
pies and gladioli. But his most personal trait is—let me
say it again—the bewitching way he lingers over beauti¬
ful details. It is with those exquisite details that he has
most frequently thrilled his audiences—and will again,
I hope thrill them when the Polish question is settled.
As a statesman and orator, let me add, he emphasized
“details” which, if the “patriots” had heeded them, would
have prevented the nearly fatal overrunning of Poland
by the Bolsheviki last year.
In all my life I have never heard a more eloquent
speech than the one Paderewski made in Carnegie Hall
(preceding one of his recitals) in behalf of Poland. It
was an appeal for the starving children that went as
straight to the heart as his playing of Chopin’s Funeral
March or of the thrilling Preludes in B Minor and E
Minor (Op. 28, Nos. 6 and 4), which were played at
Chopin’s funeral in Paris.
This sublime speech would have fallen flat if it had
been rattled off without pauses, in the way Chopin’s
music is usually played by professionals.
The Piano Not a Sewing Machine
“Make pauses for breathing,” Hans von Billow use4
to say to his pupils. And again: “Do not play too fast.
You must bring out the harmonic and melodic beauties,
and you cannot do that if you treat the piano like a
sewing machine.”
Nine times out of ten when I hear a pianist—famous
or infamous—in Carnegie or Aeolian Hall, I feel like
shouting, after a few minutes: “You should bring out
the harmonic and melodic beauties and you cannot do
that if you treat the piano like a sewing machine.”
When you run a sewing machine there is no possibility
of introducing special illuminating accents and no ad¬
vantage in making pauses; but there is in playing the
piano. You have read about “eloquent flashes of silence”
and doubtless you have heard speeches by famous orators
who, just after or before one of their most telling sen¬
tences, would stop in order to give the hearers a chance
to breathe and prepare the attention for what is coming.
If an actor spoke Hamlet’s lines. “To be or not to be,”
metronomically, without pause or lingering over details,
would you not feel like throwing a rotten potato at him?
I certainly often feel like throwing rotten potatoes at
pianists who haven’t enough poetry in their souls to
linger lovingly over beautiful bars.
In my Success in Music and How It Is Won (p. 291),
there is a paragraph which shows what Liszt did in re¬
gard to this matter, wherefore I beg tire reader’s permis¬
sion to quote it: “Liszt taught his pupils the secret of
musical rhetoric, the science of eloquence. Among liv¬
ing pianists, Paderewski is almost the only one who fully
realizes the value of the rhetorical pause—a thing un¬
known to the foolish ‘sewing-machine players.’
Once
Fraulein Gaul played for Liszt a piece in which there
were two runs and after each run two staccato chords.
She played the runs finely, but struck the chords imme¬

By HENRY T. FINCK

diately after them. ‘No, no!’ cried Liszt. After you
make a run you must wait a minute before you strike
the chords, as if in admiration of your own perform¬
ance. You must pause, as if to say, ‘How nicely I did
that!’ And he illustrated the point at the piano. ‘That,’
says Miss Fay, ‘is the way he plays everything. It .
seems as if the piano were speaking with a human
tongue.”
A Hint by a Great Song Writer
Robert Franz once said to a friend that he did not
believe the melody of a song should always “hover over
the accompaniment like a butterfly” (what a poetic way
of putting it!), but should also appear in the pianoforte
part, and that only thus could a poem’s possibilities of
musical expression be exhausted.
His own short but big song, The Rose Complained,
illustrates this point admirably. In this song about the
rose bewailing its short life the chief melody is, as it
should be, in the voice part, yet the piano not only begins
it, but at the end brings, as it were, an echo of the melody
without the voice. But what I wish to call attention to
particularly is the fourth full measure (not counting the
opening fraction of a measure). If I were a piano
teacher I would devote a whole lesson to the two dis-.
sonant C’s which in that measure so exquisitely voice the*
rose’s complaint. Those plaintive C’s, which most ac¬
companists—even the good ones—are apt to glide over
carelessly—must be emphasized; they are the very
fragrance of this rose song. The emphasis is partly a
matter of accent (very slight), partly of lingering lov¬
ingly on the two dissonant notes—not too long, but just
long enough. To get it just right you may have to play
the measure a hundred times—great pianists do that sort
of thing; I have heard Paderewski do it with some
measures while visiting him at his Swiss chateau—but
when finally the accompanist gets tne real poetry of
those plaintive C’s, Franz’s little song is as sure of
big applause as the most showy operatic aria. The pub¬
lic never fails to recognize the lovely details if the
player dwells on them poetically. That's why Paderqjvski came, was heard and conquered.
Details like the two dissonant C’s in the Franz song
taay seem trifles, but trifles make perfection and perfec¬
tion is no trifle.
A good many persons think musical critics a superfluity
and a nuisance. But there is an excuse for them—in fact
there are three excuses for them: (1) if they slaughter
mediocrities; (2) if they try to discover and encourage
genius; (3) if in their comments they dwell lovingly on
beautiful details in compositions or their interpretation.
In this article we are concerned only with the third of
these excuses.
Vague Attention
Frank M.'Chapman, the editor of that delightful maga¬
zine, Bird Lore, in a recent number commented on “the
vagueness with which most people see birds.” He at¬
tributes this vagueness chiefly to “hasty, inadequate and
careless observation,” and to “a lack of training in the
art of seeing things accurately and in detail.”
The lack of training in the art of noticing things
accurately and in detail is painfully prevalent. La£t sum¬
mer I had in front of my residence in Maine a bed
thirty feet long and three feet wide filled with Opium,
Darwin, Silver Lining and Burbank’s Shirley poppies.
Many admired them, but few, I am sure, took in all the
ravishing details of the Burbank poppies in particular.
Most people see flowers only in a vague way; few could
sketch or paint what they have looked at, to save their
lives. And so with other things visible.
•
An amusing parlor diversion consists in having half
a dozen or a dozen persons look as long as they please
at the dial of your watch and then try to draw one just
like it. Some will draw Roman figures when yours are
Arabic, and almost invariably the figure VI is drawn, too.But no watch ever has a figure VI. Did you know that ?
Look and see why!

11,
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In music there is a corresponding vagueness in hear¬
ing, and in the overlooking of details. When you travel
on an express train and look out of the window you see
many things, but most of them so superficially that
they make no special impression. That’s the experience
most untrained listeners have when they go to an opera
or concert. The music just races past their ears and
few details are remembered. Is it a wonder, when you
reflect that in an opera there may be a million notes ?
Now here is where the musical critic can make him¬
self useful. Frequent hearing having made him thor¬
oughly familiar with most operas and concert pieces, he
has the opportunity to dwell knowingly and lovingly on
beautiful details. In writing of Carmen, for instance,
he can advise the hearer to watch particularly for the
glorious music of the love melody sung successively by
Escamillo and Carmen, just before he enters the bull
ring; or for a dozen other gems.
After a Wagner performance in which Jean de Reszke
had the part of Tristan, the critic could dwell admir¬
ingly oil many details, but particularly on the tenor’s
utterance of the word! Isolde in the last , bar he sings.
“It was most wonderful,” wrote a London critic; “not
merely affecting as the despairing and adoring cry of a
dying man thinking of the woman he worships, but' far
more than that. In it one hears not only love, but death.
It is the mysterious, whispering utterance of a spirit
already far away, as if the soul, having started on its
dark journey, were compelled by its old and beautiful
earthly passion to pause and to look back down the
shadowy vista to the garden of the world that it had
left, to the woman that it had left, perhaps forever, and
to send down the distance one last cry of farewell, one
last dim murmur of love, spectral, magical already with
the wonder of another world. Such an effect as this is
utterly beyond the reach of any one who is not a great
artist. It is thrilling in its imaginative beauty. It opens
the gates as poetry does sometimes and shows us a faint
vision of a far-away eternity.”
In thus dwelling lovingly on a single bar in Wagner’s
wonderful tragedy, what does the musical critic do ? He
rejoices the heart of the great singer who is glad to be
so thoroughly appreciated, and is encouraged by this
praise to bestow the same amount of soul-work on other
pregnant measures. He rejoices the sympathetic listener
who felt as moved as the critic was, but usually is un¬
able to express his feelings as glibly in words; and,
furthermore, the critic,, by his enthusiastic comments,
makes others eager to hear an opera, a single measure
of which has such an ocean of meaning—thus helping
along the survival of the fittest in the opera houses.
I have often received letters from readers of my
newspaper criticisms or books thanking me for specially
calling their attention to beautiful details. In my edi¬
torial notes on the songs of Schubert, Grieg and other
masters I have always kept this in mind as my most
important task; also in my biographies of Wagner, Grieg
and Massenet. When a reader writes to me that I have
opened up to her or him a new world of beauty and
joy by calling attention to the things most to be looked
for, I feel I have not lived or written in vain.
Count Tolstoy’s Folly
The other day I read an excellent little English hook
by Percy A. Scholes, entitled “The Listener’s Guide to
Music.” In it occurs this sentence: “A simple folk-song
Tolstoy could understand: a sonata or symphony was
beyond him. Tolstoy would abolish all complex music
because the plain man cannot grasp it at a sitting. The
assumption of the present book is that it is better to
abolish the plain man—as a plain man. There is a world
of beauty lying just beyond the plain man’s reach; it is
worth a little striving on his part to find the way to that
world and enter in.”
If Count Tolstoy could have been persuaded to let
some one point out to him some of the countless beauties
in Wagner’s Siegfried, and to go and hear it five or six
times, he would have become despairingly ashamed of
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the incredibly silly comments he made on that sublime
master work. The same is true of Ruskin and his equally
stupid remarks on Wagner s The Meistersingers. Strange
that minds so huge m their own sphere can be so micro¬
scopically small out of their sphere 1

Practical Phases of Modern Pianoforte Technic
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:g and helpful article appeared in The Etude for March)
(The first part of this interesting

Experience Plus Enthusiasm
By Virginia M. Madden
Enthusiasm is the badge of youth. Experience is the
by-product of . the years. They are both of the highest
import. How shall we teachers add these two factors
column" °rdlnary fcrmS) they do not belong in the same
Josef Hofmann, in a recent article in The Etude
said : “The beginning is of such tremendous importance
that only the best is good enough. By this I do not
mean the most expensive teacher obtainable, but some
one who is thorough, conscientious, alert and experi¬
enced. One wants strength at the foundation, not gold
ornaments, marble trimmings—it is often wise to employ
a teacher who specializes in instructing beginners. It is
not virtuosity that is needed in the make-up of the
teacher of beginners, but rather sound musicianship, as
well as the comprehension of the child psychology.”
One of the saddest things in pedagogy is a music
teacher wearily grinding away with no heartfelt interest
in his pupils—just “making a living.” This lack of interest-somethnes, even antipathy-is not due to lack of
ability, but to absence of enthusiasm. . One vacation I
met a music teacher socially, and was much impressed
with her evident high intelligence and original views
But once she disappointed me by remarking: “Oh, yes,
1 have a studio in town, but when fall comes I’d rather
be killed than go back to it!” 1 She probably did not
mean it altogether, but the attitude of mind was there.
let how is it possible to teach notation, for instance,
over and over as many times as you have beginners,
without losing freshness?
One preventative is to try to remember that the facts
about the signs and symbols of music, though old to
you, are absolutely new to your little pupil, and it is an
unexplored world of sound to which you are introducing
him. If you tell him that a long time ago, before notes
were thought of to picture sound, they used little crooked
lines called “neumes” to help their memories—that aftei
awhile they drew lines through them, and so, at length,
the grand staff grew into existence—you will find that
task"'"6 tHe meS and SPaCCS WiU ^ a mUch P,easanter
In the work of ear training the alert teacher will have
the same interest as a doctor in diagnosing a case. The
pupil with a naturally keen ear will be a delight, while
the singer'of monotones will challenge you to awaken
a sense of pitch.
When the first technic is introduced show a very per¬
sonal interest in the behavior of the little figners. To
regard them as the child’s workmen gives them a semi¬
personality that appeals to the small child. Laugh with
him (not at him) over the involuntary antics of the sec¬
ond finger, or lament the feebleness of the fourth (lameman)—he will soon proudly exhibit their reforms. When
he plays his first skips, he just as interested to see that
he lands on the right key as though you never saw anyone do it before. You never did see this particular hand
do it, so it is new. Herein seems to lie the secret of
imparting knowledge with freshness—the ability to
imagine yourself as not knowing what you do know.
When you can get into that state of mind all sorts of
illustrations and illuminations will suggest themselves to
you, and your pupil will think of his music lesson as a
penance to be endured.
Of course, it is not an easy matter to be always keyed
up to concert pitch of enthusiasm, the more one culti¬
vates it, the longer the periods of its endurance become.
It is one of the self-sacrifices of teaching that it does
take from the nervous vitality of the teacher, but that
is unavoidable, and we must be resigned to it. Do not
be tempted to undertake more work than you can do
well. If you teach a certain number of pupils with
freshness and then attempt to crowd in a few more, the
last must suffer in consequence. In these days of high
cost of living this advice may sound impractical but,
from the standpoint of efficiency, we all realize its truth!
In the end it doesn’t even pay financially, for nervous
breakdowns and similar ills attend overwork and count¬
eract whatever material gain there may have been.
Let us, therefore, study not only to make the most of
our experience, but woo and retain the bright quality
enthusiasm, for with these two allies our work must
succeed.

Touch, Acquired and Natural
to think that anyone can deSo many people
ch. That
velop any kind of a touch.
___is true
__if you mean
ay’ legato, staccato, non-legato,
only that anyone can play
non-iegauu,
etc., but touch is largely a matter of personality. That
is what makes piano-playing so infinitely interesting. The
touch of my different colleagues is in most instances as
definite in character as their countenances and their
characters. Just as one can improve one’s character s
can the touch be improved.
All that one can do, therefore, is to try innumerable
experiments to improve one’s own touch. Do not, how¬
ever, try to destroy your personality by trying to mimic
anyone slavishly. Your charm in your playing, if you
have any charm at all, is in the individuality, the per¬
sonality in your playing.
Why Rubinstein Played False Notes
There seemes to be an impression that a long gaunt,
thin, bony hand, with very little flesh, is a good pianistic
and. Why? Goodness only knows! Of course, the
land must be large enough for the requirements of the
iterature, but, to my mind, the best pianistic hand is the
one with good, substantial, fleshy cushions at the end of
t .wiTo
t
.
. ,
hw" ■! !. f°rget Rubll;stems hand. When I shook
drown Jini
•”t1!
Secmed
Iiand
drowned
in his,
I have
never as
seenth0Ugh
anothermy
hand
like was
itso soft and supple and yet so strong and powerful. He
was leonine right through. One of the reasons why he
acquired a reputation for striking false notes must have
been because of the great breadth of the cushions at the
end of his fingers. His fingers were so broad that he
used to long for a larger sized keyboard, so that his
fingers would fit more easily between the keys. No one
hated mistakes and false notes more than Rubinstein, and
I am sure that his occasional lapses from accuracy with
which he has been credited, were due to this physio¬
logical handicap and not to carelessness as is often sup¬
posed. But even if he did make an occasional slip, his
playing was incomparable and one never thought of the
A Mjtter of Tempo
It is a great mistake to practice a piece always at the
same tempo. By practicing at different tempi, one can
learn much. One of the things that the pianist, who
is called upon to play in large halls, learns is that a
piece played in a large hall always sounds faster to the
audience than it actually is. This may be due to the
acoustical fact that the sound fills a larger space or
has to travel faster to the ears of the listeners. Or it
may be psychological in that the very fact of hearing
it played with great clarity at a sufficient speed gives
he impression of more speed and skill than when the
same composition .is played at a much faster speed so
that the audience can hardly comprehend it. Again
when a piece is played too fast, there is always the

the8btt/harthetnerVe
C°,ntr01
Wi" be Unab,e
to Prevent
the little slips that result
m disaster.
Therefore
it is
always a good rule never to play on the stage or at a
recital at your full speed. Practice it privately if you
will at a break neck speed, just to convince vourself
that you can.do it: but do not seek to bewilder the
public with it. I refer to the very rapid running pieces
like the von Weber Pcrpctuo Mobile or the so-called
Minute V alse of Chopin. Let your hearers catch every
note definitely and never blurred. Of course there are
short passages m certain pieces, like the scales in Chop¬
in s G Minor Ballade, mhich must be played at full
speed. In such instances it is good to use the pedal
even Vhen there are conflicting harmonies which cause
W
Th,-/ueCt 'S then not that of individual notes
but of a solid line of tone as it were.
Playing for Rubinstein
When I was thirteen years of age I was selected
with a group of my fellow students at Moscow includ¬
ing Rachmaninoff and Scriabine, to play for Rubinstein
.when he visited the school. The great master had the
privilege of chosing works from the following program
which he might ask any of the students to play
Bach, Fugue.
'
, Beethoven. Variations Eroica.
Chopin, Three Etudes.
Liszt, Etude in F Minor.
Liszt, Twelfth Rhapsody.

The conservatory authorities knew enough not t0 try
to pander to the master by placing any of Rubinstein’s
compositions upon the program, as he would have been
terribly incensed. He always refused to hear any of his
own works. When it came my turn, he heard the first
number and then insisted upon hearing the entire pro¬
gram. Strange to say Ii was "«t
fri<rhtene,i h.g
not frightened,
hut delighted.
with the opportunity of playing for him. 11 ■ personality
was so wonderful that his very look was an inspiration.
I am sure I never have played so well for anyone since
then. When it came to the C Minor-Etude ., f Chopin
he shook himself like a mighty lion, and >ln.uu-il, “piav
it with all the fury you can."
It was at such a time that I understood the reason for
the exhaustive drill of a man like Safonoff, whose dis¬
cipline was unrelenting. He had a habit of in ting ami
insisting with his pupils, until they got it n
■ . fv him.
He used to say, “Play that .1,000 times befi t ,,,u comp
again; not 1,000 or 2,000, but 3,000." He
w lhat, if
the student would do it enough, the re
would lie
forthcoming. In this is a note of encotirag
it to all
students. The reason why many do not :
• suits i:
that they have stopped short of enough. Y
the result at the end of the goal unless ymi
length of the road to reach the goal. Sn
results with far too little work. They n,
any■ that
- wa>-• • There is a great deal of -la
The student sees only the finished pi.■■Inert, anil
does not realize that the artist, who docs ,*
easily
and so readily, has spent years and year- ,
iiu- most
heart breaking kind of grueling practice in a
ring the
skill.
American students are noted for their willingness to
work enthusiastically, but the long patient iIhU, the in¬
cessant repetitions, seem to annoy many ,,f t!„m, who
fancy that success in piano-playing must conn like some
sudden rise in a speculative stock market, an.I drop a
fortune in virtuosity upon them with verv linle effort.
Such things may happen in finance, but they i, ver hap¬
pen in art. Work, work and then more WORK, of the
most faithful, self-sacrificing kind, is the great -cret of
all for the artist. More than this, he must find joy in
every moment of his work. If he has the t.,Vnt. the
strength and the personality, he then stands a nance of
becoming successful as a virtuoso.
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By Alice Graham
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Inspiration in Piano Playing
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Richakd Hoffman, one of the well-known pianists of
his time, has said, “When an artistic player is heard, it
is the variety of tone, the infinite shading, expression
and feeling which charm and impress us. These are not
all the result of technical study; they go deeper than
this.” He realizes there is something far beyond me¬
chanical equipment, for he adds later on, “The great
pianists who can charm us by their interpretations can be
quickly counted; while those who excel in digital dex¬
terity alone are as innumerable as the stars of the
firmament.”
The moving power, the inspiration of music is elo¬
quently referred to by Professor W. R. Spaulding, in his
recent work. Music, an Art and a Language, in which
he says, “The writings of all the great poets, Milton,
Shakespeare, Browning and Whitman, aboymd in elo¬
quent tributes to the power and influence of music; but
no one attempts to define it. The mystery of music must
be approached with reverence and music must be loved
for itself with perfect sincerity. Music, in fact, is a pres¬
entation of emotional experiences, fashioned and con¬
trolled by an overruling intellectual power.” And he
continues, “Any great musical composition is an intel¬
lectual achievement of high rank. Behind the sensuous
factors, sound and rhythm, lies always the personal mes¬
sage of the composer, and if we are to grasp this and
make it our own, we must go with him hand in hand, so
that the music actually lives again in our minds and
imaginations.”
Elusive Questions
The duty of the pianist is to fit himself to be able to
transmit a great piano composition to his hearers so that
it shall possess something of the conception, the imag¬
ination, the inspiration which moved the composer as he
wrote. But how is this procedure to be accomplished,
or even defined? How can we put into words something
so elusive, so indefinable as the inspirational side of piano
playing? Shall we venture on ground so far off the
beaten track generally followed by those who study and
play the piano? Yet it is this very elusive thing called
inspiration which is longed for by many earnest souls.
But much as they may wish to achieve it; much as they
may labor and strive for it, inspiration seems ever to
elude their comprehension.
As the most abstruse questions are cleared through dis¬
cussing them, so a heart-to-heart chat with the player
who is laboring to make his playing vital enough to
appeal to others, who longs to reveal the divine spark
within the music, may help him, and those like him, who
are trying to fit themselves to be artists.
Once in a while there appears some remarkable per¬
sonality who, almost from the beginning, seems nat¬
urally gifted with inspiration. Leaving such to cleave
their way upward like brilliant meteors, let us consider
how others, less gifted, may. prepare themselves to be¬
come avenues for inspirational force, when it comes to
them. For there certainly must be preparation. The
aspirant must be ready to receive as well as reveal. His
duty is to reveal the light he sees. As Mark Hambourg,
one of the notable pianists puts it, “The piano is in form
the most mechanical of all instruments, therefore, it re¬
quires all available wealth of imagination, ardent feeling,
poetry of expression, to make it produce real, living
music. For the greater the music, the more power, color,
fine feeling and poetry it should be made to express.”
Inspiration, even if it seems to come out of a clear
sky, cannot illumine the playing, unless the player has,(
at his command, the means to express it. There must be
preparation, a growing appreciation of music itself and
what may be said through it. Technical growth should
go hand in hand with artistic growth, and with the
development of the higher graces of the spirit.
Let us come right down to rock bottom and see if we
can gain an understanding of how to train ourselves so
that we shall not be soulless players, but rather mediums,
fitted to be touched by, and able to express, musical
inspiration.
The artist above quoted also says, “It is not enough

to feel deeply, to have temperament, poetic feeling,
imagination; it is necessary also to have an absolutely
dependable technic. This is indispensable to one who
would become a pianist.”
Now we are getting at something tangible. The aspir¬
ant must be endowed with at least latent capacities of
temperament, imagination, poetry, fine feeling, spon¬
taneity. At the bottom, however, back of all these gifts
of mind and heart, must ever be a dependable technic.
The spirit cannot lx revealed without a body through
which it can speak. The more perfect and beautiful the
body, the more subtle and moving the voice of inspira¬
tion which may move it.
Technical Equipment
A pianist who longs to be an avenue for inspiration,
needs the most perfect technical equipment he can ac¬
quire. He need not fear to have “too much technic.”
No one can have a too highly developed mechanism.
For him technic should be a real art, through which the
spirit within shall speak. It is passing strange—one of
the unaccountable things in human consciousness—that
the adequate means for the high ends they aspire to,
should be so belittled by many people, even by the major¬
ity of players who hope to be artists. They seem unwill¬
ing to get right down to the foundation, and build log¬
ically from the bottom up. Their foundation is not
solid; there are stones loose or lacking here and there.
Perhaps it is faulty hand position, or weak knuckles, or
bending finger joints. Such things can be cured with
care and attention. There is no dependable technic possi¬
ble when these glaring faults are unconquered. Perhaps
the sense of rhythm is lacking. This loss can be made
up with constant drill and effort. As one pianist re¬
marks, “Rhythm may be described as the salt of playing,
whose absence leaves everything tasteless and unsatisfy¬
ing.” Every embryo artist should make haste to develop
this precious quality in his playing. Perhaps the player
lacks power in fingers and arms. This lack also can be
made up by intelligent practice, rjghtly directed. If
memory is defective, careful training will render this
faculty reliable.
In short, nearly all faults, defects, deficiencies may be
made good, if the player is awake to the great truth that
he must have a dependable technic before he can hope
to become an avenue for musical expression and inspira¬
tion. If he be truly in earnest he ought to be willing,
yes, happy and eager, to prepare himself thoroughly on
the technical side. When he realizes that technic can be
an art in itself, he welcomes definite study as a means
of fitting himself for higher things, such things as would
never be possible to him without this adequate prep¬
aration.
Temperament
What is temperament, and how can it be explained?
The word is defined as “A special type of mental con¬
stitution, due to natural characteristics.” Again, it is
“Constitution, make-up,” “The summary of intellectual
and emotional tendencies.” Musical performance, whether
it be singing or playing, is a great self-rtvealer. One
need give out but a few measures to disclose what sort
of a person he is. If you can speak through music, we
shall know it at once; if you cannot, we shall soon dis¬
cover that also. You may have a very excitable, lively
temperament, hence you will be more attracted by the
gay and joyful in music, and express yourself best
through that medium. The bright and happy side of
music is always inspiring; and, if your technic is adequate
and your rhythm unfailing, you can touch others through
this side of music. Many of the older masters wrote
most frequently in cheerful mood—Bach, Mozart, Haydn,
Scarlatti, also Mendelssohn, and often Schumann. You
will find plenty of material of a joyous character among
these composers. Or yours may be a more reflective,
introspective or even melancholy temperament. Then
you may be more at home and find deeper meaning in
the serious, solemn, perhaps the tender, sympathetic sides
of music. You will love the slow movements from
Beethoven, Brahms, Schumann, Schubert, and, above all,

Chopin. Here again, if your technic he adequate, if you
have variety of touch and tone color, if you have found
technic “an art in itself,” you will be able to find, and
reveal, inspiration in this soulful music, and express it
by sympathetic means.
Imagination
Imagination has long been recognized as the highest
quality in the make-up of the musician. Imagination has
been called “the rarest power of man.” Again, "without
imagination the interpretative artist can never discern the
meaning of the master’s thought. Not a single musical
phrase can disclose its true musical value to the mind
which has no imagination.” This magic word plays a
large part in true temperament. With an active imagina¬
tion you can picture to yourself the gay, jovial, happy,
reflective, melancholy, sad, joyous—all these states of
consciousness. Without imagination you get nowhere.
Rubinstein must have had a wonderful imagination to
write of the ocean as he did, before ever travelling on
it. The same might be said of Weber, in Oberon, with
his Ocean, Thou Mighty Monster. A great actor,
through his imagination, creates a tense, gripping char¬
acter out of his part. A great pianist makes this Adagio
or that Sonata Movement inspiring or tragic, through
his ability to imagine and project what it means, and
how much can be put into it. Thus, with artistic touch
and technic, rhythm, fine feeling, insight at command, it
is, after all, imagination which welds these into an inspir¬
ing whole.
Cultivating the Imagination
There are many things which influence and spur the
imagination, and they vary with one’s environment. In
a great metropolis everything aids, even a stroll along
the thoroughfares. Life is everywhere seen in all its
kaleidoscopic complexity. Then there are the art gal¬
leries, where painting and sculpture may be studied as
often and as much as one may desire. And what a feast
for the imagination is found in a great work of art I
There is the theater, too, where much that is fine in
dramatic art may be seen, often interpreted by the most
famous exponents. There are even the film theaters,
where, if one chooses good plays, one finds a wonderful
incentive and impulse for the imagination. Many pian¬
ists and violinists confess to sincere enjoyment in the
“movies.” Then tjiere are the great libraries, a complete
education in themselves.
No wonder ambitious musicians seek to locate in the
great centers of the world’s activity. Bnt, strange as it
may seem, amid tjie city’s teeming advantages, there are
people calling themselves musicians, who are working and
teaching, yet who are quite oblivious to the music and
art-life about them. They seldom go to a concert, read
a book on music, or visit a museum. They “never bother
to read the musical journals,” nor do they keep in touch
with what is being done even in their chosen profession.
They are the dry-as-dusts, who are buried in a rut. We
cannot pull them out, nor resuscitate them unless they
desire to break their bonds. We can only exclaim, “The
pity of it 1”
A Special Source of Inspiration
Speaking of the means by which he cultivated his
imagination and inspiration, Richard Hoffman says, “I
advise hearing as much good singing and as many operas
as possible. The ear cannot be better trained than by
this means. I know these things have influenced my own
powers of interpretation, and I look back upon the sev¬
enty or more operas I have heard, with frequent repeti¬
tions, as being one of the sources from which I have
drawn my musical, education. I include in this advice all
good orchestral concerts, where standard works are
played; for in all classical compositions every note is
audible and given to just the right instrument.”
The music lover and student, whose lot is cast, for the
time, far from these obvious attractions, need not feel
he has therefore no means of cultivating his imagina¬
tion. For him the birds sing, flowers bloom, the river
rushes by. pr the brooklet tinkles over its mossy bed.
For him the sunset reveals its glories, wood and hilltop
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are i-adiam with beauty. He has not the necessity to
visa picture galler.es to study art works executed by
the nand of man, when nature offers him freely and
spontaneously fresh glories moment by moment. Did not
Thoreau leave the dusty, crowded city to make his home
m the woods? And what a world he found there for
self-development!
So it is not environment only, which is the cause of
our growth ; but, deeper down, it is the compelling desire
and impelling force within which pushes us higher in
knowledge, in attainment, in experience.
If we would grow in experience, in imagination which
touches inspiration,'we will cultivate a dependable artnstic technic, in order to express our highest thought,
r™e *?P,rat,on cannot be voiced by the unprepared. It
is the fine fruit of the sum of all the qualities we have
briefly touched upon. If we will take these suggestions
o heart, we can labor for their consummation, and pa¬
tiently await the reward. We will find it in the ability
to receive illumination ourselves, and the power to pass
it on to others.

Patience in the Study of Music
By C. H. Carpenter
In no other art is constant and persistent patience so
indispensable to bring about progress and accomplish¬
ment, as the art of music. The very acts, mental and
physical, that are necessary to produce musical notes
on any musical instrument are difficult and complicated
to say the least. The mind, the eye, the ear, the mus¬
cles of the body are all intricately involved in pro¬
ducing even one sound on a musical instrument, whether
it is a violin, piano or any other kind of instrument, and
progress in the study of music is simply improvement in
the synchronization of the bodily organs just men¬
tioned, coupled with a higher cultivation of the personal
musical faculty.
Perfect synchronization of the personal organs that
produce music on an instrument and perfect personal
musical faculty do not come, except in very rare cases
without long, continued patient practice. Even some
of our greatest virtuosos who have been classed as nat¬
ural geniuses of the highest order, have perfected their
art by such long, patient practice that it would astound
the average person to know the inmost history of the
artist s climb to the heights of fame.
And not only have these same virtuosos spent endless
hours in attaining perfection, but they continue to prac¬
tice persistently day by day so that there will be no
waning of their acquired powers. It is. said that Pad¬
erewski spent twelve hours a day on piano practice prior
to the time that he became connected with the State
affairs of Poland. Just imagine twelve hours a day
practicing on a piano! Is it not plain that it took pa¬
tience without end for Paderewski to become the cele¬
brated artist that he is?
It is not possible to learn music "in ten, easy, short
lessons’’ or “without a master,” as some of the newspa¬
per and magazine advertisements inform us. If it were
so, why would it be necessary for our great musical
artists to spend so much time in practice? The musical
student, no matter how much nature has fitted him for
music, must never forget that only through great pa¬
tience will he ever get anywhere in music. The teacher
of music must also ever impress upon the minds of his
students that they must be patient and painstaking in
their studies if they desire to reach their highest possible attainment.

Studios, Yesterday and To-day
By William H. Bush
Whether music in America has advanced or not,
the writer is certain that the appearance of American
studios has done so wonderfully. Recently I had an op¬
portunity to see a series of studio pictures, taken in the
eighties. They were of representative studios in large
music centres of America. Of course, styles change
and there are manifest differences in taste in each dec¬
ade. However, the tendency in present-day furnish¬
ings is toward great simplicity and the avoidance of
passing fads. In all art there is the element of the
eternal. Pictures, statuary, furniture, everything that is
not characteristic of the eternally beautiful, had a kind
of transient hideous quality that made many of the
studios of that day little but nightmares. Whatnots,
chromos, monstrous jardiniers, furniture with designs
like wall paper, brocaded upholstery, everything of that
sort is happily passed. This points to a studio charm
which cannot fail to have a fine effect upon the taste of
students.
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The Psychology of Dress in Public Appearance
By Elizabeth A. Gest
To some, no doubt, the thought that dress could influ¬
ence a public performance is sheer nonsense, because they
live and work firmly believing that such outside details
have nothing whatever to do with art. To a certain
extent that is true, particularly in the case of those who
live and work for “Art for Art’s Sake,” but the Art’s
sake people are not always the most successful from the
public’s point of view. Success from that point means
doing well whatever you do, but doing it so that the
public knows about it, and incidentally obtaining a certain
amount of remuneration, for such is the scale by which
success is generally measured.
The musician has some disadvantages that workers in
other fields of art do not have, as far as the public is
concerned.,
The painter may work whenever and wherever he
chooses, always secluded from public view, working only
when he feels like working, and then showing the results
to the public, who become familiar with his name and
work but not with his personality.
The same is true of the poet and writer. If they feel
indisposed in the morning, they can write in the evening.
If they so desire they can go about from day to day in
old clothes without having to dress and face an audi¬
ence—they send their work out to do that for them.
In that, of course, they are like the composer, but we
are speaking of the performer, on whom the presenting
of all compositions rests (and in this case particularly of
women performers).
Besides keeping a certain number of programs "up ”
the public performer must be at all times ready to face
an audience and be “keyed up” to do her best—indisposi¬
tions or personal worries notwithstanding. She must be
at her best, no matter how many times or how unex¬
pectedly she is called upon and no matter how trying
are the conditions under which she appears.
Granted, she knows her program perfectly. She has
given the same numbers before, therefore she can do so
again, and she knows it. But the acoustics are poor the
audience is cold, and she is, alas, untastefully dressed.
RS !’LtherdeCtnc current called magnetism is hard to
establish. Given the same conditions and the performer
coming out on the stage tastefully and becomingly
dressed, and conscious of the fact, she will have a com¬

mand over her audience and attract them to her even
before she begins to play or sing.
This does not mean that one should be always thinking
of one’s appearance. Quite the opposite, but it means
that feeling one’s self in command of the situation, the
performer can be quite oblivious to appearance and give
hprself entirely to her art. Appearance is a matter u,„.
correct.
For example, a soprano was telling her mother about a
concert in which she had taken part the night before:
“I got through my part of the program all right, though
I have done better, but I kept wishing all the time that
I had dressed differently—the others all wore evening
dress.”
Conscious of the fact that she was not appropriately
dressed, she could not get it off her mind, anil her work
suffered accordingly.
A teacher said to a twelve-year-old child who was
taking part in a pupils’ recital, “Helen, you are going to
play your best to-day, I hope.” “Oh, yes,” answered
Helen, “I am going to do my very best because I have
my new dress on, and I feel just like it.” Tin’s was an
unconscious admission of the fact that when she knew she
was dressed up she was in the right mental state and
filled with enthusiasm from the start.
One other example. A young pianist who was becom¬
ing favorably known to the public, said to me.. day, “I
played my very best last night. I always do, f, r some
reason or other, when I wear that pink dress." Another
illustration of the same thing. This girl had not had
many occasions in her life to wear evening <lr. . and the
mere wearing of it put her in an exhilarated mental
state, ready to conquer. The dress was slc.-v Ass, and
she knew she had graceful arms and good techni , there¬
fore knowing she looked well, she put that entirely out
of her mind and concentrated on her program Wrvousness under such conditions does not exist.
The dress should not lie elaborate or showv, and may
be quite inexpensive, but it must be tasteful and hemming.
Do not think for an instant, however, that a mere gown
can take the place of talent and ability, but other things
being equal, it does help the performer to turn on the
electric current of magnetism.

“Alla Breve”

This term was originally applied to a measure (4/2)
consisting of four half-notes or their equivalent value,
the length of such a measure being equal to the now
almost obsolete note called a “breve,” amounting in value
to two whole-notes. As it is not our present purpose,
however, to follow up antiquarian research, we would
merely state that in its present use the term is applied
to a measure of just half that length (2/2), namely two
beats of a half-note each.
Arithmetically, this would be equal to common time
(C or 4/4), but musically it is entirely different, and
there are many musicians, even some professionals, who
fall into serious error through not appreciating the dif¬
ference In 4/4 time there is a strong accent on the first
beat and a second, but weaker accent on the third beat
while in Alla Breve (f£ or 2/2) there is an accent on
the first of the two beats, but no other measure-accent
whatever. As a result, Alla Breve has a more rapid and
brilliant effect, and is usually taken at a higher speed
The present writer met with an amusing instance of
ignorance in regard to this matter a few years ago In
looking over the proof-sheets of one of his compositions
which was being brought out by a certain New York
publishing house, he found a C printed where the copy
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and shoidd be, 4/4, with one step to each quarter-note,
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Chopin’s Funeral March. In.t there
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Drawing his pen through it vertically

he changed it toag, but what was his surprise when
the piece was printed to find it entirely lacking a timesignature—both the printer and the publisher’s proof¬
reader had taken his mark for a cancellation!
Wagner once overheard a performance of one~of his
own compositions where, despite the signature
a sec
ond-class conductor beat four tedious quarter-notes to
the measure. Speaking of it to Liszt, he remarked sar¬
castically that the man must be a quadruped.
But the most frequent errors occur in the rendering
ot a certain type of marches, especially wedding or cere
momal grand marches. Where both the music and the
step are intended to be slow, the rhythm commonly is,
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What Was Liszt’s Technic Like?

This question has been asked of me by students,
teachers and other music lovers, with such frequency
as to induce me to attempt an analytical description of
Liszt’s technic, although the task is one before which
not “to falter would be sin.”
We usually mean by “technic” a well trained human
playing apparatus! a well developed finger, mechanism,
supported by wrist or arm or both, as the case chances
to require. We mean the “mechanical” side of musicmaking ; that side, which has nothing to do with spirituality except to serve its purposes as an unquestioning
underling. This technic can be acquired by any one
that has a good drill master and the requisite persistence
in practicing, because it is “mechanical.”
If in the face pf this definition of technic I should
speak of such a thing as a “spiritual technic” I should
run the risk of being laughed at, and yet—there is such
a thing, as we shall presently see in a crude exemplifica¬
tion.
Among the people that apply to a teacher for lessons
there is occasionally one who makes the teacher wonder
how he can play as well as he does with entirely un¬
trained hands. He cannot and does not play well, of
course; he spoils everything that demands digital skill,
but succeeds nevertheless in delivering at least the
rhythm, the melodic passages, the general outline, in
short, a sort of shirt-sleeve, rough and tumble sketch
Of the piece which can be understood, though of course
pot
:y?d. Every teacher has probably come across,
such an applicant and readily diagnosed his case as “the
head too far ahead of the fingers.” But by this very
diagnosis he admitted that the applicant did possess a
musical head and one that was strong enough to compel
the fingers to do its bidding, somehow, in some way, be
it never so queerly, but at the same time well enough to
make itself, at least, understood. This is the sort of
-technic which I mean by a crude “spiritual technic.”
Hands and Mind
Now let us assume the combination of two things;
first, a musical mind that takes rank among the greatest
in musical history and second, a pair of hands trained
to perfection by Czerny, himself; in other words, a
playing apparatus so highly developed as to enable the
mind to do with it whatever it pleases; a set of fingers
which are the obedient slaves of the player’s every whim
or caprice and serve, the musical mind without its being
in the least conscious of the service. If we can stretch
our imagination so far as to conceive of this combina¬
tion we shall have caught a glimpse of that “spiritual
technic” which Liszt had at his command. “Spiritual,” I
must call it, because its base was not mechanism but—
personality. (Just as it is not mechanism but person¬
ality which speaks in the playing of the aforesaid un¬
trained applicant for lessons.) Let me call it a rudi¬
mentary mechanism transformed by personality.
Personality, then, being the base of Liszt’s technic,
vve must regard it a little closer to discern its attributes.
His education was of the broadest possible, including
the complete mastery of five languages (he could even
“converse” in Latin). His erudition might have been
envied by many a professional litterateur or scholar.
His social polish, his natural noblesse, gentility and un¬
varying amiability no diplomat could excel and few
■could equal. (On account of its irrelevancy to the pres¬
ent discussion I omit, regretfully, his infinite kindheartedness.) Were these the qualities that produced
Liszt’s great personality? Why, no! That would be
putting the cart before the horse. It was his God-given
personality which urged him to acquire his multiform
knowledge, to develop his social graces. It was because
of what he had to say that he reached out for a broad
education as for a means to express himseif clearly and
adequately. And it was the musical side of his person¬
ality which—endeavoring to put into tonal reality what
was in his mind—caused him to use his technic with
such results as amounted to the creation of, practically,
a new technic.

By CONSTANTIN VON STERNBERG
To start with, he did not regard his playing apparatus
as consisting of two parts of five fingers each, but as
being one of ten fingers. This employment of the
fingers regardless of “left” or “right” can be seen in
the contrapuntal works of Bach and his contemporaries;
but it fell soon into disuse and was not resumed until
Liszt used it in his oiyn style. He did not see why he
could not put the thumb just as well over the third,
fourth or fifth finger as under it and illustrated this use
in the four superswift scales in the “Rhapsodie Espagnole.” Octaves of great rapidity, embodying at the
same time a thematic design, were not known before
Liszt; not, at least, :n the manner in which he uses them
in the A minor Tarantella from La murtte de Portici,
an opera known in English as Masanicllo (the name

of its hero). Configurations of rapidly alternating half
and full steps, as in “Feu follet,” are also of his daring
invention. Employment of one hand alone, where the
use of both hands was easier but would fail to produce
the desired tonal effect, occurs, e. g.. in his “Ricordanzd.”! Dividing the melody between the two hands in
such a way that the supporting broad arpeggios may
keep up their steady flow (D flat Etude)—to which the
nearest approach was made (a good deal later) by
Rubinstein in the “Melody in F” and by Mendelssohn in
his E minor Prelude—was also one of Liszt’s innovaLiszt’s Intensely Musical Nature
The novelty of these and other things, too many for
enumeration, becomes quite apparent when we compare
Liszt’s playing apparatus (of ten fingers) with that of
his three great contemporaries,—Chopin, Schumann and
Mendelssohn, particularly the latter two. Moreover,
these technical innovations are very distinctly the result
of Liszt’s musical concepts. In other words, the pieces
in which these innovations occur are not written round
the technical matter, but the technical execution had to
be invented to produce the desired effect of the pieces;
and the invention of the technical means came of itself
to him when he tried his ideas on the piano.
Now I know perfectly well that Liszt was a mortal
of flesh and blood, that he had muscles, tendons, flexors

y
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and what not, like other people; but I also know that
he was so intensely musical through and through that a
tonal picture conceived by his mind transmitted itself—
I dare say, unconsciously—to his hands; that his musical
will was so strong and so definite in its concepts as to
require for its mechanical enactment nothing more than
that independence of each finger which he had acquired
in his childhood.
When Liszt Went Off to Practice
Ordinary “practicing” could not help such a musical
individuality; yet, there is a period known in Liszt’s life
when he actually “practiced.” It was—I think, 1836—when
Thalberg's playing in Paris threatened to weaken the
after effect of the powerful impression which Liszt had
left there on the public. Bent upon conquering Thalberg,
not for personal gratification but for the sake of music,
of Bach, Beethoven and Schubert, Liszt went to Switzer¬
land fgr six months to “practice.” It must not be
thought, however, that he sat down to endless and slow
repetitions of certain passages, like any other good.boy.
I was, of course, not present then, but the ordinary
modes of practicing in conjunction with Liszt are un¬
thinkable. His “practicing” consisted, I think, -rather
of experimenting with the piano to produce new, selfinvented tonal effects such as had never been heard be¬
fore, to make the piano say things of which it was
hitherto regarded as incapable; in short, to bring to
Paris a new musical instrument, so to speak.
Ordinary practice would have been of no avail to
conquer Thalberg; because scales, arpeggios, etc., can¬
not be more than perfect, and to this perfection Thal¬
berg had attained as well as Liszt. To conquer so for¬
midable a rival (however unworthy of comparison),
Liszt had to go deeper into music itself, into its action
upon the soul and imagination . As for merely flattering
the ear, Liszt could have done no more than had been
done by Thalberg. When the latter played, the audi¬
ences were charmed; but, the concert finished,’ they
went about their business as before. They had had a
very refined “amusement” which, at best, was pleasantly
remembered. Listening to Liszt, however, they went
through soul stirring “experiences;" they had suffered,
hoped, triumphed under the sway of the music that came
from the conjurer at the piano.
It has been said that Liszt learned certain things.from
Thalberg. Even Duncan Hume, Thalberg’s biographer
in Grove’s dictionary, inclines to believe it. But the ad¬
mirers of Thalberg, who have set this tale afloat, over¬
looked two significant matters: Thalberg’s mission (if
it deserves to be called a mission) consisted solely and
exclusively of the display and exploitation of his beauti¬
ful touch, an important but none the less auxiliary mat¬
ter. Liszt used his playing in the most unselfish man¬
ner, as a propagandist for Bach, Beethoven, Schubert,
and for championing (also in composition) the NeoGerman movement in music, a movement of which he
was the head and in which Schumann, Wagner and Peter
Cornelius were congenial followers.
A man moving on so high a plane of thought does not
bother about a little technical matter, such as that which
Thalberg’s friends (not Thalberg) have referred to.
Supposing that Liszt had actually used some little detail
in keyboard treatment which Thalberg had also used, it
should not be overlooked that the improvements of the
piano as an instrument—though they were the makers’
response to the growing demands of the pianists—had
a stimulating effect upon the piano-composers, and may
easily have suggested the same new effects to more than
one musician. The idea of Liszt learning something
from Thalbert is absurd. Jupiter learning from—
Trinculo!
Liszt’s Educational Concerts
Liszt’s every concert had an educational purpose, not
as a lesson in piano playing—indeed, not!—but as an
elevation of the public’s musical taste. His mind was
occupied with higher, worthier interests than those which
moved Messrs. Thalberg, Herz, Prudent, Dohler, Kalkbruenner & Co.
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The reader will by this time have realized that an
analysis of Liszt s technic must he a thankless undertakmg because of its futility. The charm of his playing"'en
™sJate S1^'es .wh™ I listened to it and forgot
all about the world of so-called realities—lay in his
TnZfT T° °mit this element in the ana’ysis would
be like describing a composition by its ink and paper
anS’V
howevcr> his P'aying defied
analysis the technical side eluded critical observation1
LCOhTf y.ue!Caped ?-Ur n0tice by hid,n« itself within
the broad esthetic totality. It was “art concealing art.”
, 35 Saj 31 V!SZt'S feet~ and there aee still
some of us alive and m this country—and hear a pianist’s
technic spoken of with admiration, as is now so of*en the
case, knows at once that that particular pianist is not an

artist, however clever a keyboard acrobat he may be.
Let people speak of the compositions played by that
pianist, or his conception of them, of his temperament,
if they wish; of his versatility of style, or anything and
everything but his technic unless—indeed—unless his
higher musical qualities were not able to divert our at¬
tention from his technic. (Does anyone ever speak of
Josef Hofmann’s technic?) To speak of technic when
discussing- Liszt's’ (or, for that matter, Rubinstein’s)
playing, is a profanation. They did not “play the piano”
—they “made music” on the piano. They gave them¬
selves, their very heart and soul to their audiences, while
the technic was but the concomitant outflow of a tower¬
ing and marvelously intense
PERSONALITY.

Interest Power in Music
By Joseph A. Dyer
Interest may be described as the driving power bV

by so doing he will be affording encouragement to his
teacher. It should not be imagined that the pupil re¬
f°rgeS ^ Way ahcad to his uItimate
quires all the encouragement. The student by his attenVolcanic Interest
.
tion
and efforts to carry out what is explained to him,
It ^appears in various forms. For instance, there is
gives
direct encouragement to the master, who in turn
the Volcanic variety,-the sudden desire to play the
is spurred on to make fresh efforts in the interests
piano or any other instrument, a rush to obtain lessons,
of the pupil, and so each helps the other.
wo or three weeks or months as the case may be of
Now we come to the somewhat difficult point of keep¬
hard practice while the interest is red hot. In the en¬
ing this interest ac.ive during the daily practice when
deavor to make rapid progress many important and
the student is alone. This may be done by observation.
™!a point-s m the groundwork are completely
A
few examples may serve to illustrate this method.
missed or at the best scampered over. Then comes the
Any piece of music may be chosen, either one which
realization of things left undone and the difficulties
the student is at present working at, or one which he
ahead, a sudden mental check, and the interest subsides
has previously learned. The modulations from one key
as quickly as it arose, and dies a natural death. Unfor¬
to another may be studied, major and minor intervals
tunately there are many such cases.
m'dJ
found and played, arpeggio passages played over
and then the common chords to which they belong
Spasmodic Interest
\anous phrasings, ties, slurs, and staccato passages
Another form, which may be described as the Spascan be played as written and then vice versa to illustrate
modic variety, is that which now and again bursts forth
their effective and non-effective application.
and the student promises to achieve great things. Then
comes an interval of dullness and mental relaxation, and
so the two alternate. Needless to say, the results are
Natural Curiosity
far from satisfactory. The only type of interest that
Playing written notes without trying to understand
counts is that which is always present. It may fluctuate
their composition shows a lack of real interest Our
at times, but it is never actually non-existent. En¬
natural curiosity prompts us to ask the why and where¬
couragement from the teacher will always help this kind
fore of any object that is new to our eyes. Cannot we
of interest to grow in intensity. The pupil’s progress
hen apply this curiosity in the same way to music?
may be slow, but it is sure. This is where the value of
We suddenly come across a new chord, say a dominant
skilled tuition comes in, i. c., the ability of the teacher
or diminished seventh in arpeggio form. The sound is
to adapt himself to the temperament of each individual
quite original and must strike us as unusual In most
pupil, to understand and sympathize with their difficul¬
cases it does, but the effect lasts only for an instant and
ties, and by judicious encouragement to help them to
we don t stop to think about it. It is quite different
overcome these. There are many brilliant musicians
from the common major or minor arpeggio that we
who fail as teachers simply because they cannot under¬
know so well, and an inquiry into its construction and
stand why things that they themselves find so easy
is bound to prove interesting. If this is done we
should give their pupils so much trouble.
feel that something definite has been gained. We know
the reason for its presence, and it does not appear as if
The Teacher a Mind Specialist
it had been simply stuck there as a difficulty on purpose
A teacher must practically be a mind specialist,
to annoy us. By this method we are able to sustain and
among his other qualifications. A student can mater¬
in;rease our interest. By asking questions knowledge
ially help his master, by giving his whole attention, and
is gained.—From Music, London.
Sal-Success

A Dialogue on the Pedals
By S. M. C.
Teacher: “Do you know anything about the use of
the pedals?
Pupil- “Nothing in particular. I just put my foot
on the loud pedal at the beginning of a piece and take
it off when I have finished.”
Teacher: “I expected such an'answer from you.
Now let nie tell you that you have a wrong idea con¬
cerning the use of the pedal. We must always release
the pedal before there is a change of harmony so as
not to cause conflicting harmonies to overlap. You
called the pedal to the right of the piano the loud pedal
which is also wrong. Its real name is the damper pedal’
so-called because it lifts the dampers from the strings
thus prolonging the tones after the fingers have left the
keys; also causing sympathetic vibrations of related
tones which have not been struck. If you will open the
lid of this upright piano and put your fingers on the
strings you can feel the felt dampers leave the strings
when you press the pedal.”
Pupil: “This is interesting. And what about the
soft pedal?”
Teacher: “I will again open the lid of the upright
piano. Now watch what happens when I press the soft
pedal.”

strings1”'

"T SeC the hammers moving nearer to the

Teacher: “Exactly. This gives the hammers a
shorter stroke, thus decreasing their force. On a grand
piano the keyboard shifts toward the. right when you
press the soft pedal, thus causing the hammers to strike
only one string instead of three; hence the terms urn
corda and tre corde, meaning one string and three
strings, respectively.”
Pupil: “Some pianos have three pedals. Of what
use is the third?”
Teacher : “The third pedal is called the sostenuto or
tone-sustaining pedal. It is designed for the purpose of
permitting any tones whose keys are struck before the
pedal is pressed to continue sounding after the fingers
have left the keys. Many beautiful effects can lie ob¬
tained by the use of this pedal. We shall now take a
few practical exercises illustrating the use of the three
pedals.”
Pupil: “Oh, thank you; I have learned so much today, and shall never again keep my foot on the damper
scales ”Urmg 3 Wh° e pieCe’ or while 1 am Practicing
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Four Daily Practice Hours
By Katharine B. Wilson, Mus. B.
Let us consider the practicing of the talented pm,jt
who will give four hours per day to conscientious Wor\ '
One hour can profitably be spent in practicing technical
exercises. If you are fortunate enough to have accfe
to a practice keyboard part of the time for the first
hour, it could be used to advantage. However, some
technical work should be done at the piano, in order to t
study the variety and volume of tone made by fingers ’
wrist, etc.
The first hour is devoted mostly to the physical side
You are trying to facilitate the working of the fingers
wrists and arms, and you are watching closely the mus¬
cles that control them. In a few weeks your hand has
expanded a key in reach: scales can be played more
smoothly and rapidly; the octave exercises do not tire
the wrists as they formerly did. You are beginning f0
get into training, and you commence to have confidence
in your own ability. Keep a note-book on vour piano
and record each day what you have accomplished.
Check up this work at the end of each month, and it
will pleasantly surprise you.
The technical hour is liest liegun with some simple
finger exercises prescribed by the teacher
Then the
playing of the scales, both in slow and in fast tempo.
The wrist exercises must have their shan of practice,
also, but one must lie careful not to tax the wrist mus¬
cles too severely. Octaves should be practiced during
this hour in different keys and chromatically
The Memory Trained in Youth
If the memory is trained in youth, it is no difficult
task to memorize an endless amount of musical litera¬
ture. Spend the next hour in working i n .uc piece,
if necessary. Perhaps you will memorize only the first
page, but be reasonably certain that you know it thor¬
oughly before going on to the next.
A very good idea is to learn a composition technically
before attempting to memorize it. In this way you will
not be apt to memorize a few wrong accident
arK)
you will not have to memorize several kind
'gering for the same passage. It is confusing, as well as
discouraging, to be obliged to commit to memory the
same measures in several different ways.
Memorizing in the second hour, while the brain is
clear is also a help. Persevere even if vou get but a
few lines each day, and notice in a month’s time how
much more rapidly you can grasp a mental picture of
the whole printed page. Do not neglect to notice and
to keep in mind the interpretation of the composition
as/°u go along. Note the pedaling, tempo, shadings,
and try to get the inner meaning of the work.
in the third hour come the etudes, fugues and studies
oi any sort that your teacher may suggest. Subdivide
the hour so as to have a certain amount of time on each
study. Perhaps the fugue will take more real work,
it so spend a longer part of the hour on it. Take a
tew lines or measures at a time. When these are
Played perfectly, g0 on to new ones. When the first
fu VS'maSter1’ practice the second. Do not begin at
r
°* a comP°s‘tjon and play to the end benausesP f
ng, y°Ur mistakes’ 11 is *e P”Pil who
greatest progress.
n
°Ut the smaI1 fauhs who makes the
greatest
nlav'i'niT^nvrl:dfl!0Ur'Can now k sPcnt very pleasantly in
ized Tf Er
pleces tbat have already been memor1 vL/r T,0t makc ^Pfovemcnts in them, even
after you have learned them thoroughly, you are not a

YoT£Z*TdT

Do n0t try to "it at the Piano for
between iln, ,'Veh°UrS' Idavc somc form of recreation
out into th S °r S°-me differcnt work. If possible, go
cultivate l ruPCn a‘r and take a brisk walk. Try to
remember that’"® b^not' the"15 ^
counts, but the quality

praC‘iCe’
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Fast Practice in Slow Tempo
' ' ^

A Hint Towards the Acquiring of Brilliancy in Performance

... J
Why is it that so many students fail to secure the
desired lilt and sparkle in certain types of music? The
fault certainly does not lie in the compositions them¬
selves. The student may have practiced most faithfully
—doing slow, precise and painstaking work. Yet the
performance is dull and uninteresting.
Fast practice in slow tempo is desirable whenever two
notes must be played very closely together, but are
themselves somewhat isolated from other notes, as in the
rhythm of Fig. 1.

In this fragment the B should not be associated,
musically, with the C, but should lead into the A. It is,
moreover, a very short note, because the tempo is fast,
Allegro. How rarely do we hear a satisfactory perform¬
ance of this rhythm! It usually sounds as though writ¬
ten in even eighths (Fig. 2), or, at best, as triplets with
the first two notes tied (Fig. 3).
Fast practice in slow tempo can not be applied when
the time unit is divided into a definite number of small
notes, as in Fig. 4. These notes must always be prac-’
ticed as fourths of an unit, and if the practice tempo
be slow, these notes will be slow also, although rela¬
tively faster than the unit-notes.
■

The Knife Thrower
What 5s this “fast practice in slow tempo”? It con¬
sists in always rendering the short note as an exceedingly
short one,. even when, or rather especially when, the
practice tempo of the entire piece is slow. I have found
that the idea is well explained by an illustration drawn
from the circus of years ago. One of the “stunts” con¬
sisted in having a woman, clad in tight-fitting garments,
stand with outstretched arms before a heavy plank back¬
ground, to serve as a target towards which a man, pos¬
sessed of a remarkable skill in the throwing of bowie
knives (heavy hunting knives with blades some six or
eight inches long), hurled' many of these weapons. The
knives were so adroitly thrown that the handles always
slanted over the body, until finally the woman not only
could not extricate herself, but could not even so much
as turn her head until the attendants removed many of
the knives. As you know, circus audiences do not wish
to sit and watch long-drawn-out performances. There
must be life in everything, even at risk to the persons of
the performers. So the knife-thrower delivered most of
the missiles in rapid succession, slowing down only at
the really vital places, such as the neck and the temples.
What relation has such a show to any question of. the
fine arts? None in itself, but we can derive a valuable
lesson from a study of the elementary practice of this
man. Although he must surely have done slow practice
when he first used the living target, yet an instant’s
thought will show us that no knife would stick into
those planks unless thrown with considerable force, and
that there would be danger to the woman if any of these
heavy sharp missiles fell from their place WHat he
must have done was to throw one knife at a time; throw
it .with all his power and all his speed, then stop a while,
relax the tenseness of his muscles, his nerves, study the
throw as to its accuracy, then take another knife and
repeat the performance. In other words he used fast
5

Sharp Tools
By M. C. Gowins
carpenter?

.° tlie tool chest of a go

the steel 'sh£s. "hoTfrTetiCfromhOW tbr!ght a;id C'C
edges? The
. trec frorn rust> how sharp t
unfortunate state J^t IfjJ mifng ‘oo1 is. in :
saw, a nlane
„i • , st as tlle workman must have
scales, arpeggios oehJ^’’ 80 lnuSt the pianist have 1
all the time^One never5’^’’ “ the finest conditi<
tool most • so the h ,vcr. . ows when ofie will need
them sharp all the time^Tb! ‘°
Student 'S t0 k°'
• The grindstone is practice.
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motions in slow practice: fast practice, as far as each
individual knife is concerned, in slow tempo, as concerns
the speed of succession of the throws. He threw each
knife precisely as he expected to in public, but he threw
only one knife at a time.
Let us apply this thought to music study. Fig. 5 is a
good illustration. When well played, this piece is strongly

By JOHN ROSS FRAMPTON
rhythmic and attractive. But the little group of notes
shown in the figure (and which recurs frequently in the
piece) controls the success of the performance. Bril¬
liancy combined with breadth requires four characteristics
from this group of notes. The chord and the melody
tone marked “3” must appear exactly on the proper beat,
neither too early nor too late; these same tones must be a
soft but crisp staccato; the pedal must come up just as
these tones are sounded, and the preliminary sixteenth
(marked “2”) must be very short. In other words,
these four.things must all be included in one “knife!”
Fig. S should receive several separate steps of pre¬
liminary practice. Some of these steps may seem too
simple to many students. However, many years of
teaching have proven that they are all needed in most
Study first the problem of striking chord 3 correctly,
entirely unassociated with tone 2 or with the pedal.
Place-the hands over all the keys of the “knife,” but do
not play the sixteenth note, and do not touch the pedal.
Then strike chord 3 a soft, crisp staccato, with all the
tones sounding at the same instant, and speak the count,
in this case, “Two.” .Be sure the voice does not drawl,
but speaks with snap. The second step might be to add
to this the sixteenth note (2), playing it very close to the
chord, but not crushing it into it, and yet keeping the
chord exactly on the spoken count. The third step adds
the notes of both hands on count “One.” Play these and
move the left hand very rapidly to over the chord (3).
Make a long pause, with both hands over notes 2 and 3
and then play these notes as in step two.
There are two types of error possible here, even when
the sixteenth is short enough,.either of which suffices to
spoil the piece, yet both of which are frequently present.
The students not only are unable to wait long enough
on the dotted eighth, and therefore play the quarter too
soon, but also they speak the count when they play the
sixteenth. The latter error is the psychologic cause of
the unpleasant accenting of the short note. A-side from
this it is not evident to the hearer. • But the former
error destroys the breadth and swing of the rhythm.
Many students, and some professionals, are not only un¬
aware that they anticipate the beat, but also are even
unwilling to be convinced bj the metronome!
Pedal Studies
A fourth step should be the pedal. The problem is
not one of pressing the pedal, but of releasing it with
precision. Therefore start with the pedal down, release
it just as you strike the chord and speak the count, but
uithout playing the sixteenth note. The fifth step is to
add the short sixteenth, as in the second step. The last
step adds the two hands on count “one.” Be sure that
the short note is exceedingly short, without being crushed
into the chord, that the chord is staccato in both hands,
and soft, that the pedal comes up just as you strike the
chord (not as yon get ready to strike it, or start to strike
it, or think of striking it!), and that it rises abruptly;
that the spoken count is snappy, and on the chord, and
with the metronome. If you can do all this you are
master of one knife!
After all the individual “knives” of the piece have
been thus mastered (and after a few have been con¬
quered the others in the same piece will rarely require
much work), it is time to practice them in connection
with each other, or with the rest of the piece. This
should be begun in sections of approximately a page or
less. Keep the actual quarter note tempo slow, for the
hands and mind need to learn where to find the keys.
But, no matter how slow you keep the quarter notes,
throw every individual knife as fast as possible without
crushing the tones together 1 The actual practice at this
stage might he shown by Fig. 6.

Do I hear some one gasp and say, “This man advises
us to practice things in a faulty rhythm?” Yesl Or
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more truly, No! We do practice out of time as,far as
the speed and length of' the individual notes is concerned,
but we are insistent that the actual quarters stay pre¬
cisely by the metronome 1 That is, the actual time-units
must not only be long (slow tempo), but absolutely
metronomic. And the essential element of the final per¬
formance is the snap of the sixteenth, followed by the
soft, staccato chord, with its rising pedal. This eleme'nt
we are practicing exactly as it should finally sound. In
other words, our fast practice in slow tempo secures not
only the mastery of the notes of the piece as a whole,
but incidentally the speed of the fast ones, and this is
the point where most students fail who practice the other
way 1 After the mind and muscles learn all the longer
notes of the piece, and acquire speed enough for their
proper performance, the student automatically plays the
whole thing in correct rhythm, for he has merely pulled
the entire tempo up to that already secured in the
“knives.”
Two Difficulties
There are two general difficulties which militate against
a successful employment of this type of practice. One
is purely mental, and when once overcome should never
again bother. The other is physical, that is to- say,
technical, and not so easily mastered.
The Meyer-Helmund Mazurka illustrates both -these
difficulties. It will be noticed that the stems of the
dotted eighth and the sixteenth are barred together in
the printing (Fig. 5). This is as it should be. These
two notes together fill one unit of time, that is, they
amount to a quarter note. Such printing materially,
facilitates sight reading. But the musical content of the
piece almost never associates the short note of this
rhythm with the preceding note, when in fast tempo, but
rather with the following note, to which it serves as a
bridge or introduction, and this regardless of whether or
not a measure bar-line appears between the two notes.
Elementary students often read the notes of one time
unit and play these, then stop and think out the next
unit. In fact, they may even reason to themselves,
“These two notes make a quarter; let's play ’em.” This
always involves faulty emotional interpretation, and often
an actual break in the continuity of the tone, as though
a singer ran out of breath and gasped between two notes
which really should be closely related (Fig. 7). Often
the engraver has augmented the difficulty by adding a
falsely placed slur, as in Fig. 8. This slur should reach
to include the quarter note chord, as in Fig. 9.

When this mental difficulty is vanquished there still
remains the technical one. Unless the hands are fully
teady to play the notes which follow the short note,
before this is struck, it will not be possible to play the
sixteenth fast enough. That is, we must get fully ready
for the entire “knife” before we start to throw, before
we play a single note! Students are often quite unwill¬
ing to expend the intensity of energy which this requires,
and yet it is precisely this intensity of energy which pro¬
duces the desired snap in the final performance. They
want to play the sixteenth and then hunt for the chord!
If only they would be willing to “see the whites of the
eyes” of the chord before shooting the sixteenth! Some¬
times they suddenly become sticklers for exact obedience
to the printed notation. “But that dotted eighth must be
held; we do not dare let go of it ahead of time to pre¬
pare for the sixteenth!” They forget that the damper
pedal frees the hand from any necessity of holding the
keys, that the foot sustains the tone regardless; of the
fact that the fingers have released the key.
The “knife” may include more than one fast note, as
in Grieg’s March of the Dwarfs, or the use of both hands
as the little notes in Meyer-Helmund’s Arabesque, or the
alternation of the hands, as in Philipp’s Elfc. Each
piece requires a different sort of preliminary practice be-
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fore the “fast practice in slow tempo” can be used; and
here is where the skill and experience of the teacher is
most helpful m determining how the particular problem
should be dissected and practiced.
Not all sixteenths permit of this practice, even when
printed in this way. If the final effect does not call for
short notes, this practice would be suicidal. Thus in a
funeral march, it might be more artistic to actually

lengthen the sixteenth, rather than to play it in precise
duration, or shorter. Here, again, the judgment of -the
teacher comes into play.
Although this article happens to be illustrated by piano
excerpts, the principle is as applicable to orchestral in¬
struments, and to the pipe organ, and in a limited degree
to the voice. Try it I

Play With Your Head
By Laura Remick Capp
It may not seem like very practical advice to tell any
one to play with his head, yet tradition has it that
Mozart, in stress for the lack of an eleventh finger for
a difficult note, whimsically played it with his nose,
which was a long one. Leschetizky, too, taking pattern
by the great master, has been heard to say, “Hit the key
with anything—the nose, if necessary.” If the whole is
greater than any of its parts—an axiomatic methematica!
truth no one will dispute—why would it not be better to
play with the whole head instead of with only one of
its component parts?
Seriously speaking, however, playing with the head is
one of the most important things to learn in music.
This means using the brain to direct the fingers. Here
the writer takes issue with the great psychologist, James,
who classes piano playing among the things done invol¬
untarily. Among musicians such a conception is un¬
thinkable. They realize that one should play mentally
as well as physically. The musician should know the
text of what he is interpreting so well, that he conceives
first in his head, or brain, what his fingers transfer later
to the keyboard; the fingers and brain must cooperate
to give a satisfactory and artistic performance. One
who has a mental concept of the composition he is to
perform will far outrank in artistry one who merely has
it m his musical ear and in his fingers, and who, more
or less by chance, is able to get safely through
Artistic finish and well-rounded out phrases do not
accompany desultory playing. One must be able to
think each one individually must play it with his head
before he can reproduce it convincingly on any instru¬
ment. Flaying should be the realization of an ideal that
exists in and emanates from, the mind. Leschetizky in
his latter-day teaching, insisted more and more upon
this kind of practice, as his idea was to have a mental
image of each phrase before striking a key. Of course,
a most thorough knowledge of every passage must be'
gained before it can be reproduced in audible tone, the
mechanical side and harmonization being first analyzed,
for which a certain amount of harmony, the more the
better, is not only most helpful, but well-nigh indispen¬
sable. After the technical content is disposed of, the
artistic side is considered from every viewpoint of color
and contrast; all, in the way of adroit pedaling,
dynamics, and everything that aids expression is care¬
fully studied until one catches the spirit of the music,
feels the intent of the composer, unveils the very soul
of the composition and strives to interpret what he
hears.
Mental Images of Phrases
By mental images many people think that a picture
of the notes as they appear in printed notation is meant.
Not until you can conceive of music apart from nota¬
tion do you have a really musical concept. When you
think of the tones of the cuckoo, or the whippoorwill,
you do not see printed notes. When you hear the chimes
of a cathedral you do not think of printed notes. Learn
your piece so that you think of streams of sound. Prac¬
tice thinking of phrases in different tone qualities—the
oboe, the trumpet, the violin, the organ, etc. Forget
how the passage appears in notation and think of it in
fhe real musical sense as a river of tone with many
currents.
After the preliminary study is made, listen well men¬
tally and then try to reproduce upon the instrument
with discrimination. The keener one’s mental ear the
better can he do this. If the result does not come up
to the ideal, practice mentally and try again. Nothing
is so fascinating as trying to realize an ideal, and
though it be elusive and the task prove a bit wearisome,
surely one gains through trying, for he will come nearer
to his lofty goal by keeping it constantly and per¬
sistently before him. As applied to technical practice
ten minutes’ of thought-directed technic is worth a
whole hour of mere muscular activity aimlessly pursued,
e. g., if the player knows that an arpeggio is simplv
the first or tonic chord of G major, or a diminished
seventh chord of a definite key and thinks that chord
before he plays it, he is much - secure i„
' th„~.
secure in the passage, and his playing will be
virile than if he

depended on a superficial knowledge and mere digital
proficiency to carry him through. The latter, in a
moment of self-consciousness, is apt to be blurred and
become indistinct to the vanishing point and, alas! it
has been known to vanish. Realizing whether a pass?ge
is chromatic, diatonic, or a combination of both forms
or of some other than those mentioned, has made aston¬
ishingly clear and facile fingering for many a brilliant
pianist of to-day. Technic is called jugglery, but one
has to know what to juggle and how to do it, and that
is the “playing” v^hich the head should do.
The Brain Precedes the Fingers
When going through an entire composition the brain
■ should always precede the fingers just far enough so
that it can have the ability to dictate. The art of pedal¬
ing depends upon a knowledge of syncopation—the chord
precedes, the pedal follows. So this art of brain dicta¬
tion might be likened to pedaling and called mental syncopation; the concept precedes, the realization follows,
ii there be not this precedence and following the result
is not artistic. There is great economy of time in prac¬
ticing thus, and also conservation Of energy, since going
over a passage a few times with concentration is worth
more thany many, many times without concentration. It
produces a union of brain and muscles that accomplishes
much in little, both as regards time and effort.
This union is imperative, especially to meet the ad¬
vanced ideas of what technic nowadays should be, for
the demand is that one’s rapid passages and all such
shall be not only fluent, flexible, accurate and im¬
peccable, but musical; not merely a display of supple,
well-trained muscles using the old-fashioned,hammerstroke on the key producing brilliant pyrotechnics, but
all that; and, in addition, manifesting a beautiful carry¬
ing quality of tone that sings and makes melody out of
what used to be considered mere digital display To
fesw'T ',1 °UCe h°rrified the venerabIe master,
Leschetizky, by saying, “I cannot find any melody in
his passage.” He looked at me pityingly before reply¬
ing, But there is always melody.” And so it is neces
sary to use the brain, too, with the fingers to find and
produce the most musical results in rapid playing
Frequent pauses are helpful in order to gain the maxi¬
mum result from the least effort spent, and this is a
hint not to be too lightly regarded. Don’t make music
by the yard”—effortless and meaningless. Better play
a tew artistic lines that contain real intelligence and
which are thought-directed. Study a phrase from every
standpoint-notes, key, time, fingering, analyze it har¬
monically and rhythmically, decide on the accents, qual¬
ity of tone wanted, color contrasts—in fact, everything
conceivable that can be done with that particular phraseg
think out, gam a mental concept of it, and, last of all’
try it—not on the dog”—but on the keyboard. Then
beTad^o/fn
566 If y°U
haveagain
madeand
a11 make
that can
be made of the V°
phrase.
not, try
the
test as belore; if it passes your scrutiny, play it over
as many times as are necessary to gain certainty and
fluency, pausing each time to study the artistic effect

Marring the Musical Text by
Improvisations
By Hazel Howes Barron

This was an instance where the player thong I : a small
chord uninteresting when held for two modn. ely long
beats. Instead of listening for the harmon.
deavoring by bringing out each voice properly ;
a chord well worth listening to, he had seen a
the page which required “filling-in.”

Use Duets to Teach
Time and Expression
By Bond Roose
The essence of music is Time and Expression. To
develop these, the teacher will find that, from the begmnrng’ nothing is more valuable than the use of duets.
VVith an experience of upwards of half a century, the
m°re than. conv>nced that these an the best
medium for tmpressmg upon both children and grownonlv mJleCeSS,t>;.,°f keepin* ,imc' Ensemble practice,
traf’wT P°SS,b e th-e Performaucc of choral or orchesS ic 3’shnaCf n 1,1 the performcrs can
the
conductor
m ^ detai' the wis!as °f the
pikdWOhvXCT1'enV'°],'n’CS for this Ptinwsc are those com«■= *•

Scholar The
e7,the same writer is, Master and
duets in Jo ".!”"' Sch°°l- by Czerny- consists of easy
purpose.
>Ve order’ which are admirable for the

type of these °ssentiafsrefeSt
aS they give every
in a form to be studied
fr°m thc mastcrs and
,,
be„ t!TeS When one’s emotional .mood is
are of but medium dim^ ' ***** Pr°f,t; a,’d ***
such that he will play as if inspired and surpass any
way he may have played before. Well and good-and
together
T"-® csscntial ti!I PIa>'ing
c a sort of sixth sense.
may such moments come to every one and often!—but
on the whole it is better to adopt a calm, deliberate’ '
possibly a cold-blooded, but well-conceived method of
Where the Blame Lies
procedure, as it will make far more headway than doing
' ‘ °f ™ed,ocre> ,or even bad work, while waiting for
By Alice MacDougall
one ot these rare, inspirational moments to come
Psychologists tell us there is a “curve” of learning
The interpretation of this is that up to a certain point
d Mother, do you want to hear your daughter say some
one learns, but when the height of the “curve” is reached
ntS
“I retr°greSsion instead of Progression
ensues. Occasional pauses to consider the musical effect
are nedtssary from an artistic standpoint. The brain
however, is working all of the time, even if the fingers
are not. It is therefore best to give the brain occasional
rests not too frequent, of course, but sufficient to follow
the demand of the curve of learning. Either rests for
16 b^am.to ,rebeve the strain of intense application or
exceedingly short practice periods must be adhered to in
order, to obtain the best results.
“

In the^fimts'whimu’sir*
practice!”?
the education of cultural
'S
much the essential in
make that statement ver^ ^ the child is apt ‘°
she realizes that her
V vindictively some day when
da‘y- One of^ gaardia" has not done her
struck the.father when the “
*°
that “Diogencs
ls a mature adult reme k S°n, swore- ’ Until your child
the helm. Even though” ** kbat il is your ,uty t0 take
see that your chS
yOU have to make a fight for it.
that there will be II
,s steered in such a way
no regrets in after years.
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It is not of infrequent occurrence to hear one who
shows not even the slightest hesitancy in changing the
musical text of a composition to suit himself. Many
consider that the introduction of various notes expresses
some sort of superior musicianship, and the player is
often lauded by his hearers for this seemingly broad
education and command of musical resources.
By turning for a moment to the consideration of an¬
other art, this situation will be seen more clearly and
therefore be better understood. Who would dare even
to think of changing a line from Shakespeare, or even a
word! Though perhaps the meter were to remain intact,
yet the notion of interference would hardly find place in
thought. Our great poets and writers are loved, hon¬
ored, and their works shown proper respect.
Recently an organist, who had apparently had wide
experience, played measures from a beautiful hymn by
J. E. Gould in such a way that the musical thought was
lost.
(The small notes were played by the organist, the
chord being held throughout.)
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Secrets of Success of Great Musicians
By EUGENIO DI PIRANI
This is the Twenty-first Article in this interesting Series by Commendatore di Piram. The former ones were devoted to Chopin
(February)- Verdi {April); Rubinstein (May); Gounod {June); Liszt (July); Tschaikovsky (August); Berlioz (Sep¬
tember)'- Grieg (October) ; Rossini (December) of 1919. Wagner (January); Schumann (February); Schubert
(March); Mendelssohn (April); Beethoven (May); Handel (June); Bach (July); Mozart (August); Haydn
(September); Liszt to Leschetizky (November) of 1920. pebussy (February,) 1921.

Johannes Brahms
Among the artists whose merits have been passion¬
ately disputed, not only by the public at large, but also
by other fatuous musicians, is certainly Johannes Brahms.
With Brahms it is not as with Wagner a question.of
agreeing or disagreeing with his principles or his daring
innovations, but simply a liking or disliking of his music.
Someone named him “the last of the classics” or, like
Biilow, made him a member of the “Three B’s Trinity,”
Bach, Beethoven, Brahms. Others, like Tschaikowsky,
find that he lacks the chief thing in music—beauty. After
all it is entirely a matter of taste. There are many
musicians who, even recognizing the seriousness of his
aims, and the extent of his knowledge, do not like his
music. Others, on the contrary, swear that every note
from his pen is a gem.
I shall try to navigate impartially between these two
antagonistic cliffs and to find out what in his works
captivated the admiration of one part of the music world
and what oh the contrary aroused the opposition of the
other.
In Brahms’ early days all his surroundings were musi¬
cal and everything tended to foster the inclination he
inherited from his father who was a prominent member
of the Hamburg orchestra. Also, his teacher, Marxsen,
had the strongest influence on his subsequent work, fos¬
tering his comprehension and devotion to the older mas¬
ters, especially Bach and Beethoven.
First Appearance as a Pianist
He made his first public appearance as a pianist when
he was fourteen at a concert of which the program in¬
cluded his own variations upon a Volkslied. Brahms
seems to have had a decided preference for the varia¬
tion. Six of his works—his Opus 9, Variations on a
Theme by Schumann; Op. 21, No. 1, Variations on an
Original Theme; Op. 21, No. 2, Variations on a Hungasian Theme; Op. 23, Variations on a Theme by Schu¬
mann; Op. 24, Variations and Fugue on a Theme by
Handel; Op. 35, Variations on a Theme by Paganini—
all are moulded into this form.
At the age of twenty he went for a concert tour with
the Hungarian violinist Remenyi. In his intimate con¬
nection with this artist he gained a thorough knowledge
of Hungarian melodies and rhythm, and from that
time we find him constantly introducing them into his
compositions.
At Celle an amusing incident occurred. A poor piano¬
forte had been provided and anbther had to be secured,
this being done just before the concert was timed to
commence. It proved itself to be nearly a semitone below
pitch, a very disconcerting thing for a violinist. Brahms,
however, transposed Beethoven’s Sonata in C minor up
a semitone without rehearsal, a feat which so impressed
Remenyi that he told the audience what had occurred.
The most important outcome of this tour was a meet¬
ing with the great violinist Joachim, and from that date
began their lifelong friendship. Joachim was impressed
with the young man and wrote to several friends proph¬
esying a great future for- him. Moreover, he gave him
an introduction to Schumann, who was then at Diisseldorf. Schumann heard Brahms play his Sonata in C
Major and many of his other pieces, and both he and
his wife expressed the highest admiration for the work
presented. More than this, he gave him real practical help
by. writing to Dr. Hartel and a little later, on October
2, 1853, appeared the new historic article in the Ncue
Zeitschrift Jiir Musik, which landed Brahms on one of
the highest pinnacles of fame. In this he wrote that a
young musician hitherto unknown was destined “to sud¬
denly appear and give utterance to the highest ideal ex¬
pression of the time; who should claim the mastership
by no gradual development, but burst upon us fully
equipped as Minerva sprang from the head of Jupiter."
This eulogium did at first more harm than good, as it
tended to create scepticism, and it took some years for
Brahms to prove himself worthy of the honor which
had been thrust upon him.

A beginning was made by the publication of the works
which had met with the sympathy of Joachim and Schu¬
mann ; and an introduction to a large number of promi¬
nent musicians at Leipsic, including Berlioz, helped still
more to make him known. It must not, however, be
imagined that the world unhesitatingly endorsed the
opinion of Schumann. There were many, as indeed there
are many to-day, to whom the music of Brahms was
antipathetic and even revolting. Its idiom was, to a
large extent, new, its technic unfamiliar, its message
too obscure.
Schumann’s Death
The year 1854 brought much sadness. Schumann was
overtaken by the mental malady which clouded his few
remaining years. He attempted to throw himself into
the Rhine, but was rescued and taken to an asylum,
where he lingered on until 1856. This tragedy affected
Brahms very deeply. He rushed off to Diisseldorf to
offer his sympathies to the poor wife and in common
with other friends set himself to do all that he could
to help and comfort her. Johannes Brahms and Clara
Schumann enjoyed for many years a friendship of the
purest and highest artistic aims. Evidences of it were
soon forthcoming in the set of pianoforte variations
written by Brahms On a Theme by Clara Wieck, Clara
Schumann’s maiden name.
Meanwhile the problem of the future was before him
and he realized that both composition and teaching were
very uncertain means of earning an income. He there¬
fore, in 1858, decided on becoming a concert pianist. In
this capacity he played in concerts at Bremen and Ham¬
burg with sufficient success to justify this determination,
although some of the critics spoke quite unkindly of his
playing, and sAid that his technic did not satisfy the
demands of the time. Although Brahms worked hard
to perfect himself, there is a consensus of opinion that
he was not a pianist of the first rank. In his later years
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that was still more the case, and he was considered as
a heavy, and not particularly brilliant player.
The friendship with Joachim and Clara Schumann was
invariably renewed during the summer vacation. Clara
Schumann introduced at a concert in Diisseldorf some of
his Hungarian dances, by which Brahms in many quar¬
ters is now known more than by his more serious works.
In 1859 Brahms played his new pianoforte concerto at
Hanover, Joachim being the conductor, and later at the
Gewandhaus in Leipzig; but he soon realized that his
life-work lay more in the direction of creation than of
execution. Great publishing firms accepted his works
for publication. Clara Schumann continued her propa¬
ganda of Brahms’ works and performed in Hamburg his
Variations on a Theme of Handel.
The charm of Vienna attracted him at first only for
a long visit, but later to permanent residence. Brahms
performed there his G Minor Quartet and the Handel
Variations, which were well received. Hanslick, the
famous critic, wrote very favorably of his work. At
Vienna Brahms met Wagner, but the two composers
never became intimate. The aversion of Brahms toward
other modern masters was equally accentuated. In the
three years while he was conductor of the Gesellschaft
der Musikfreunde in Vienna (1871-1873), he gave evi¬
dence of a lack of interest in modern music such as was
at hand in the new and revolutionary works of such
composers as Liszt and Berlioz; and, when such a one
was occasionally performed under his baton, there was
so little enthusiasm in his interpretation that it made no
impression whatever. He entertained, however, great
respect for Verdi, speaking of him in glowing terms and
dwelling with pleasure on the fact that in his habits of
life, such as early rising, simplicity in clothing and un¬
ostentatious demeanour, Verdi resembled himself. Upon
once hearing Biilow speak in disparaging terms of Verdi’s
Requiem, Brahms went immediately to a music store, and
obtaining the pianoforte score, read it through. When
he had finished it, he said: “Biilow has made a fool of
himself for all time; only a genius could have written
that.”
Great Master Works
His German Requiem was given in 1868 in the Cathe¬
dral at Bremen, and was attended by many representa¬
tive musicians.
The event of the year 1876 was the production of his
Symphony Op. 68 in C Minor at Carlsruhe. The critics
of the day were very divergent in their views; some
could make neither head nor tail of it, while others
lauded it to the skies. A second symphony, Op. 73, in
D, followed after a short time. Another great work,
the Violin Concerto, was produced for the first time by
his old friend, Joachim, at Leipsic, in 1879. Like many
other works of Brahms, its demands upon the listeners
are considerable.
The beautiful playing of the clarinettist Miihlfeld, in
Meiningen, inspired him to his Trio for Pianoforte,
Clarinet and Violoncello, the Quintet for Clarinet and
Strings and two Sonatas for Clarinet and Pianoforte.
Brahms humorously referred to Miihlfeld as his “Prima
Donna.”
In April, 1897, Brahms died, after having suffered for
several years from a cancer.
In early life Brahms was slim and slight of build. As
the years passed he took on weight rapidly. He was
rather short, had sandy colored hair, and was clean
shaven. By the time he was fifty he looked stout, shaggy
and unkempt. Moreover, a thick beard hid much of his
face. Thodgh neat and tidy in his youth, he would later
wear alpaca rather than broadcloth. An old shawl was
the garment he preferred. His aversion to visiting Eng¬
land seems partly to have arisen from his dislike for
conventional society.
I became personally acquainted with Brahms in Vienna.
As I was leavjng the “Hoftheater” with him, after the
general rehearsal of L’Amico Frits, by Mascagni, I
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asked the master what he thought of the new opera. “I
am not paid,” he answered, alluding to the critics, “to
have an opinion.” This answer reflected Brahms’ char¬
acter most decidedly: contempt for criticism, disregard
for' everybody, Teutonic rudeness.
On another occasion at an evening gathering, where
Brahms was present, a mediocre singer, out of deference
for him, sang several of his songs. When she turned to
' Brahms, apparently expecting a compliment, he said
bluntly: “Singing is difficult, yet oftentimes it is far
more difficult to listen to it.” I must add that the young
lady was not exactly good-looking, for, notwithstanding
all his extravagance, Brahms was very sensitive to the
fair sex, if it was really fair. He would then have over¬
looked the mediocre presentation of his songs.

ing Popper, the violoncellist. Brahms was asked to make
a speech and began : “Gentlemen composing is very diffi¬
cult, copying far easier; but on that point my friend
Popper can give you more information.” Popper got
up smiling and said: “My friend, Brahms, has informed
you that I know all about copying. I do not know if he
is right in this; I only know that if I were to copy there
is only one man I would consider worth copying and
that man is Beethoven; but on that matter my friend
Brahm- can give you more information.”
Brahus bult his music laboriously. It was his cus¬
tom to keep his work in manuscript for some time and
usually to hear one or two performances of it before al¬
lowing it to appear in print. He carried self-criticism to
the extent of rewriting works which had already been
published. To Georg Henschel he said once, "One ought
never to forget that by actually perfecting one piece
one gains and learns more than by commencing or half
finishing a dozen. Let it rest, let it rest and keep going
back to it and working at it over and over again until
it is completed as a finished work of art, until there is
not a note too much or too little, not a bar you could
improve upon. Whether it is beautiful also is an en¬
tirely different matter, but perfect it must be.”
This is surely a great point and one of the secrets of
the success of Brahms. Every composer becomes a bet¬
ter judge, a better critic of his own works when he
lets them rest for a time, thus becoming like a stranger .
to his own creation and being more capable to judge of
it objectively.
In the beginning of my article I said that Tschaikowsky
had no sympathy for the music of Brahms. In one of
his letters he gives the following remarkable apprecia¬
tion of the German composer: “In the music of this mastor there is something dry and cold which repulses me.
He never speaks out his musical ideas , to the end. He
■ excites and irritates our musical senses without wishing
to satisfy them and seems ashamed to speak the lan¬
guage which goes straight to the heart.. * * * It is
impossible to say that the music of Brahms is weak and
insignificant. He is never trivial, but he lacks the chief
thing—beauty. Brahms commands our respect. We
must bow before the original purity of his aspirations;
but to love him is impossible. I, at least, in spite of
much effort, have not arrived at it.”

The Harmonic and Melodic Minor Scales
By Preston Ware Orem
The natural minor scale may be formed from the
major scale by rearranging the tones, beginning with the
sixth degree. The six,th degree of the scale of C Major

In order to give the scale a leading note, it is neces¬
sary to raise chromatically the seventh degree, Ixrth
ascending and descending.
Rude But Amiable
Ex. II
In spite of his reputation as a rude fellow, I found
Brahms comparatively amiable. He soon honored me
with his autograph, the first measures of his famous song
Oh versenk.
This is known as the Harmonic Minor Scale.
Brahms was an inveterate smoker. He loved a good
Now, since for singing, the interval between the sixth
weed, but did not turn up his nose at a bad one. Erich
and seventh of the Harmonic Minor is an awkward in¬
Wolff, the composer, used to tell a story about Brahms’
terval, it is frequently smoothed over by raising chro¬
cigarettes. He had only just emerged from the Academy
matically the sixth degree, thus:
of Music at Vienna when he ventured to submit one of
his first compositions to the redoubtable master and
Ex. Ill
played it in his house on the piano. Brahms was in a
cheerful mood and showed his approbation of Wolff’s
composition. As the young man rose to go he asked him
whether he smoked; and, on Wolff’s confessing with a
In order to preserve the minor character of tl>:. scale,
bow that he did, the master said : “Then you shall have
the sixth and seventh degrees arc restored descending:
something really choice.” With that he took out of his
Ex.IV
cigarette case an Egyptian cigarette with a gold mouth¬
piece and handed it to the young musician, who received
it with thanks and placed it carefully in his breast pocket.
“Why do you put the cigarette away ? Why not light
Ascending and descending in this manner, the scale is
it now ?” asked Brahms.
knotvn as the Melodic Minor Scale.
“I cannot smoke it,” replied Wolff, "I shall take great
care of it. It is not every day that one gets a cigarette
from Brahms.*’
Didactics versus Object Study
Thereupon Brahms opened his cigarette case again and
said with a smile of satisfaction: “Then give me back
By S. M. A. T.
the good cigarette; for your purpose a common one of
the Austrian Tabackregie will dp just as well!”
If you talk at length on any point, while the eves of
Brahms never married. Although frequently on terms
your little victim are fixed on the picture abo\ your
of intimacy with ladies, he does not appear to have got
A Sealed Book
piano, usually, your time has been wasted.
further than occasionally remarking to a friend: “Such a
Resuming, we may say that to the ordinary amateur
The pupil, in all probability, will be able to repndttce
girl would make me happy.” What he missed in this
Brahms is a sealed book. Not only can he not enjoy it,
orally the visual impression which he received fr..m the
way, however, was atoned for by his friendships, which
but it is apt to repel him. The reasons are that he is not
once formed were usually made for life.
picture, but your explanations, doubtless most intelligi¬
making any concession to popularity which, indeed, he
ble,
have been lost through non-concentration.
In later years he became rude and uncivil. Always a
always despised; then there is a prevalent somberness,
son of the people he appears never to have put himself
Consciousness at first sought to form a mental picture
which reveals at every moment the North German; also,
out to be particularly courteous. He became somewhat
as a result of your eloquence, but the vision rested on
a lack of spontaneity. We find often the craftsman over¬
autocratic and on certain occasions when dining out he
something more tangible. As a result, the aural sense
shadowing the artist. In his works the feelings of cal¬
would not sit at his appointed place, but in a place chosen
yields to the visual and consequently when you 1,. gin.to
culation are predominant over the feelings for beauty.
by himself, or, when the meal was arranged for the
question the.pupil, to discover how much of wli.it you
I would mention as most prominent points in Brahms’
dining room, he refused to dine except in the garden.
said has been assimilated, if you are inclined : lapse
career:
into American phraseology, you will probably sigh, “Can
His devotion to Bach and Beethoven and the deep
you beat it?”
His Sarcasm
almost exclusive study of their works.
His sarcasm was widely known. To a young com¬
Conrad M. Cook, of the Physical Society of London,
The habit of letting his works rest and rest until he
poser who showed him a manuscript he said : “My dear,
says, The eye considered as an optical instrument, is of
could criticise them with cool objectivity.
you will never become a Beethoven,” to which, however,
extraordinary perfection and adaptability to the purposes
On the other hand he' fell into the other extreme
he received the unexpected reply: “My dear master!
tor which it is employed. It combines in itself the inwhere calculation suffocates spontaneity and inspiration.
none of us ever will.”
A MOST ADMIRED AND MOST OPPOSED
obscura1”8
^ ^ te,cscope> microscope and camera
One day as a friend came to tell him that admirers
COMPOSER.
of Raff were getting up a subscription to erect a monu¬
If music teachers would remember this and realize
ment to his memory, he exclaimed, “Let them make haste,
Sinn 't P°
fa<;t0r ttle eyc is in securing concentradon’t delay a moment, or he will be forgotten before you
Autocratic Teaching
t o 't would not be so rare a thing to find in the studio
put it up.”
illustrative aids for the imparting of necessary principles.
At the same time he was modest. On one occasion
By C. W. Fullwood
Joachim attempted to toast him as the greatest of living
composers, but Brahms anticipated him by saying:
Make Your Own Guides
Prior to my work as a music teacher, I was an as¬
“Here’s to the health of Mozart.”
sistant in a country school. One day the principal told a
When asked by the wife of Strauss, the Waltz King, to
By Rose Frim
pupil that he must believe a thing because he, the teacher,
write .something on her fan, he penned a bar or two of
said it, without giving the pupil a reason. The pupil had
the Blue Danube Walts and subscribed it “Not, alas, by
Verv few students are^ a„ opportunity for ori
a right to know the why and wherefore of working out
Johannes Brahms.”
the problem in the principal’s way. His way is autocratic
doe just as
TS “D° if this
a!'d the pu
He was addicted to the habit of snoring.
teaching.
Georg Henschel, the singer, was much in contact with
In the relation of music teacher and pupil, I am always
Brahms and did much in the way of introducing his
pleased when a pupil asks questions. The inquiring mind
works. On one occasion when he and Brahms arrived at
is the best indication of a pupil’s interest in his or her
a certain town they were given a double bedroom and
t/str 5‘Ve" the Bach. two-voice inventions and to
study, and is a promise of sure progress. Indeed, the
Henschel anticipated the night with some alarm. As
mam objective of the teacher’s work should be to arouse
the speed so I* 006 ■Wltl1 tlle metron°me and advati
soon as the light was out Brahms was asleep and snor¬
the mind of the pupil, that he should think for himself
-nted hand,ry,P0,ntS 3 Week
he had it as I
ing loudly. Henschel, knowing that he would not sleep,
as to the how and the why of doing a thing. The teacher
in doing- it ho nr t
^ ^aC^' ^,s
did, b
went off to the pprter and managed to secure another
should explain to the pupil, according to musical rules,
the whole work t,C“ S0 hard and 1>,ayed so raPid 1 v th
room.^ When the friends met in the morning Brahms
the reason for doing.
ache lXk;VaS,,n l i™hle of tones. It took th
said, “When I aw.oke and found your bed empty I
The aim of true teaching is to make the pupil selftrouble wh hn k Stra‘ght?" ‘he little fellow out. Tl
thought, ‘The poor fellow has gone and hanged him¬
reliant by a thorough knowledge of the principles of
too literally TT«S ^ gU^es js ^iat People take the
self.’ ”
musical form and musicianship, plus his individuality.
thing to do-’in n e. yotlr own. judgment about the be
He was not a good speaker. A great banquet was
Sympathy, kindness, and true helpfulness are absolute
lexicographer DrgTVtn
Rememl>er what the gre
given at Vienna after the performance of one of his
essentials of a successful teacher. This is the democ¬
tionaries are like wat he™’
''
symphonies and was attended by many notabilities, includ¬
racy of teaching.
-d the best cannot be
“

The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted by N. J. COREY
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to ‘‘How to Teach,"
“What to Teach,” etc., and not technical problems pertaining to Musical Theory,
History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered
department. Full name and address must accompany all inquiries.

In Firm or Infirm ?
“Please define a firm touch. Is it inborn in some
people9 Is it impossible to become a great player
without it? I have studied two years and yet
do not seem to acquire it.”—B. J.
We used to propound a conundrum, “Why is a dog’s
tail like an old man ? Because it is infirm.” I am much
inclined to the opinion that the right kind of a firm
touch should be inborn like the dog’s tail, in spite of
the fact that a flaccid touch may be strengthened. I
have known so many players, however, whose infirmity
of touch was like that of the old man and unchangeable.
In personality many of these have been vigorous, opin¬
ionated, strongly assertive, often well-informed, and
emphatically able to tell their pupils the necessities of
a good touch. The moment they sat down to the key¬
board they gave us music that was lackadaisical in the
extreme, with a touch totally lacking in vitality. The
paradox has never ceased to amaze me. To secure help
toward a firm touch I should recommend plenty of outof-door exercise with everything that would build up
the physical system and secure strong, vital nerve cen¬
ters. The inborn firm touch seems to be a question of
strong nervous vitality. Back of this, however, there
should be the healthy physical body, strong and mus¬
cular. One celebrated pianist said that it needed the
muscular strength of a pugilist to show the necessary
endurance in modern piano playing. This is no doubt
an exaggeration, but contains much truth. There is one
kind of firm touch you do not want, that of the black¬
smith. There are players who suggest this, but their,
aqdiences soon vanish. VWithout knowing you personally
it is difficult to determine the exact nature of your trou¬
ble. Two years’ study, however, is a short time. You
may improve rapidly as time goes on. Your teacher
should be able to help you as to the cause and- cure of
your lack of firmness. Meanwhile give it close study
yourself.
A False Alarm
“Will you please tell me how one who has been
playing for years, having advanced into the seventh
grade, can get over becoming nervous when she
sees a few accidentals coming? Are there methods
for systematic learning to read them, outside a
thorough course in harmony? I am studying har¬
mony alone and trying to analyze each chord of
accidentals, and yet they always alarm me.”—
People with diseased nerves cannot help allowing trite
matters to grow into mountainous and unconquerable ob¬
stacles. Your condition hardly seems to come under this
head, and yet has similar characteristics. It is true that
a .page covered with accidentals is confusing to the eye¬
sight, and sometimes disconcerting when reading at sight.
I , have before me a little known but rather elaborate
composition of Dvorak’s. It has no signature, but winds
about through all sorts of complicated keys, causing the
pages to look as if a pepper-pot of accidentals had been
spilled on them. It starts with a melody note on G
sharp, accompanied by a chord in F minor, in which, of
course, the A flat is the same as the G sharp.. Examin¬
ing the immediate context in the next two chords, it
appears that the opening chord is E sharp minor, written
in F minor for convenience of notation. A knowledge
of harmony is helpful here, but you will readily see that
ih needs to be extensive in such cases. Hence, it may
be concluded that musicianship is invaluable.
Meanwhile, accidentals in the main are merely physical
accidents of notation. Their elementary significance and
notation is all that is ordinarily needed for their read¬
ing. A sharp substitutes a sound one-half step higher,
found on the piano by playing the next key higher,
reckoning by half-steps. A flat lowers in like manner.
A natural cancels previous sharp or flat, and you strike
the key indicated by the degree on which it is written.
A constant playing familiarizes one with the accidentals,
and that you have not long since conquered them seems
as if you must have allowed your first doubt in decipher¬

ing them to grow and grow, until it has become an ob¬
session of the nerves. I can understand how a piece
sprinkled with accidentals might startle you if asked to
read it in the presence of others. But, if you have
learned it thoroughly by yourself, I cannot understand
why it should trouble you farther. There are no methods'
of systems for practicing reading accidentals, that I am
familiar with. Your best method will be to welcome
all pieces you can find that have many accidentals and
simply read them. The study of keyboard harmony will
be useful to you, as it will help your hands in becoming
automatically familiar with key positions. Make up
your mind there is no cause for alarm. You are sitting
at the piano to practice, and when accidentals appear in
sight simply consider them as a part of “the day’s work.
Mrs. Rip Van Winkle
„n do nothing with him unless I scold
and scold him constantly and assume a very stern
attitude. The boy says he likes music and will
try to learn, but the mother will not allow me to
teach him in the modern rational manner, but
says I must keep him in constant fear of a dread¬
ful scolding. Do you think it best to treat a boy as
fundamentally honest or fundamentally criminal?
—A. E.
You deserve sympathy if you have to compromise with
such a relic of antiquity as this mother seems to be.
Boys born into such conditions would be infinitely better
off . if they could sleep for twenty years, and then start
for themselves in their years of discretion. Nothing is
more ridiculous than to expect to secure obedience or
interest through such treatment. Children who are
brought up with a mother constantly nagging and scold¬
ing soon come to take it as a matter of course, and it
has little or no influence over them, but only makes
them uncomfortable, and sometimes destroys their dis¬
positions. It is, of course, needful that you try to have
your pupils respect you, but they will never do so if you
take up the scolding attitude. If they look forward to a
lesson as a terrible ordeal they will take no interest,
neither will they develop any sympathetic interest in
music. The successful teachers of children are those
who treat them as if they were rational, intelligent
beings, capable of understanding, and assuming a will¬
ingness on their part to meet the teacher half-way. Of
course there are incorrigible children. But scolding will
only increase their stubbornness, and they would better
be abandoned forthwith. Don’t be a Mrs. Rip Van
Winkle piano teacher. If you give way to it you will
soon finish your career in chagrin. If the mother wishes
you to assume barbaric methods you would better frankly
tell her that you do not approve of them and prefer
that she send her boy to some other teacher.
A Troublesome Wrist
I play without going
;iff wrists? Instead of
holding n chord as I p r it, I relax and drop
my arms, though keepinj ny fingers on the keys.
This makes the chords s
overcome this I find my
and stiff.
“2. Will you please es
enth chord ? Is there sne
1. Place the fingers on E, G and C, the first above
middle C. Depress the keys and hold them quietly.
Raise the wrist and forearm high, and then lower them,
holding the fingers on the keys, meanwhile. Analyze
the movements and the feeling of the hand and arm in
motion. Next only lower the forearm to the level of
the keys, holding firmly' for a moment without stiffen¬
ing. Next allow the finger tips to rest on the keys
without depressing them. Then make the second mo¬
tion to the key level, producing a firm tone, holding the
wrist steadily without stiffness. Practice and analyze.
This is what is called the down arm touch, and by some

the down wrist touch. Repeat the chord four times;
then one degree higher, and so on up the octave and
back. Use moderate strength to begin with and increase
as you acquire more endurance, while at the same time
avoiding all stiffness. Practice each hand separately at
first, and then together. It will be probably three months
before you feel substantial results and confidence in
yourself. Be sure you practice slowly. Later you can
practice with two repetitions to each chord, and then
as scale passages in chords. Faithful and attentive work
will give you what you desire.
2. You can best understand the diminished seventh
chord by building one. In the key of C minor strike
the dominant triad, which is G, B natural and D. Add
to this the seventh or F, and you have the dominant
seventh. Omit G and you have the diminished t*iad,
formed on the leading tone of the scale, or B. Now add
to this A flat, and you have the diminished seventh chord.
From this you will learn that the diminished seventh
chord is formed on the leading tone of the minor scale.
In the major key the same chord may be formed also,
by chromatically lowering the seventh. In C the lead¬
ing tone seventh would read B, D, F and A. Chro¬
matically lowering A; you have A flat, making the di¬
minished seventh, but foreign to that key. It is the
most flexible of chords, and in the larger harmony books
you will find it extensively treated, and you will find
it of great interest. It is not formed on any other
degree except by alteration. Its legitimate location is
the leading tone of the minor key.
Stiff Wrists
“Kindly advise me whi
stiffens very quickly whe n practicing so that I am
forced to cease playing, Would you advise me to
discontinue my lessons? I should not like to do
this, as I am aiming to l e a teacher.”—I. L.
The Bible could be parodied to read—“Woe unto you,
ye stiff-wristed generation of piano players,” for nothing
will more rapidly cripple keyboard facility. You men¬
tion that you are taking lessons. Your teacher should
be capable of taking care of this trouble, for you are
living in a city where there are plenty of excellent teach¬
ers. The question of a teacher should command your
serious consideration. If you are working with one of
the best teachers and he is unable to help you, you should
try a still better until you learn whether your trouble is
a physical one that cannot be helped, which is very un¬
likely. Read the article in this department entitled A
Troublesome Wrist. Strange to say, the directions given
there for wrist control will equally apply to your case. A
great deal of that practice ought to help you to gain sup¬
ple wrists. With the wrist in this supple condition you
should begin slowly on simple finger exercises and pass¬
ages until you can manage them and keep the hand
flexible. Frequently move the wrist up and down while
practicing the finger passages to make sure there is
perfect freedom. Then gradually speed up the exercises,
but not beyond the point where you avoid stiffness. Any
of the various manuals of technic will provide you with
finger exercises and running passages. Meanwhile all
this work ought to be done under the supervision of a
capable teacher.
“Music teaches most exquisitely the art of dex'elopment.’’—Disraeli.
“We ceannot imagine a complete education of man
without music.’’—Jean Paul Richter.
"Sooner or later we shall not only recognize the cul¬
tural value of music, ive shall also begin to understand
that, after the beginnings of reading, writing, arithmetic
and geometry, music has greater practical value than any
other subject taught in the schools!'—Philander P.
Claxton.
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Sousa’s Latest and Greatest March
“ Keeping Step With the Union ”

James Gibbons Huneker
1860-1921
The passing of James CiDbons Huneker (Feb. 7,
1921) removes one of the greatest critics of music, art,
literature and drama the New World has produced.
At one time Mr. Huneker was editor of The Etude
and during the better part of his life held cordial rela¬
tions with its publisher.
Mr. Huneker was born in Philadelphia, June 31, 1860.
He was a grandson of James Gibbons, the Irish poet and
John Huneker, a well known organist. He was related
to Cardinal Gibbons. He graduated from Roth's Mili¬
tary Academy in 1873 and then studied Jaw and convey¬
ancing. He then decided to become a musician and de¬
voted his attention to the piano, studying in Philadel¬
phia with Michael Cross,,and in Paris with the famous
Chopin pupil, Georges Mathias. Next he became at¬
tached to the National Conservatory in New York where
he was associated with Rafael Joseffy for ten years.
Little by little he devoted his attention to musical
criticism; and in 1902 he became the critic for the New
York Sun, since which time he has occupied similar
positions on many leading papers. His interest in litera¬
ture, the stage and in painting led his remarkable mind
into these fields and- his opinions were eagerly read here
and abroad.
Many of his journalistic writings were later collected
and published in book form. By many he has been
ranked with the greatest English and continental critics.
His Chopin, The Man and His Music, 1900, Mezzotints
in Modern Music, 1899, Overtones. 1904, Iconoclasts,
1905, Franz Liszt, 1911, and Steeplejack in 1921, are
among his best known books. Old Fogy, which origi¬
nally appeared in The Etude many years ago, was°a
nom de plume of Huneker in which he delighted. The
Old Fogy sketches were collected and printed in book
form, in 1913. They are especially brilliant and helpful
criticisms of great use to piano students and piano
teachers.
Mr. Huneker was one of the most witty of all critics.
He had the advantage over some others, owing to the
fact that he actually knew music and could play. His
style was always exceedingly interesting and “spicy.”

An illustrious Chinese philosopher, who rejoiced in
the name of Confucius, said:
“Wouldst thou know if a people be well governed, if
its laws be good or bad? Examine the music it prac¬
tices !”

Why Our School Systems of the Past
Have Not Done More to
Diminish Crime

THE ETUDE

A Hero in the Cause of Music
By Roberto Benini
In the list of those who have risked their lives in the
cause of music, the name of Jacques Manduit should be
written high.
When Claude le Jeune was imprisoned as a Huguenot,
Manduit influenced an officer of his acquaintance to allow
the musician to escape. At the same time he saved the
composer’s manuscripts from destruction by seizing the
arm of the sergeant who was in the act of casting'them
into the fire. He persuaded the soldiers that the papers
were perfectly harmless and “free, from Calvinistic doc¬
trine or any other kind of treason against the league.”
At another time he risked hi4 own life in order to
save the manuscripts of his friend Bai'f.
Every action is measured by the depth of the
sentiment from which it proceeds.—Emerson.
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CHARACTERISTIC DANCE

As Mr. Sousa himself describes it: “When I first con¬
ceived this march I seemed to hear a splendid Military
Band in full swing coming down the street.”
Famous Police Detective and Crime Expert Substantiates
The publication of this new characteristic march will
Need for “ The Golden Hour ”
arouse much enthusiasm in musical circles. The piano
solo arrangement of this number will be found upon the
Prior to proposing the plan for The Golden Hour
music pages of this issue of The Etude.
Just as the stirring moments of the Spanish-American
in which music takes an important part as a background'
War inspired his well-known, march, The Stars and
The Etude conferred with educational and sociologies
Stripes Forever! so have present-day events brought
experts upon many phases of the subject in order that
about this new itypical Sousa march, Keeping Step
we might feel certain in our own minds that we were
With the Union. There is a patriotic message an this
providing our readers with a thoroughly safe and sound
inarch as it depicts in tone the spirit of Keeping in Step
altruistic work of almost limitless dimensions—* work
With the .Union. Lieut.-Commander John Philip Sousa,
that, in addition to being of immense ethical value to
U. S. N. R. F., brings this thought strongly to the front
‘our
country, would bring credit to the art and to the
in a strong, virile march. It is “American to the core,”
profession of music.
full of the swing, dash, pep and tunefulness of Sousa at
Just as we had completed the plans and received ffife
his best.
enthusiastic endorsement of great Americans, the Ameri¬
In order to accommodate those who desire to make
can Magazine published an article by Deputy Police
use of it under various conditions, the publishers, in addi¬
tion to the original Piano Solo and'Band arrangement,
Commissioner Joseph A. Faurot of New York, our most
will issue it for One Piano, Four Hands; One Piano, Six
famous expert upon the Bcrtillon System, the PortraitHands; Two Pianos, Eight Hands, and also for Or¬
Parle System, etc., for keeping careful record of crime
chestra.
and criminals. ■ Nothing could possibly point out the
Mr. Sousa has written appropriate verses which may • need for The Golden Hour clearer than this fact, that
be sung to the melodies of this march. This feature will
the kind of education the world is receiving in most
be of value especially where it is used for patriotic gath¬
public schools, while reducing illiteracy, doc„ not curb
erings or school purposes.
crime as it should. After noting that there were a
quarter of a million arrests in New York City last year,
and telling why criminals find it so easy to take advant¬
age of the public, Commissioner Faurot says:
“Most of our crimes, as statistics show, are com¬
mitted by young men, between eighteen and twenty-five
years old. In most cases, these boys become criminals
because they have not had home training, or else have
had the wrong kind of home training. If m
r both
of the parents are dead, or if they are both a way from
the home—either because they are at work < r because
they qeglect the home—a boy drifts into bad icompany.
Some parents think their children arc ‘smart'
garding authority. They even defend and uphold their
children in acts of malicious mischief. It is almost a
crime itself, against a child and against society, not to
teach the child to respect authority. And authority, like
charity, should begin at home.
“It is a common mistake to say that most criminals are
ignorant or illiterate. If this were true, criminality .
ought to diminish as illiteracy grows less common, but
it has not done this. Here in New York StaU, the law
requires all children under sixteen, who arc in proper
mental and physicat condition, to attend school. Yet, as
I said before, most of our arrests are of young men between eighteen and twenty-five years old. They have
been brought up under this law, so they must have received at least a common-school education.
Crimes such as forgery, embezzlement, obtaining
money under false pretenses are committed by men who
are neither ignorant nor illerate. The recent bond
thefts in the New York financial district were com¬
mitted, by an organized band of men directed by a
master mind.

Lieut.-Commandek John Philip Sousa, U. S. N. R. F.
A Familiar Pose of the World-Famous Bandmaster and
“March King”

MUJIKS

rr;mdUCaied.?/°Ple are often charKed with larceny, sex
crimes, shoplifting, defrauding hotel keepers and landlords as well as with robbery and homicide,
case , 1 m°st,CO’1SP,CUOUS recent example of this type of
troc^ed5 !1°- G°rd°n Fawce.tt Hamby, recently elect>_ i i ’ i
in the commission of a robbery of a
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“One
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held true in fact Th
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Music, says Thackeray, “,'s irresistible- Its
are countless: it stirs the f-r
r , ’ f
friendship as scarce
m "g °f '0Ve' pe
T hackeray.
3ny °ther mortal “gent
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# From here go to the beginning and play to Fine-, then play Trio.
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(XTHOU SUBLIME SWEET EVENING STAR
From “Tannhaeuser”

R. WAGNER
A new transcription of this lovely theme. All the finish and elegance of workmanship characterizing the compositions of Eduard Schutt are to be
found at their highest in this playable number. Grade 5.
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ENTICEMENT

ENTICEMENT
A

brilliant touch and sharp accentuation are required

MAZURKA DE SALON
in this showy duet number.

THE ETUDE

ALBERT LOCKE NORRIS .On.27
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IN KNIGHTLY ARRAY
SECONDO
One of the best marches that wehave seen suitable for indoor marching. Four steps to the measure. Grade 3

Alla Marcia
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IN KNIGHTLY ARRAY
Alla Marcia
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play Trio.

S

In March time

From herego back to $ andplayto Fine, thenplay Trio.

1VT A 13 P; TT lVYr

A charming illustration of some familar verses
by Robert Louis Stevenson. Grade 2k
LYA YA At

In March time

T
XT. ± 1\ \JT

SECONDO

QOATO
OUl\\jT

LOUIS VICTOR SAAR
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*HOW SWEET THE MOONLIGHT SLEEPS
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in modern drawingroom
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Letters from
ETUDE Readers
Luck and Music
To The Etude:
Each issue of The Etude is a. surprise

body.° 1"r'

M. G. Ellis, New York.

a total loss of time, v

neSt into , the air-tc

¥si

miSIMt

•SrTfiS: wo“'r
Fae Olene Prouse.

Totten, Battle Creek, Mich.
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V W. Thompson, Dumba,
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Exclusively

ffirwiswick
T

HE artists portrayed on this page need no introduc¬
tion to the musical world. But the fact that they are
recording for Brunswick, exclusively, is significant.
Significant of the -widespread acceptance of great artists,
great composers and highest musical authorities of the
Brunswick Phonograph and Records—the unity by which
the Supreme in musical expression and interpretation is at¬
tained.
To hear Brunswick Records on any phonograph is, in
itself, a revelation. But to hear the “impossible” achieved
—Leopold Godowsky’s pianoforte solo, “Marche Militaire,”
for instance—by means of a Brunswick Phonograph and
Record, is to learn that Personality, Vivacity and Genius
have at last been given life everlasting.
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Profitable Vacation Courses
WITH THE

Standard History of Music
PRICE $1.50

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

A FIRST HISTORY FOR STUDENTS AT ALL AGES

Eight Delightful Weeks of History Study
On the Porch.

In the Garden.

By the Shore.

Anywhere.

Thousands of teachers in all parts of
fcom^thi
and profitable classes in past Summers with the tollowmg ocneduie from the
Standard History of Music:

fiStf

1st Week. How Music Began Music in thejEarly Church..
Mwfc
Troubadours and Meistersmgers. Polyphonic Music, raiestrma. cany cngnsn music.
2d Week. Opera and Oratorio. Scarlatti and His ^nt™Porar'es, p * ac am * tar y
French Music. The Story of the Organ, the Violin and the Piano.
3d Week. J. S. Bach, G. F. Handel, F. J. Haydn, W. A. Mozart.
4th Week. Gluck, Beethoven, Schubert, Weber, Mendelssohn.
5th Week. Schumann and the Age of Musical Romance.
Opera Writers of the Nineteenth
Century. Great Teachers of the Pi?""*"*6th Week. Chopin, Liszt, Wagner. Modem Itali
7th Week. Modern Masters. Brahms, Grieg, Tschaikowsky
Yesterday. Great Virtuosos of lo-day. ^Ureat
Pianoforte Pieces in the Smaller Fo
8th Week. Music in America. MastemofTo
a Music Study Club for Next Winte

Send us a postal request for information rej
return the material which will enable you to st
from Waste and Loss to Profit and Pleasur

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

The “Finnish Chopin”

Pianologues and
Musical Recitations
Excellent Encore Numbers
Ain’t You Got Me?
By E. R. Krocger
Catalog No., 14,337
Price. 60c

George and His Father
By Thurlow Lieurance
Catalog No.. 13.211
Price. 30c

Willie’s Prayer

I Know, a
By Mathilde E
Catalog No.. 17,085
A clever little encore i
suggestion of the ghostly.
Fair Warning
Catalog No.. 16,59^ A small boy, "tin

Theo. Presser Co., Phila., Pa.

\

PHONOGRAPHS and RECORDS
”" ’
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-

Mail Order Service to All Parts
Send for Descriptive and Illustrated Booklet
Showing Various Styles and Prices
Easy Payment Terms Cheerfully Arranged

.
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Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertise:

THEO. PRESSER CO
Talking Machine Department
1710 Chestnut St.
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SUMMER REVERIE

eDWARD baxter PERRy

An ornate and erpr.ssive number by . mucb-loved American pianist and composer. Hay i. a s.ng-lile manner with grace and delta,.,.G^
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BY THE SEA

The

tears fell fast on thy

dar - ling hand, And low be-side thee

sostenuto_

AM MEER
FRANZ SCHUERT
A splendid example of pianistie tone coloring- one of the happiest of Liszt’s shorter transcriptions; of strong dramatic quality. Grade 8

•Transcribed by FRANZ LIZST

a) These abbreviations indicate a repetition of the preceding figure.
Players having small hands may omit the upper notes of the left hand part, where necessary
Copyright 1908 byTheo.Presser.2
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From that white hand I
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THURLOW LIEURANCE

Mr. Lieurance’s latest song; not based on an Indian melody, but full of the spirit of the open air and of the great west.
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C. S. MONTANYE

MY OWN ROSE
A. LOUIS SCARMOLIN
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Musical Opportunities in Motion Picture Theaters
At a recent convention of Moving Pic¬ than the motion picture theater of to-dqy
ture Musicians, organized by the Moving with a nominal price of admission?
Picture News, in .New York, William
“I want to sound a note of warning—
flrandt, President of the Theater Exhi¬ the exhibitors are progressing faster than
bitors’ Chamber of Commerce, expressed the musicians, so that the small neighbor¬
jlarm over the fact that an adequate num¬ hood theaters cannot get proper musicians.
ber of moving picture musicians were not The exhibitor is perfectly willing to spend
to be had. Mr. Brandt represents five fifteen or twenty thousand dollars for a
good organ, but he cannot get a good or¬
hundred theaters.
“There is no question at all that music ganist to play it! I am talking from
actual experience—and I know for a fact
is essential to the pictures. Quoting the
that the musicians are not keeping pace
practical exhibitor, these men rate music
with the exhibitors. Would that the world
to a good picture as forty per cent, and were full of Riesenfelds; then what an
jtnusic to a bad picture as ninety-five per easy lot the exhibitor would have!
cent, of the showing. So you see how
“We have formed a market for good
essential music is to the program.
musicians. The theaters of to-day want
“Now, let me say this-—that the smaller a good musician, and a good musician
exhibitor is not unmindful that music is should not find any difficulty in securing
the essential thing and that he must proig- a good position.
i'ess rapidly. The motion picture is here
“One of the problems is to get good or¬
to stay, we have arrived and we are going ganists. No theater that is being built or
fp stay! We are not an infant industry is built is complete without an organ.
-r-we are one of the largest industries of Sometimes the organ unfortunately stands
this country! When the war arrived, the bare without the organists, too often so.
people had to find entertainment to forget To conclude this, I want to say that with
their sorrows and where could they find this conference I hope that some of the
a more pleasing form of entertainment wants of the exhibitors will be satisfied.”

Honor and Music
By Thomas B. Empire
In the last few years business has pro¬
gressed tremendously in the sense qf
honor. It is not now considered tbe sign
of shrewdness for a man to cheat. Once
the dubious ethics of the horse-dealer pre¬
vailed in business from the top to the
bottom. Now any gentleman of honor
tpay enter the business world without en¬
tirely divesting himself of his scruples.
But musicians have been slower in
grasping the principles of live and let
live. True, things seem to be moving in

that direction. But there is room for im¬
provement. This is probably because the
business of music is so much more pre¬
carious—so whimsical often in its zig-zag
of success and failure—that the musician
feels, that he must do everything to estab¬
lish himself in his teaching or his other
professional work. So the innuendo, the
stiletto thrust in the dark, the covert
sneer, the exploiting of what is to the
disadvantage of the fellow musician, is
too often the give-and-take between mu¬
sicians.

The “Card” System for Retaining Pieces
By Wilbur Follett Unger
- It was one of my o.wn pupils who first the cards, and requesting his co-operation
gave me this idea, and it’s so good that I in .the upbuilding and maintenance of your
dm writing it, with the hope that others “repertoire.” During a part of your les¬
may derive benefit from it.
son, the teacher might take these cards,
First, let me present the problem: Given selecting one at a time, to hear the piece
a music student, a teacher, and several listed upon it, making notes upon the re¬
branches of music study to be mastered, verse side of the card of the date heard,
how is the pupil to retain all the old pieces and a brief criticism of your rendition of
He has once learned and yet take up new the piece. If memorized, that should be
pieces, at the same tinie keeping up his mentioned on the card. In this way, and
regular routine of work? ,
within a definite time, all of your pieces
Have you not frequently been called
will have been heard by your teacher and
upon to play, quite unexpectedly, and been
comparative criticisms noted. Otherwise,
obliged to resort to that ancient excuse of
if you trust to your whim or your teach¬
■out of practice?” Have you not often
heard some artist, or some friend, even, er’s pleasure, there are sure to be some
.Jilay one of your old pieces that you re¬ pieces which are overlooked and probably
member having learned “ages ago,” but will not lie heard in many months, if not
that you haven’t tried over for a long time ? years! The repertoire of the average stu¬
Why haven’t you •tried it over? Had you dent of, say, four or five years’ lessons,
tired of it? No; confess, rather, that you should be about twenty-five pieces, at least.
had forgotten completely about it! Well, 11 f only two pieces were heard at each lesthat is the point I’m getting at. And now ■ son, you see it would be about .three months
before all were heard, and by that time it
for the solution:
If you are a teacher, this will surely ap¬ would be high time to hear them all over
peal to you for the benefit of your pupils again.
Do not think, however, that the playing
(and—just barely possible—for yourself).
If you are a pupil, then this is directed'to of your pieces; before your teacher is suf¬
you, and you cannot fail to profit by fol¬ ficient; they should be played in the pri¬
vacy of your own home, in public before
lowing the suggestion.
. Procure several small white cards (about strangers, for your friends, and in fact,
2 x4), in fact, as many cards as you have under any and all circumstances, for this
pieces (learned or unlearned). Write upon is the only way that your repertoire can
each card the name of the piece and the be kept in a polished condition. And to
fcomposer, and—if you like—the date you further utilize your cards, here's a prac¬
started to learn the piece. You might take tical suggestion: Place them all in a box,
all of these cards with you at each lesson, or a hat, or what-you-will; shake them up,
Explaining to your teacher the purpose of and when you are seated at (he piano draw

N

OWHERE has Ivers and Pond achievement
been more notable than in perfecting the
small grand. Early among American man¬
ufacturers we foresaw the present day popularity of
this most useful type. Dismissing temptations to
produce quantity at the expense of quality, our
product, while numerically inadequate to meet an
insistant demand, upholds the highest quality tradi¬
tions of our house.
In design, material, variety,
and value, comparison will reveal the leading
position of our grands.

IVERS & POND
PIANOS
are now used in over 500 leading Educational Insti¬
tutions and 65,000 discriminating homes. Whether
your need calls for upright, grand or player piano,
there is an Ivers IE Pond to fit it. Our policy of “but
one quality—the best”—insures the purchaser the
utmost security in his investment in any Ivers IE Pond.
Leading dealers throughout the United States
display and sell our product.
If none is con¬
venient to you we can arrange to ship from the
factory, on easy payment terms.

For catalog

and valuable information to buyers, write us to-day.
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How Singers May Help in Church Work
:$i

:■...

Why Is the Male Voice Silent in Our Churches?
By Geoffrey O’Hara
1 Mr. Geoffrey O’Hara, one of the most gifted of the present-day writers of songs,
became one of the foremost song leaders during the war. He knows from actual experience
what mass singing needs.]

Department for Voice and Vocal 1 eachers

“Goon rousing congregational singing
in which everyone joins, old and young,
regardless of any unusual ability to sing,
is a necessary acquisition to a church.
Nothing should be left undone till excel¬
lent hymn-singing is. attained, not only in
your parish, in my parish, but also in
every parish in the country, in the high¬
ways and byways, the nooks and the cor¬
ners, to the remotest parts of our land.”
Never before was anything like this pre¬
sented on a national scale, and1 now, in¬
stead of the church being confronted with
a THEORY on this important subject, all
she has to do is to take advantage of
FACTS—take advantage of the massedsinging idea which has fairly swept the
country in. the past four years, and, more
important than this, take advantage of the
singing army created during the war, two
millions of men from every part of the
country, who were taught the delights of
singing as a part of their daily routine.
And, in this connection, it must not lie for¬
gotten that there were developed thousands
of song-leaders in the army.

Edited by Well-Known Voice Specialists
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The Coup.de Glotte and What It Means
Its Part in the Understanding of the Old Italian Method
By J. Mewburn Levien
.
. mechanism one can acquire conscious control over
. 'hest, but allow glottis” is used;,
J®’ throwing up of them; but if the false cords be held in
lift the shoulders
The following article from the English
•ponded, mainly at the sides. 0f the letter h, or the
. proper place they (the real cords)
Music Student will be found helpful in the
fctt
™ 1.” -J.
% Have
proper quality .( comp,.** ait
■ stomach
explanation of a much-discussed subject
this
*eme,S.b“..i.uH«»»n<li,,gbrf..ht .bda
sbapad cbatulat
wind,
The voice is a musical instrument indis¬ 'In
of the <
expelling the a:
solubly connected with a talking machine. the lungs
A note
can be
got ii*;* th'^‘terrea7quality W<There is, however, a sort of outer casing,
ote
can
uc
befastic
and
easily
moved
ribs,
The larynx (Adam’s apple) is the musical
sting it is always wanting m sp
’
great that is the lower part of the throat, in
are trying to get hack into their
instrument, and the mouth (with the position, and, in so doing, are exerting
Md
C which these real cords at, siimued, and
tongue) is the talking machine. The lungs, automatic pressure on the wind, driving
of course, supply the air which rushes steadily towards the larynx, which is u
to be planted on this wind to form the t
through and tells the ear how you have
two starts is the difference
.„ and UP( the tone will he ..ly : if it is
IWO
-- . betwea ^9
,
adjusted your note and word-making apThe Coup de Glotte
controlling the water coming ‘ntoahouse.
water is wanted lowered and widened the tom will bo rich.
This nozzle has two parts. One part, the which is °l>el\ed w en ® ^
a weapon Which
„ ..
tone or what modi f nation of tone
and word-making apparatus are, broadly false cords, whose function is to control -to■flow, “ri'^he g
J •
cor- you will require will dejH-ml on the sentispeaking, the same as the relations between the breath, to let it out m as narrow a whose feeb eness o
^ ^ ^ o{ what you aro singing.
hroatiness
the light-making part of a lamp and the stream as possible, unless one wishes to
V^'^^ the nozzle and keeping comes from lowering a htth- hd ca led the.
globe. The latter has nothing to do with sing about ghosts or misty things. It is a tmg_* *g hag
ed the water tight epiglottis down on the larynx
It ah
making the light: it simply modifies the great mistake m the first instance to try it the
when he lets go, and a forceful when one swallows, to prevent the ood
■ allows
• to come through,
•<
’ - to control the breath from the lungs them- against it, when ne teis go, a
going into the cehst. You cannot raise it or
light,
it
less brightly according to its color, on to selves, and still worse from the diaphragm ^earn^^.^oup de glotte” bringing on lower it exactly consciously, though a keen
abdominal muscles. When the breath
open or shuf.
the eye of the observer. Let us then take,
I have heard suggested; I student knows when it
s to be held back as for piano singing hoarseness, a
- Rrahatn
Thus if your voice is throaty
as it were, a white globe; that is, let us
driven a little as for forte, remember have only got to say that J ^
__J
put the mouth in the position for singing
the dictum
dictum of
of Checkley
Checkley in
in Al^i^ill^tTheirToLfX
A Natural a'~
u"
the vowel “Ah,” for which the mouth^can the
to^ taagine^there'Ta uX lid right below
hum Training.
l runnny. The
iuc lungs
mnga -- >
.
just be opened a little and the tongue wid- Method of Physical
„„„ 11W1, ;t.
the root of your tongue which you must
have their own muscular power and this remarkable age, all ■ used 1 .
keep up: that is, you must keep the throat
ened at its root, and proceed s'
power should be fully exercised.” The
_ „ , ... r.c
consider the note-making apparatus.
open at the top if you wish to sing brightly.
old masters who taught the “coup de
t to let these raise Of course, a Somber effect is quite right
Vibration
glotte” as the first Step in singing after co^7\“7oo wi<le apart when they part, in some cases, and control should eventually
The function of every musical instru¬ they had got the pupil to take a comfort- Should they do so the tone will be breathy, be obtained of the epiglottis, to modify the
ment is to create a vibration in the air, to able chest full of breath, with the stomach theSSinger' sings in™ breathy'manner' in¬
tone as you wish.
agitate the air. On the piano this is done drawn in, were quite scientific. The voluntarily, the cure is not to be found In
by a thin wire being struck by a hammer “COUP de glotte” is the absolute closThe Manipulation of the Vocal Mechanism
The glidfand set wiggle-waggling so many times ing and then opening of the false cords but by closir- — il-~
I. ns
it is.
So you see this note-making business
of
the
glotti.
I——
——
...---a second according to its tension, which is
the moment the note is to begin,
the mechanism of the letter “h."
also ___
of comes from acquiring manipulative skill
.
shall she-”
arranged to give a certain note. Now this sentence-commencing vowel. The breath “sh" (the sentence “she..
three glide attacks), of the let- with the larynx over the top of the column
, small that it cannot agitate must not be allowed to press strongly
even of the.fetter
^ ^
To slart a sentence-cotn.sufficiently to make an impression against'the false cords, nor must the cords glide i done by ,-„ .
B....., out of the chest into thi
meheing vowel let the false cords abso¬
on the ear drum of a listener who has not |)e presse(i tightly against the breath, or where
it races through for a mi
got his ear close to the instrument; so the agajnst one another. It is in fact the make the rush of air necessary for
lutely touch: in case of an “h” or sh,
.when
the
false
—
’
m,"
dui
wnen
me
must*
corns
resume
■
.
.
.
• then
wire is attached ultimately to a thin piece mechanism of the slightest possible cough,
functions of controlling the breath, and let them softly snap on the breatn, me
of wood which the wire can easily cause to
The contact and. pressure must be as
tShouridalo“arBat>80rnt rf'soft mid gertle^bSt keeP ,hem as c1ose »°gether as >'ou can 3
vibrate in its own way, and this board can
as p0SSible, even when a fortissimo precise snap; a resilient or pneumatic con- the time you are singing; this prevents
upset sufficient air to create a strong aural
is established between the top of the
.
.
,
• i . tt,e lower
a,,ra1
• desired. It is to be regretted that tact
column of the breath and the false cords, breathmess; lower and widen tlie
distance off.
impression a people si
t his practice) which will be found invaluable in giving cart 0{ t|ie throat for richness; keep tne
Garcia has said (it v
Now in wind instruments this disturb- tj,at t}lat action should be performed with
of
the
throat
open for clearness;
qiumtly
kidded^eedom
for°singing""'
-r
‘u
'
‘u---f"j
-'“o’-ness: open
ance of the air is created by bottled-up air vigor, «
of.
making the letter helning. to give really proper ti
the false cords for mystery; let the larynx
itself rushing out through an aperture. Of
of course, the same sort of me¬
come in and up for reediness—to express
course—slightly to alter a famous cookery chanism as that of the letter p, but while
jealousy and soon; lower the epiglottis for
book—you must “first catch your air.” we want to hear in this case the action of them .genifr *foi
ments only. It
they ennie throatiness, pomposity, etc.
. '
But when caught, the same air; that is, air the lips and breath very distinctly, we do quite right, but they ari lefore
absolutely indisThe vowels and consonants must t
under the same .pressure, will do for a not want actually to hear a bit of conso¬ reusable. Over these fall eords it is posmade
by careful adjustments of the bps
sible
to
get
eonseious
et
rol;
but
if
the
great many different sounds.
nantal mechanism in the throat on a ....-sings all right w
and tongue, and so as not to upset o
— ” -’one and not
vowel. It is a bit of mechanism the same leave weiFaloi
hamper the note-making arrangements here
as wind-instrument players use, simply
indicated. The opening of the mouth fro
wanted to mould the top of the column of
The True Vocal Cords
top to bottom makes no difference to
perfection in the
lents, though i obtain
1 iua mean Jflj
the breat|L so that it comes out at once,
Now under these false cords
ter of breath
tone. It is better for several reasons
lare^nd study!"''Stand’!!p giving the correct vibration at the start, a real cords which make the note. These
s of tne
little in advance of the thing quite impossible if the “glide of the
with t
only be p„ i„
by Ibe win. No
^
%
” ;htly on *other
r the heel of the other rise slightly
-■ ■
- sible, as drawing them in damps tbe toa ,
from the ground, and lift the elbows slightly
This may lie called the skeleton ot tne
up and away from the sides. The leaning
over is intended to induce the stomach to
Italian method of voice production. 1
A Remedy for Catarrhal Troubles
recede and the raising of the elbows to take
the method of common sense, and has
,
the weight of the arms off the chest. Now
Mr.. Arthur de Guichard in the Question and Answer Department of THE
responsible for the training of some ot °
imagine that you are leaning over a basin
Etude
recently
noted
that
he
would
furnish
our
readers
upon
application
with the most delicious vapor rising from
greatest singers. A sketch of its sa 1 \
with a recipe for a non-proprietary treatment for Catarrhal troubles. So
it, and slowly inhale this imaginary vapor
features is therefore not out of place a ^
many inquiries were received that it became inexpedient to answer them by
through the mouth to a point in the middle
time when singers of this country ar
of the chest. Breathing through the nose
Therefore we announce herewith that Mr. de Guichard will conduct
when singing is. of course, unthinkable.
: department shortly which will include this suggestion for treatment.
anxious to come to an agreement as
Allow the rihs to'expand well sideways and
what are the essentials of a sane and s
even at the back and if the shoulders and
chest expand a little that is all right. Do
sible method of voice training.
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struction delights the
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A Rare Jewel
These men went through a regular
song-leaders’ course conducted by the
army in each camp in the United States.
This work was under the auspices of the
War Department itself; and the names
and addresses of all these song leaders are
obtainable. It is not too much to say,
therefore, that in every parish in the land
there may now be found a song leader
available where none previously existed.
This training of song leaders was also
extensively promoted by the Y. M. C. A.;
and they, too, have their list of men in
every county in the United States.
These facts, then, at once suggest prac¬
tical constructive action, the value of
which, in the minds of a great many, is
so. great and priceless that the possession
of the opportunity to develop wonderful
congregational singing everywhere is like
the possession of a rare jewel. It is
within our grasp to do or not to do.
It is the purpose of this paper to present
one very serious stumbling block; and that
is the present high-pitched hymns which
we find in our books of praise. The hymnbook of the Church of England, in Eng¬
land, where the average run of men’s
voices is higher than in this country, has
served as a model for ns; and, whereas in
England the hymns have been pitched to
suit boy choirs, in this country congrega¬
tions with much lower average voices are
expected to sing these-hymns; and this is
impossible, practically as well as scien¬
tifically.
Too High Pitch
Here follows a story that could be dupli¬
cated many times. A certain choirmaster,
has a very low-pitched organ, that is to
say, about one whole, tone below concert
pitch. His organist has been in the habit
of putting a great many hymns down still
further by playing those that are written,
for instance in A, in A flat, and those writ¬
ten in E, in E flat, so that no hymn would
be out of reach cf the congregation. This
church was known to have by far the liest
congregational singing in the city. Now,
in the Sunday School adjoining this church
was a piano tuned to concert pitch and
often in winter they held services in the
Sunday School. With this high-pitched
piano, and, therefore, high-pitched hymns,
the singing was the worst in the city.
Here we have a case of the same congre¬

gation, singing the same hymns, turning
from the best to the worst singing con¬
gregation ; and it is doesn’t seem a part of
wisdom, nor of logic, to attribute this to
any cause other than the pitch; for this
choirmaster in question disposed of all
argument by playing all the hymns down
to conform with the pitch in the church
and the singing at once resumed its hearty
proportions.
The writer was for three years pre-<
centor in a church where the vestry went
on record, saying that he developed the
best congregational singing the church had
experienced since it was built. Also, it
might be mentioned that in Chattanooga, Restored and Recreated
Tenn., which' city is adjacent to Camp
Oglethorpe, where the writer was army
Muscles. Nothing ll_ . .
song leader, he built up the local Commun¬ which
all can apply. Students everywhere, astounded at
ity Chorus from its third successive fail¬
ure (so he was told by the local Music for'them'^'why don't YOlTeucceeii't^ieEASIEST'way^
Committee), till he turned away hundreds Clearer Tones=Wider Range
from the weekly sing.
e, m, maUer^e
As a result of these experiences, the thin,
writer has found that, practically speak¬
ing, two simple rules are ample for the
development of massed singing--first, a
song, or hymn must l>e in a key calculated Don’t delay. Write at once tor free book fully describin
to let the male portion of the gathering
The Amazingly Simple
sing easily the top notes; secondly, strict
Secret of a Perfect Fo/ce
rhythmical, pulsating time must be ob¬
served, neither too fast nor too slow, hut Loudy, the celebrated tenor
My
whatever time is set must of necessity be
well defined, accurately pointed. It is a v^e^angeTfrom6^ below
a bell. You:
fallacy to think that a chorus must sing
“brightly,” or, in other words, quickly, in teachers.
Adlai Loucy, Lawrenceburg, Tenn.”
order not to drag; for, if the leader will
only teach the art of proper accent, slov¬ Free Course in Vocal Music
No knowledge of music is needed to take-this t
enly blurring of notes and words will not Mr. Feuchtjnger will personally instruct you n Sight
occur, and clean, crisp notes will be the Singing, Note Reading, Ear Training, Iftrrno je. This
result, giving the effect of brightness
designed to prepart
onfidence
which some think can be gotten only by
id begun
rushing the life out of a song.
a diploma of merit signed by a celebrity.
SEND COUPON-—Consultation Privilege
The Top Limit
From opinions gathered from a multi¬
tude of sources and from the personalstudy of the physiology of the male voice, Voice. Sent free and prepaid.
the writer states unreservedly that E flat
is the limit for men singing the air or
melody in unison; and therefore suggests
that all hymns be made to abide by that
rule.
Take the hymn, Onward Christian Sol¬
diers for instance, which appears in a
new hymnal, in the key of F. It might
well he asked, “Why was not this hymn
printed down a whole tone in the key of E
flat?” Then there is Holy, Holy, Holy,
in E natural. Why print it in E when so
many organists find it more suitable in E
flat ? This art of transposing is all very
well for the most skilful organists in our
large cities; but what of the vast army of
less-skilled toilers at the organ who are
obliged to play the hymn in the key in
which it is written and find that some¬
times none too easy? Then we turn to
Brightest and Best of the Sons of the
Morning, and we find it in the key of A;
why not A flat? Here and there all
through the took are these instances of
tunes printed too high for men. The
writer could cite many hymns which in his
judgment should be lowered at least one
whole tone.
Now it is the writer’s contention that in
the future the singing of congregations
will be good in exact proportion to the par¬
ticipation by the men. It is idle to say that
men can’t, won’t or don’t sing. The writer
has too many times heard men sing in
lodges, at club dinners, etc., to say nothing
of the inspiring gatherings in the camps
during the war periods. Men can sing,

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE,
Studio 2304, 1922 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago
Gentlemen: Send Free Book and full particulars of
your voice training and free Vocal Music Course.

n„ u, .-ipv „„3e Helpful Folders
blication s Co vering Needs of Teach er s. Students and
amroy and Dialect Songs
Sacred Song Ge

Be Well and Strong
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■gE what Nature intended
heal.hy energetic and attractive
WOH you are not perfectly well,
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Vocal Instructor
By

Edmund J. Myer
Price, $1.25

In this Practical Guide to Artistic Methods
of Singing the writer has embodied the ex¬
perience of a lifetime. So many voice works
deal with the philosophy and aesthetics of
singing and fail to give the pupil practical
exercise leading to the accomplishment of
some special purpose. This vocal instructor
not only contains notation exercises, but
also numerous cuts made from photographs
taken especially for this work. These illus¬
trations make the work of the pupil much
more simple and secure and will prove of
immense help to the student studying
without a teacher.
Theodore Presser Co., Ph,la^Ipl"a-

New Time Saving
Methods in Business
They result from
the purchase of an

UNDERWOOD

P"' \ \
want to sing, will sing; and the fact that
they do sing upon so many occasions, sing
so well and with such heart and spirit, out
of an
all proportion
to the way they sing^ u
ui
wy*-_
.
r nc^d and the lH€Ctlll§ bC &
church, and together with the fact. that house be
^ expresS purpose of conithe writer, using the methods proposed m gather
this paper, has developed congregational muni JS ■
st; s carry an apsinging till it was quite satisfactory, forces
We trust thesejugges
^ ^
but one conclusion; and that is the subject peal that w
.
l every parish and that the necessary steps
of this paper.
rill he taken to correct a most un or una e
The men have been trained not-...
.
have a singing church,
their singing has been innocently discour- condition. Let
"the Psalmist said: “The song
aged. Without knowing it, we have si- c— 00 ""
e
of the righteous is a prayer unto me? it
lenced the male voices in our churches.
we can acknowledge this as a truth, can
There is a way out, and as compared to
we not say that a singing church is a
other much more arduous tasks which the
praying church? Let us encourage the
church accomplishes, it is quite simple.
voice of
its great mtson •i*fv
apre; it
De- voice
oi humanity
uuaiamy in
*..
In fact, it is just so much pleasure;
it.becomes instead'of . task, a icy. an mending peal, placing witl*
t K,,„us.

vzezsr*:
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Conducted, by Arthur de Guichard

independent an ucra ive
ession y corns.
nnnHence. blMrLC-n--.
ORAL INSTRUCTION
Write to-day f,
FREE illustrated booklet and guarantee plan.
NILES BRYANT SCHOOL of PIANO TUNING
1209 Bryant Building
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pass
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The Other Caruso
The fame of Enrico Caruso, who has
recently recovered from a very serious ill¬
ness, is so widespread that it M
*
i realize that there
™— T the musicaI
ici worid who was
u
— •
This v
quite distinguished n his way.
Ludovico or Luigi Caruso. He was Dorn
1754,- and died in 1822.
m Naples
composed sixty operas, four oratorios, tour
cantatas and many masses. He is said to
have toured Europe successfully as a con¬
ductor.
--

A Few Suggestions
Here follow a few suggestions which
havehelp °dthe writer in his work:
First. Hymns must be in keys calculated
to let the men sing
Second. No hymn must go above E flat,
If it does, don’t sing it. This rule applies
to the present, the reconstruction period
for decadent mass-singing. The future
It will demonstrate
will take care of itself. But now, no hymn
above E flat; for even one high hymn in
how your office
service will entirely destroy singing
morale.
can cut down its
Third. Recollect that low hymns will
pick up most of the men, and most of the
overhead.
women (for example Abide With Me);
whereas high hymns have the opposite
UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER CO., INC.
effect.
Fourth. The writer has seen demonstrated tjme and time again that a loud
organ or a large, chorus choir does not
necessarily produce good congregational
TINDALE MUSIC CABINETS
singing, but often produces exactly the opJust what you
posite effect. There is no infallible rule
in this regard; and what may work won¬
have been wanting
ders in one case may work havoc in an¬
Will keep your music
other. Some of the best singing often may
in order, free f r c
be heard where there is no organ and no
damage and where you
choir.
Fifth. Good results often follow soft
can easily find it. Va¬
singing. This tends to give the weak
rious sizes, holding 200
voices ip the congregation courage and also
to 1200 pieces or more.
helps the timid ones who are afraid to sing
Oak or Mahogany.
lest their neighbor hear them.. Weak
Send for Catalog /
voices like to hear themselves sing quite
TINDALE CABINET CO., 8 East 34th St., N«
as much as the loud voices.
. Sixth. Remember that, in the final analy¬
PARKER’S
sis, congregational singing, like anything
HAIR BALSAM
else, is good only when the very last per¬
Removes Dandruff—Stops Hair Fall
Restores Color and
son in the church is singing. The rule is
Beauty to Gray
all or none—and it is good to come as
close to that as possible. Don’t be elated
AMERICAN POULTRY ADVOCATE over the “ninety and nine,” but prove
Our 29th Year. 3 Months' Trial, 25c. $1.00 a greatness by bringing in that “hundredth”
person.
„a'SpLECOPY^nd Book TistFRElf
Seventh. Don’t forget that everyone caw
AMERICAN POULTRY ADVOCATE.
sing, and wants to.
¥ Dept 20.Syracuse. N Y.
Good results follow the setting aside of

BOOKKEEPING

iV-*- *

Musical Monitor.

Good Study SongS
,
•
There is no better song for the acquisitiorf of a beautiful legato than Handel’s
Re"dil Serena al Ciglio (Cast from Thy
Brow That Sadness). It flows along
smoothly in an easy range and affo ds
a splendid opportunity for spinning the
tone” and controlling even, equable breath
emission, which, like a fair, steady wind,
carries along the waves of tone. Any inclination on the part of the pupil to sing
this always at full voice should be restrained
by employing the simile of an athlete who
would not think of starting out with
heavyweight performances.
The folk song offers another valu¬
able field for the student. In the folk
song we find everything by which the
human soul is moved to plastic ex¬
pression; the joy in sunshine; the jubilant cry of resurrected nature in the
springtime; the love of field and forest;
the exhilaration of the chase; the elation
and sadness of war, and, above all, the
joys and sorrows of love. The genuine
folk melody is free from all affecta¬
tion; it is short and concise and has
something robust, wholesome, audacious,
often coarse; it at times is melancholy,
coquettish, humorous, but naivete and
naturalness are its outstanding characteristics.
—Sergei Klibansky.
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Question and Answer Department
model, lessons, and analysis of
"'"Diploma^ve“o?°a a,nlaster

before the eun,” hiding A

hies, for clarifying national discord, for
letting individuals express themselves, for
making a congregation get together and
pull together. In other words, there is yet
no power discovered which will make peo¬
ple work together as will the habit of sing¬
ing together. This great power was rec¬
ognized by Martin Luther; for it-was he
who first introduced congregational sing¬
ing. In his time the people were not allowed to sing, and when he started this
innovation it worked like magic. From
the Reformation ..
sured success.
The point that must not be overlooked is
that, if the music is improperly pitched
so that the male voices cannot sing it except they .shout and injure their vocal
organs, the fact that the singing is not
good cannot be charged to the text of the
hymns, but, strange to say, there are those
who would have us believe that it is so.
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Make your questions si
not likely to be of interest

familiar, while the key of
its 5enharmonic Ct• is *•-■‘•‘ficult
hornhiy difficult and
almost unplayable by
this diffimethod I can adopt *■
hiladelphia, Pa.
eultyt—Ev.
keys
lertaln
.. It i
and C#,
fl’sharos anTs^ra "sharps. Most likely you
find the same difficulty with the flats, when
you come to Gb and Cp, and you much prefer
the key of B (five sharps) to that of Cb (7
flats). The cause is not very far to seek.
It is evident that you avoided practicing the
extreme keys of 6 and 7 sharps and 6 and 7
flats when' you studied your technical work.
o do if
The n.„
■fore your
to practice, with the mus
lilies,
constantly, these extrem
■menting tin
chords and arpeggios, si
with finger exercises d
must be persevered with i
pletely mastered the “It
another help
it™ keys
it for all other
for tiles
ie light of the movable DO, making
ile a DO with its scale sequence
/, fa, sol, la, si, do), remembering
il the half-steps (semitones) are
i fa and si-do. Instead, therefore,
mechanically, your mind will be
ii all the time. Work diligently
■ lines for scales, chords, arpeggios
exercises and the pianists' beta
harps” will speedily abandon you.
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for manual exerure you describe.
t or a
y form

of finger, ha rut wrist and a
will stiffen or interfere with the freedom of
those parts. Avoid everything which mili¬
tates against their suppleness. There are
plenty of fine exercises for the development
of body and health, which do not entail hand
Daily Scales
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D. A. CLIPPINGER

A Master of the Voice.

SUMMER TERM, Five Weeks Beginning June 27th

,

Private Lessons, Class Lessons Round Table for Teachers
-SEND FOR CIRCULARAuthor of THE HEAD VOICE AND OTHER PROBLEMS, Price $1-25
One of the important books of recent years
“Am much impressed by its soundness and sanity,” Clara Kathleen Rogers
Author of “MY VOICE AND I”
Systematic Voice Training
- . Price S1.25
“Will restore the public’s confidence in legitimate voice teaching.” Musical Observer.
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! that I have a very good
•ing so. do you think I need
8 every day!—A. M., Boston,

v. J have a very small hand and play ex¬
tensions with great difficulty. Would you
recommend the use of any mechanical device
to increase its spreadt—Teacher, Plymouth,
A, Certainly not. Many a promising young
player has become permanently disabled from
such malpractice.
Why Study Bach?
Q. Is it absolutely necessary for me to
study Bach—Ms Inventions and Preludes
and Fuguest My teacher is a great stickler
for Bach, and almost worries the life out of
me with these Inventions.—Celia, Boulder,
Colo.
A. There is music and music. It all de¬
pends upon what you consider music. If
the height of your ambition is to play “rag”
and “jazz” you may omit the study of
Bach, although even for them you would
find his music very useful. You find Bach
dry and tiresome because, most probably,
you approach him the wrong way. But if
you will take the trouble to analyze his
melodies, or subjects, or themes, and then
to memorize them, you will be astonished to
learn how interesting they are and how
wonderfully they are treated. No matter
what your ultimate ambition may be, if you
wish to become a competent pianist you
must make Bach your best friend.
oongea to you if
ij you
Q. I would be deeply obliged
would indicate how to play the ornaments ■
which abound in the >orks of Johann Sc■e so many different
bastien Bach. Th,
signs that I would
interpretations of
supply an authoritareally like to have
five decision ot the iubject.—H. W. G„
Philadelphia, Pa.
a. There can be no doubt whatever about
'the exactitude of the first fifteen interpreta¬
tions in the following list, for the very good
reason that they were supplied and signed
bv Bach himself in a book for the Clavier,
which he prepared for his son Fnedemann.
It is worthy of notice that the trill in Bach s
works, as well as in those by other com¬
„.j time, always begins
uegms
posers, before; and of his
above the principal note—any
ng would be erroneous. At the
should be observed ■that these
—» invented for the clavecin, or
Instrument that was entirely
clavichord, a.. —
f the
destitute of the rich,
modern pianoforte. On tms instrument,,
therefore, they should he used sparingly, and
never exaggerated. Because it muslin ot oe
vented™ order

“nd1 Compensate

Kheor«8«;

, A. Most decidedly; not only all
for finger dexterity, hut your sloe
evenness of touch: quality and uh«ib.ij.
Practice them everv day until you are eighty
—or more. In this way your playing will
always be young, elastic and adequate.

I- wl
■ittrn: (b) to begin
- *«■
Which
arc right, how am 1 to Ki,
o observe!—Ivan S.
way to begin a trill is by
Playing t:
ic note (that is, the note
-, .lediately above, the writ¬
ten note; a chromatic note is played for
the trill only when the Jf or b is Indicated.
The only occasions when the trill may be¬
lie written note are: when that
i very short one, thei
e made more oromine
: trill—ii
In all-„„„„„„„
--tbe trill should begin on the upper note
(unless otherwise written). In that year
Hummel wrote a pianoforte method, in
'vhich he endeavored to alter the accepted
practice of playing the trill, by making it
oegin on the written note. Many com¬
posers since his time have adopted his
method, whence the confusion.
In any
event, it will lie absolutely correct for you
ro begin the trill with the upper note in
au compositions dating before 1828.

^

GREATTO OFFER

Teachers and Music Students
Sherwood’s Normal Piano Lessons
These weekly lessons, examination papers and ifectures on the Artof Teaching contain
the fundamentals of a broad and solid musical education, and the principles of
successful teaching. They contain the vital principles in touch,_ technique, melody,
phrasing, rhythm, tone production, interpretation and expression. Physical exer¬
cises for developing, strengthening and training the muscles of the fingers, hands,
wrists, arms and body are fully explained, illustrated and made clear by photo¬
graphs, diagrams and drawings.
LI A D IVilOWV A knowledge of Harmony is absolutely essential to round out
llAKIVlUN I your musical education. It adds wonderfully to your equip¬
ment both as Teacher and Performer. Without it you limp along on the crutch of
“unpreparedness.” We offer you a complete course of weekly Harmony Lessons at
small cost, by Mr. Adolph Rosenbecker, famous Soloist and Conductor and pupil of
Richter, and Dr. Daniel Protheroe, Eminent Composer, Choral Director and Teacher.
Each lesson is an orderly step in advance, clear, thorough and correct; not the mere
mechanical application of “dry-as-dust’j rules, but an interesting, practical method
that grips your attention from the very beginning. A written examination on each
lesson, in connection with ample original work, develops your knowledge and firftlly
fixes the important principles in your niind.

UNPRECEDENTED SPECIAL OFFER!
Take the time now to write us a friendly letter about your musical ambitions—how
long you have studied music—what particular course you are interested in, and ,
whether you have studied Harmony. Tell us your age, whether you teach, play
sing—in short, write us in confidence just what you would feel perfectly free to tell
us if you called in person at our school.
We will then send you 6 lessons selected from the course you want. 1 hese will not be
mere sample extracts or abridgements, but the genuine, original lessons exactly such as
we send to our regularly enrolled students. We will send you our large catalog explaining
the Sherwood Normal Piano Course. Students’ Piano Course, Harmony, Voice, Choral
Conducting, Public School Music, Violin, Cornet, Guitar and Mandolin Courses.
Make your selection now and the 6 lessons will be sent you with full details of the
Course. You will be under no obligation to us.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
CLARENCE EDDY, Dean
A84 SIEGEL-MYERS BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.
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By Dr. George H. Howard

But the following needs a special fingering in organ
music, as indicated:

In this elementary practice an exact moment for mak¬
ing each exchange of fingers should be required. This
change should be made first on the note E, afterward in
the upper part on G. In No. 2 the second .finger should
be placed on E at count “two,” the two fingers (3 and
2) thus resting together on the key through the count
“two” until the word “three,” at which moment the third
finger should be released.
.
’
...
In like manner, on the note G, the fourth finger should
be placed on the key with the fifth finger at count four
remaining on it until count, when the fifth finger is released (comes up).
.
These exercises should be practiced in all keys, ob¬
serving the different locations of the fingers in different
keys Some are harder than others. Some of the ex¬
changes on the black keys will be found quite hard
unless the finger tips are carefully adjusted each to its

D, there is a gap between them and thus the succession
is not legato, for it unavoidably sounds thus:

rule in organ music than in piano playing; it uit ere
fore desirable to avoid it by means of the gW
shown in No. 2 or No. 3, of which No. 2 is the better.
Exercises of the same kind for the left hand may
a The seeming fussiness and particularity of thus Pre¬
scribing exact moments for the exchange of the fingers
as well as exact locations for the finger-tips, forms one
of the foundation-stones of an artistic organ touch.
It cannot be too early impressed on the mind of an
organ student that daily practice is not his only duty.
There should be daily study also, through months and
years apart from the practice. Therefore, in the very
first lesson, such study should be definitely assigned by
the teacher. For this purpose a suitable text book for
study of organ pipes, structure of the organ, and so on,
should be used and a lesson for recitation should lie
clearly required. Upon this study questions and answers
should occupy a portion of the time in the second lesS°A good book for this purpose is Clarke’s Outlines of
the Organ. Its explanations are clear and definite.
In this first lesson the characteristics of the Open
Diapason may be given for study, and the places in the
book plainly indicated (that is, in Clarke’s Outlines). _
Of course, students are so various in’their capabilities
that some can take a wider range of work than is here
planned for a first lesson; on the other hand, some
should attempt only one or two, instead of all of these

Succeeding lessons, as a rule, should be occupied, for
five or six weeks, with the fallowing topics:
Manual Training (from-Organ School).
Fingering, Legato Touch; Simple Hymn Tunes with¬
out the pedal, studying their fingering and the artistic
applications of ties in the three lower voices; (none
allowed in soprano), recitations from the outlines upon
(a) the structure of the pipes, (b) the four classes of
tone-qualities, (c) classifications by pitch.
These recitations can rarely be dispensed with, as few
students will, otherwise, be steadfast in keeping on with,
kfFor example. No. 3, when played in the Key of E,
their needful study. The teacher needs to use no more
would be as follows:
. than five minutes for this purpose, as a rule.
Further exercises in finger-substitutions will be found
in the two Organ Schools before mentioned. Such prac¬
tice needs to be kept well in hand by means of careful
mental preparation, namely, by learning, before begin¬
It should, however, be noticed that, in the third
ning to play (a) the exact order of finger-successions,
measure the tip of the third finger must be placed
and (b) the exact count (or half count, or quarterfarther on its key (Gf) than usual; then the second
count) on which the change will best be made. This
finger, in substituting, will have no lack of room on the
“fussiness” pays well: its good influence lasts forever
same key
With the following fingering (ordinarily
and saves a great deal of study time in a month or a
permissible in piano playing, but not so much in organ
year.
Standard hymn tunes should be learned by heart.
music) :
They should be fixed in the memory, never to be for¬
gotten. They should be stored up as treasures. Some
of (hem are harmonically and melodically actual gems,
forever beautiful, and as such should be played "by
heart” in the best sense of the phrase. Two or three
(This fingering is, of course, suitable when needful
learned and unexpectedly tested by the teacher each
for quick successions at a sacrifice of legato effect)
term would suffice for good educational progress.
But in No. 4, as the thumb plays C, followed at once by

Exhibition Pieces
for the Piano
(Order by Nuinber)
One Piano, Six Hands
4393 Gipsy Hondo... Haydn-Kramer $
—“ A May Day.Ratlibun
_From Norway.Koelling
6717 Grand Galop Brillante,
Wollenhaupt
nenade Polka—March,
16199
16268
7674
8530
9974

Snowbells.
School-day Joys...
Marche Lyrique...
Polka de la Heine..
The Trumpet Callr

K0] 997,7 In the Arena—Mai. ,

First Studies in Organ Playing

Carefully defined legato touch m4y be illustrated by
the teacher and pupil in a few elementary exercises
selected from the book, to be practiced between lessonhours, using the registers before specified, and no others
(Stainer’s Organ Method, James Rogers Graded
Materials for Pipe Organ, Merkel’s Organ School, or
Rink’s Organ School, edited by Rogers, are, as yet, un¬
surpassed for these beginning lessons.
This touch should be studied with double tones as well
as single tones. A few necessary modifications should
be observed. For example:
The following can be played strictly legato with the
simplest fingering:

£
1(C
If
t.
If
£
if
if
If
%
If
g
\
If
g

Two or three other selections from the Organ School
should be memorized in this, period of manual training.
Such memorizing should have a two-fold aim: First,
for the purpose of storing up in the mind rich harmonies
and otherwise fine ideas of organ music ; and, second
(of vast importance), developing conceptivc ability.
The power to conceive something -which is not heard
should be gained early by every instrumental student.
If the piece to 1* memorized is played silently (without
having any stop drawn), and the pupil carefully realizes
each and every tone in his mind, such conceptivc effort
will result in fastening the different musical features in
his mind more indelibly.
Conceptive study is a most indispensable feature of
all training in pedal instruction.
A very practical direction at the beginning might be,
“Shut your eyes, keep them shut and explore."
That is, the first acquaintance with the pedals may
well be made with closed eyes, while exploring the pedal
board slowly with the poirA of the foot, naming each
key as it is touched.
(.Allpedal exercises should be played for three months
without looking at feel or pedals, except as sometimes
directed by the teacher.)
Next, particular keys may be called for by some such
routine as the following:
Realize mentally (eyes still closed) that middle C of
the pedals is between two black keys, lib and C5; place
the toe, right foot, in that space; then draw it back a
little and toward the right so aS to find C. Realise tt
fully without opening the eyes.
Repeat many times.
Find other keys by similar processes, always with eyes
closed, and always gaining the conception of the location.
Such a conception of location (never depending, on
seeing, but always depending, instead, on exact think¬
ing) ensures great certainty and, finally, after a lew
months, the greatest facility.
,
Exact adjustment needs prompt notice, the feet (sing y)
being placed on white keys, half inch from black keys,
and accurately, so as never to be in danger of touching
an adjoining key.
,n
Then the following exercise for learning the legato
tone in succession:

The student should learn to listen closely to the suc¬
cessions of pedal tones. The first tone should accura e y
meet the second tone, but not overlap, and cease instan
as the second is heard. This produces the legato too ■
for which musical sense, as well as the feet, mus
carefully disciplined from the beginning.
The following exercises may also be used, each
cisc being prepared by exact placing of the feet w*
.
looking at pedals, learning to judge of precision o
tion by mental perception, and not by looking.

16269
16919
11008
11145
11146

March and' Trio... .Hofmann
Taps .Ent '
"n.&mng
Two Fie—1
..Cliopin
Polonaisi
Barcarol

g 11013 Homeward" March... .Lindsay
11023 Jris—Intermezzo .Renard
If 13373 Marche Heroique.. .Spaulding
Jf 13561 Le C
"Tjj
—“
rillantf**
If 14043 Pageant—Marche Bi
.. Spaulding ,
If
~
’
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If
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'4437 Southern Beauty.£. Schneid
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Two Pianos, Four Hands
7274 The Mill, .Op. 75, No. 2,
Albert Landry
‘
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” G^aiiorvath
16953 Grand Valse Capi

g 11856
13738
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(<: 14480
144R9
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Melody in F.
Manitou.
Camp of
The Flatl
T Iivi’a Dr

Eduard Holst I
te.Lack
y Helen Brown
15348 G__
Mary Hell
,
Two Pianos, Eight Hands
6781 Carmen .Bizet-Parlow
7674 Marche Lyrique, Op. 414,
. C. Koelling
16343 March from Lenore Symphony,
Raff 1.0(
1830 Persian March, Op. 369,
A. de Kontski 1 «
6478 Inlpr°mptU 3 l3’
16954 Grand Valse Caprice,
Eneelmann
4781 RussiSian Hym.
F. G. Ratlibun
Triomphale. .Rathbun
i Chivalry March, Op.
'kC\% .
13470 Stand by the Flag—Pan
March. .Siw,
14438 Tripping Through the Heather,
Eduard Holst
14439 Shooting Stars Galop,
Eduard Holst
14445 Cavalry Advance.E. Schneider
14446 Dixie Land.D. Emmet
4448 Awakemng of ,he 'o.5Lange
14449 Fast Mail Galop.L. Streabbog
13053 No Surrender—March,
,
Morrison
13136 Commencement March,
C. Koelling
13070 Dance of the Winds,
,
A. Jackson Peabody; Jr.
13602 Installation March,
G. N. Rockwell
8827 Tarantella from “Mas-niello.”
D. F. 1
se. Engel, m
7296 Concert Polonaise.En
3222 Grand Festival March,
H. Engelmann 1
3175 Parade Review, Op. 307,
H. Engelmann
6882 Comrades in Arms—Two-Step,
F. C. Hayes I
7046 Hungary, Op. 410, Rapsodie
Mignonne ..C. Koelling :
14509 Flying Squadron Galop,
A. Parlow
14450 Love by Moonlight..C. Durand
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By Ernest M. Skinner
From an Address Made at the Convention of American Guild of Organists, June 22, 1920
sticking slides are eliminated and replaced
by the silence and instant operation of the
modern American chest, which gives every
pipe an independent wind supply. America
also produced the centrifugal organ blower.
As far as I know, George S. Hutchings
was the pioneer in this. The employment
of the centrifugal blower is almost uni¬
versal in America.
The type of adjustable combination ac¬
tion most used in America was germi¬
nated by a Frenchman, partly developed by
an American, very much refined and fur¬
ther developed, by a Canadian, and com¬
pleted by an American, who gave an in¬
dividual pneumatic to each combination.
The early electric actions were unsuc¬
cessful because too much dependence was
placed upon electricity alone. The amount
of force exerted by the electro-magnet in
a well-designed organ action bears about
the same proportion to the total power of
its pneumatics as the lifting power of an
elevator bears to the effort required to
start and stop it. The successful action
combines electricity and air power in a
French Church Music
France to-day cannot be interested in remarkable degree.
I regard an absolutely silent action as
the electric action because first attempts
were disastrous failures and the ancient- the last remaining step to be accomplished
tracker-pneumatic and the ventil system mechanically. It is no slight task to
are still in vogue. The Gregorian music achieve absolute silence in an action oper¬
in the French church, with its sanctuary ating on a high wind pressure at the speed
choir anff its antiphonal response from the required by the modern organist. I say
great gallery organ, as jmprovised by the “modern organist” because, however great
French organist, is in my belief the most the organist of a former generation may
impressive church music to be heard any¬ have been, we know that the mechanical
where in the world, but its character does hindrances of his day would stand in the
not depend upon detailed effects or a way of his exceeding or equaling the best
speedy action. The dignity of the mass men of our time. If you doubt that, it is
effects, the acoustical advantages contrib¬ well to remember that the leaders of any
uted by the great buildings, would be day are measured by comparison with
wholly absent in an inferior edifice,, which their contemporaries. Perhaps the phono¬
fact in no way diminishes the quality of graph will change this and the artists of
our age may be compared with those of
the effect or the musical achievement.
England produced the swell-box, but a future one. I think it would be inter¬
the method of control'was awkward and esting to hear records of the playing of
cumbersome. The chorus reed developed Liszt or Paganini, and to compare them
by Willis was a great and permanent ac¬ with the performances of Rosenthal and
complishment, and to England belongs the Heifetz.
credit, of first breaking away from the
What America Has Done
antiquated tracker action, both by the
What shall I say of what America has
Barker pneumatic and by the tubular ac¬
done for organ to.nc ? I think I may justly
tion. A Frenchman invented the tubular
say that she has done about as she wanted
idea, but the English developed it. The
to. America produced the first diapason
English also developed a most admirable
that would balance the Willis reed. She
form of console, including the Wesley
has reproduced every one of the orchestral
Willis concave and radiating pedal board.
wood winds and the 32-foot reed as we
What, then, is America’s contribution to
know it. The foreign 32-foot reed is
the art of organ building? Your careful
made of metal and its tone is thin and
attention is asked to the statements about
of small account. Practically all of the
to be made.
very soft stops we like so much are of
When a man composes a piece of music
American origin arid practice.
his- name goes on every copy that is pub¬
I think America has imparted to the
lished, and it is his; and, good or bad, his
organ much of the temperamental qualities
is the credit. A contribution to the art of
peculiar to the violin.
organ building does not bear its author’s
The scheme of using one rank of pipes
name.
in fifteen different places is imported. We
The Electric Action
once deplored this scheme in the cabinet
. 'The electric action as made in America
organ which had two sets of reeds and a
is wholly American. I do not mean that
row of shiny knobs extending across the
there are no good actions elsewhere. But
entire width of the. instrument except for
I “do say that America has the . oldest per¬
the small space reserved for the facsimile
fected electric action and America pro¬
of a gold medal awarded to its builder at
duced the'first successful and reliable elec¬
the centennial exposition in Philadelphia
tric action that was ever put together.
America produced, I believe, the balanced in 1876.
I no longer take issue with this ex¬
swell. I know America produced the first
and, I bqlieve, the only successful electric pedient. Time will approve or kill it on
its merits. I am an optimist. We are all
swells.
optimists.
It is the first qualification of
America produced the individual valve
wind chest, which We have come to regard a musician. I used to worry a lot about
as indispensable, inasmuch as the clumsy, transcriptions, because so many good men
We are'living in a significant day. We
are pioneers in a period of transition. The
advent of electricity has completely rev¬
olutionized the organ, mechanically and
tonally. It is inevitable that it will do as
much for organ playing. This is ob¬
viously so, since its two elements, technic
and tone color, are almost completely re¬
organized.
As is inevitable in any progress, we
have doubters and pessimists, both as to
builders 'find players. People are apt to
forget that a tradition is nothing but a
stale precedent. Gluck, in all his simplic¬
ity as we hear it, was called a revolu¬
tionist. His successors were in turn char¬
acterized in the same way, and we are
still at it . with Richard Strauss and
Debussy. So Barker with his pneumatic
lever had to go! to France for recognition.
England produced the swell-box. The
last to take it up was Germany. Rheinberger refused to have anything to do
with the swell-box.
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in my career I discovered that the only
escape from chaos was to CITS
,
practice and stick to it. One ca
to be opinionated if backed by substantial
judges But why is it that the opinion
you go after is so much sounder than that
which comes after you? Again, why is
thing better or worse because some one
says so? Bach had a set of chimes puf
on his pedal organ. A dean of the Ameri¬
can Guild of Organists would never have
dared to do it without resigning first. Yet
the musical value of these chimes is not
affected in the slightest degree by any¬
thing that might be said by either of these

were against them. Well, I am older now,
and I see very clearly why they were dis¬
approved. But I still believe in them. A
certain man high in my regard persistently
disdained the use of anything not written
for the organ. He played a wretched in¬
strument with no warmth or color. He
Standard for 50 years, and never excelled,
Lablache is a safe powder for the complexion.
moved to another which had everything
Millions of fastidious women use it. It is the
modern. He soon saw my point of view
powder of undisputed refinement and stylish
and I could see that he was right in both
to use. Always sold in
instances.
the plain, old
fashioned box.
What will enable builder and player to
contribute to our common interest in the
making of good music? Well, I hate to
disqualify myself, but the soundest pos¬
sible foundation I know of is a broad
musicianship. All questions musical and
Give the Composer and the Organist
BEN. LEVY CO. \|j
mechanical must find their solution in
a Voice
what they actually contribute to the me¬
125 Kingston St, Boston, Mass^
As time goes on I believe organ build¬
chanical control or the musical resources
ing
will crystallize into a common form,
of the organ, after they are stripped of
all possible commercial influence or pride in which all its units are as definite m
identity as the symphonic instruments.
of invention.
The composer can then employ his color
A broad musicianship for the organist
to make the picture he wants and the or¬
means exactly what the words imply. ganist can recreate it exactly as the com¬
For the organ builder it means an intimate poser intended. The same latitude for
■ acquaintance with tone both of organ pipes interpretation would remain to the organ¬
and of orchestral instruments, and to have ist as to the orchestral conductor. No
heard sufficient music of the right kind to one thinks the conductor is cramped be¬
Arranging' and Correction of Mss. have developed a reliable capacity for cause his registration is not ad libitum.
A SPECIALTY,
knowing which of two tones is the worse. How he would be criticised if he ventured
A. W. BORST, Presser Bldg., Phila., Pa, This will enable him to select the other to give the clarinet part to the English
Composer of Cantatas, Songs, Pianoforte and Church Music one. Perpeutal vigilance is the price of horn and the latter to the clarinet! I be¬
achievement. Personally, I take refuge lieve we would gain much by giving the
from seductive novelty and plausibility in composer a voice in the. color scheme of
the slogan: “The largest possible resource his own inventions, and it is in this direc¬
with the smallest possible means.” Unless tion that the future will carry our suc¬
one has been a builder, one would scarcely cessors. B roadly speaking, neither com¬
credit the amount of schemes and innova¬ poser nor organist now has a voice in the
tions with which he is bombarded. Early character of his medium.
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A NOVEL VOCAL
PUBLICATION
Songs from the
Yellowstone

F

By THURLOW LIEURANCE
OUR excellent songs have been
inspired by the writer’s experience
in the beautiful country at the
headwaters of the Yellowstone
River and the real sentiment of the
surroundings has been preserved by the
employment of fragments of Indian
melodies. Several of these songs are
already being used on the concert stage
with great success and this cycle will
soon achieve the popularity its merit
justly deserves.
Contents
A MOUNTAIN MADRIGAL
THE EAGLE AND THE LARK
MY COLLIE BOY
FAREWELL! CABIN MINE
This collection is in medium voice
but any of these numbers may be had
separately in a higher or lower key.

Wliy Not Opera In EnKlsh?
Q. If f am not asking too much, could
you explain to me (and I think it would
interest my fellow-readers also) how it is
that in the two countries in which English
is the language of the people, England and
the United States of America, all opera of a
high order is sung in a foreign language and
English is ignored? Who started the custom,
or fashion t Hare there been no good com¬
posers of opera in English t—A. H., New

Price, $1.00

_

THEODORE PRESSER CO. I
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT ST. - PHILADELPHIA

A. It is impossible to give in this place an
adequate reply to the question ; need of space
for other questions forbids. Very briefly,
therefore—in a sketchy outline, as it were—
a few evident reasons may he stated for the
unfortunate lack of English "grand" opera—
and when we sav "English," we really mean
national : national as regards words. In
France. Italy and Germany opera is sung in
the language of the people, the plebs Opera
in these countries would not flourish other¬
wise. The
her greatest musician, Henry Purcell, who,
before his death in 1695, had contributed
some thirty-nine compositions to the English
stage. He was succeeded by the great com¬
poser, George Friedrich Handel, born in 1685,
about four weeks liefore the still greater
Johann Sebastian Bach. Iliindel re-introdneed Italian grand opera into England and,
both as composer and Impresario, made it the
chief musical function of fashionable society.
Ever since his day and up to the present time
opera in a foreign language has been the
vogue in Great Britain—-and this country has
followed suit! All kinds of reasons might be
advanced for this deplorable state of thini
UC...6 that there — — Amerthe chief one being
iglish composers talented enough
.
let
’ HOTipera' Nevertheless,
'Tthere be a steady demand for national opera
and, by degrees, national composers and na¬
tional singers will arise to supply the de¬
mand. The "running after other gods is
but so much snobbery. The proof? The
majority .if tin.sc win. rule the operatic
situation in London, New York and Chicago
do not understand the languages sung, but
have to rely upon most inadequate transla¬
tions.

“Thick’ Music
Orchestral musicians have a way of out change of stops. A great deal of the
referring to certain kinds of music as charm of modem orchestral writers—De¬
“thick.” That is, all the parts are kept bussy, Mousorgsky, Rimsky-Korsakoff,
going for a long time. One of the great¬
Elgar, Puccini, and even Strauss—is that
est things’ the composer has to learn is
they have mastered the art of employing
what to leave out, quite as much as what
to put in. Sections of a symphonic com¬ different tone color and tonal masses with¬
position in which all the instruments are out making their music thick. In the days
used all the time become like an organ of Lulli, Handel, and others, the “thick”
composition played straight through with- character of their music was very evident.

Post-War Musicians
We need teachers who are artists rather
than craftsmen; and students who are
earnest and eager, rather than merely
dexterous and fluent; we need candidates
for real musicianship.

played

Largo anil Adagio.
Q Which is the slower movement "Largo"
or "Adagio t” Has the second term any
diminutive formf—G. A. S., Providence, R. I.
A Largo, the same as Grave, is the slowest
movement. Adagio is a quicker movement,
although writers of to-day interpret it in a
much slower sense than the original Italian,
which is about equivalent "
.—
stand by Andai ‘
T*~ f|

Sixth: We are in accord in this, that
My Dear Choir Member :
there shall be no better choir anywhere.
I look forward with very real pleasure
Not for the mere sake of excellency, but
to the coming together again of our
always with the object in view of doing
church choir. There are several reasons
our utmost to enhance the attractiveness
for this.
of the church service through the agency
First: We are all friends. That’s of our best song, let this be.
good.
Seventh: We are to work under one of
Second: We are a volunteer church the best all-around men in the pulpit busi¬
choir that holds together. That’s unusual, ness, Rev. So-and-So. We know his cali¬
unique.
ber. There is a lot of genuine fun and
Third: We have a good time at re¬ inspiration in being associated with him.
hearsals, accomplish things and everyone
Lastly, and of greatest importance: It’s
is good natured. No one loses his or her a gloriously good thing to be identified
temper. We do not fire hymn-books at with a live Christian church. There is no
one another. And yet, none of us are better way of serving God and man.
angels. There may be one or two, but
I deeply apreciate your interest in the
they are fast becoming human.
choir arid your faithful attention to the
Fourth: We have improved greatly in work. .
our singing in the past year. I believe
Remember the hour of our first fall re¬
we will be ready this fall to work with hearsal, at the church* Tuesday, September
renewed energy to make our choir a still 2d, at 7.45. If for any reason you cannot
better one.
be present, please tiotify me. I am as
Fifth: We have a good record for anxious as you are to have our first sing¬
quiet behavoir in the church service. Let ing this fall up to the mark.
us be careful to maintain each Sunday an
Ever sincerely yours,
attentive attitude.
__
Geo. Chadwick Stock.

With the gods of the material some¬
what dethroned by the spiritual upheavel
of the war, perhaps we can maneuver a
new tack in this art ocean, and sail a few
ships somewhere besides on the mud flats.

21 written

played

.. pupil of Aristotle,

Mr. George Chadwick jtock, a frequent contributor to THE Etude, writes us that the
following letter has proved very effective ih his work in reorganizing his' choir.
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Pytlinsrorn* and Aristotle.
Q. Were the Greek philosophers Pythago¬
ras and Aristotle really musicians, as we
understand the term!
Which was the
greatert Do any of their compositions exist
to which one might refer t Were there any
other Greek writers or composers of music
tn ancient times—authentic, not fabuloust—•
Gap. S., Lonsdale, R. I.
„ A. Pythagoras, born at Samos about 582
B. C., celebrated Greek philosopher and
mathematician. He believed and taught his
disciples the doctrine of metempsychosis, or
tranmsmigration of souls. Nothing positive
(that may be proved) is known about him.
He is supposed to have invented the multi¬
plication table and to have established the
mathematical relations of sound vibrations
as emitted by strings. By many his existence
is regarded as problematical. In any event
no writings of his have come down to us,
because, like Socrates, he taught by word
of mouth. About Aristotle we have docu¬
mentary evidence of his existence and of his
'jarning. He was born about MSI
n. u m Macedonia. He was teacher and
friend of Alexander the Great, and was one
of the greatest intellects that ever existed.
His known writings contain very little about
ini,ain hut the information found therein is
highest importance concerning the

instead of founding his musical theories upon
mathematics, based them upon
istides Quintilian,
of his musical ear; Aristii
author of a three volume tree— -.
Plutarch also wrote a short but valuable
treatise on music, the authenticity of which
Is doubtful. Many other names could be
cited, but d quoi bon l They teach but little
that is of practical use.

Stimulating Letter to Choir Members
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Since Purcell’s time there have been good
composers of English opera, chief among
them being: Balfe, Wallace, Benedict and
Macfarren. Arthur Sullivan, of Pinafore
fame, contributed largely to the stage works
which come under the denomination of ballad
operas, very much in the style of The Beggor s Opera (1728), entirely English. As for
native singers, England possesses many, who
are quite capable to interpret roles In grand
opera, and the United States has a still
greater number of excellent artists, both in
voice and interpretation. Let there be a real,
urgent demand by the people for National
Dpera and both composers and artists will
»e found to fill the demand. But it must
tfonPera for the people’ not a 80Ciety func'

Chief Points in Singing.
Q. What do you consider to be the most
important desiderata in the art of singingf
or rather I should say the science or TECIIof Stingingi I u ’ ’ ’ ’ -* ~~
hief point* f~
.
good one.—Geobgb W„ ’Co-

Publications That Aid The
Teacher to Successfully
Instruct Piano Beginners
BEGINNER'S BOOK
SCHOOL OF THE PIANOFORTE—'Vol. One
By Theodore Presser

Price, $1.00

I Used More Extensively Than Any Other Elementary Instruction BooTl
The simplicity of this w

nabled many teachers

usic notes, step-by-step grading, abundant explana
pieces and duets. It completes the first grade o
study up to, but not including, the scales.

STANDARD GRADED
COURSE OF STUDIES
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
In Ten Grades—Ten Volumes
By W. S. B. Mathews
|

Price, $1.00

Jin Unequaled Educational Work for Piano

Thi, is a complete, progressive series of the indispei
studies for the piano from the very beginning to the h
tage to pupils. Except for young pupils, study c.
started with the first book. Where the pupil is young
course with the “Beginner's Book.”
ATTRACTIVE EASY COLLECTIONS

nd by the diaphragm.
2. complete muscular uexibility and freedom ;
that is, no voluntary tension or muscular ef¬
fort anywhere, save at diaphragm. 3. The
tongue must not be allowed to obstruct the
free flow of tone; when used in articulating
consonants it must immediately resume its
normal position, namely, inert, on the floor
of the mouth, loosely touching the lower
teeth all around.

a type that^develop real musician.
Very First Pieces Price, 75 cents
’very piece in this collection for tiny tots u
New Rhymes and Tunes
By H. L. Cramm Price, 75 cents
- it interesting book of pieces with acying verses for elementary students.
Price
Very First Duet Boc
Carefully graded, es

JLt

nic or to the art of singing t
and
important a study as * - production
“
for a singer *~
placement f Which1possess: a perfectly even, equal voice of
beautiful quality, or a voice much less beau-

16688 Little Golden LocL .
With Large Notes
6482 Airy Fairies .... Spaulding
Without Sharps or Flats
7664 Turtle Doves . . . Engelmann
With Words
11876 The First Lesson
Krogmann
With Left Hand Melody
15447 Daddy’s Waltz .... Rolfe
9631 Maypole Dance . . . Bugbee

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

D E F. G of the ancients correspond to the
notes la, si, do, re, mi, fa, sol. One great
point of similarity between the Greek and
our modern system is well worth our notice.
They both consist of two perfect tetrachords
of two and one half tones si pal a ted from
each other by one whole tone; but, whereas
the Greek tetrachord begins with one-half
tone, ascending, followed by two whole-tones
(mi fa. sol, la—sif do, re, niff), our reira
chords begin with the two whole-tones fol¬
lowed by the one-half
(do re mi, fa—no!, la. si, do).
' iv E, T
G, A, B, C
Tt is also worthy of notice that our system
ia designed chieflv for harmony, constructed
upwards: the scile being tetrachordal coni +.vr, whole-tones and one half-tone,
then f link of one whoMone joining the first
to a similar tetrachord, all ascending The
co^lttiicytedemdownwards,enalso *otfe^*^or^,d’
consisting of the same series of tones and
i, but all descending.

.
.
.
.

GIVEN TO ANY TEACHER SENDING A POSTAL REQUEST
“Guide to New Teachers on Teaching the Piano” wt^practicsi ldvic.

n ,0 „„
itself, indissolubly
connected with interpretation and without
which no singer is even adequately prepared,
no matter how good the voice. Beautify your
voice as much as possible, but do not forget
that a singer’s greatest assets are diction
and interpretation.
Syllables or Letters Oldest?
0. Which is the older method of naming
the notest Do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, st or A, B,
C, D, E, F, Gt—W. B., Orono, Maine.
A The alphabetical system in its primitive
form dates back to about 700 B. C., whereas
the syllables do, re, etc., date only from the
time of Guido d’Arezo, at the beginning of
the eleventh century, namely :ut, re mi, fa,
sol, la. The Billable «t is still employed by
the French for the note C. The Italians, however, discontinued the ut for the syllable do
about the end of the seventieth century.
The syllable si, for the seventh degree, was
introduced about the beginning of the seven-

.

SUMMY’S

PHILA., P^

CORNER

Teachers of piano will be interested to know of the publication of
three unusual compositions for teaching purposes.

SICILIANO: from The Sonata for Piano and Flute by Bach. 50c
Transcribed for Piano by Allen Spencer.
Typical of Bach in his mood of sustained melodiousness.

THE KING’S HUNTING JIG: By John Bull. Arr. by Allen Spencer

50c

A vivacious classic, a sort of Hunting Song with a dance element
added.

VELOCITY: by Georges Mathias .... $100
A brilliant concert study by the teacher of Edward MacDowell.

THE CHILD AT THE PIANO: by Meda Z. Steele

„.

75c

A book that is daily gaining in favor among teachers of beginners
who aim to develop MUSICIANSHIP in the very beginnings of
music. Contains all the material necessary for SIMULTANEOUS
TRAINING in Piano Playing, Ear Training, Theory, Technic and
Reading. A book that may be used advantageously by the Mother
as well as the Teacher.

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., Publishers
64 EAST VAN BUREN ST., CHICAGO (After May 1, 429 S. Wabash Ave.)
Piano Teachers, tee want you to have FREE our Study Service Sheet. It gives helpful teaching
ideas by leading educators. Send in your name TO-DAY
Please mention THE ETXJDE when addressing o
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Department for Violinists
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE
“If All Would Play First Violin We Could Get No Orchestra Together.”-R. SCHUMANN
In referring to these works the numbers
of the Payne “Pocket Scores” will be
used. These inexpensive li1 tie books are
really indispensable to those interested in
Ensemble Music. Good ensemble playing
depends largely upon the mutual knowl¬
By G. F. Schwartz
edge of what each member of the group
The amateur ’cellist, in addition to is doing, or at least the leader’s possession
mastering the technic of his instrument, is of such knowledge, which can best be
almost certain to encounter two difficul¬ gained by a study of these scores. Who¬
ties : On the one hand there is the rather ever assumes the leadership of an en¬
limited repertoire of really good 'cello semble group will find it almost impossible
music; and on the other little or no possi¬ to get along without a score, both for
bility of access to a good orchestra.
study and reference at rehearsals. The
It seems strange, under these conditions, abbreviation (P) for Payne’s Pocket
that the rich and extensive field of en¬ Score will be used tHoughout the text.
ANGEL’S SERENADE
BRACA
semble music is not more extensively in¬
Of the Haydn Quartets the following
vestigated. The ’cellist who is willing to are suggested: (P) 170 in Bb. sometimes
make the effort is not unlikely to find sev¬ known as Op. 1 No. 1. is perhaps the
eral other string players who will be glad easiest of all. The frequent combination
to make the venture with him. Too often, of viola and cello parts at the octave
perhaps, the ’cellist waits for the violinist makes this little work an especially use¬
—whose main interest is likely to be cen¬ ful one to commence with.
(P) 150,
tered in solo and duet (violin and piano) especially the Andante Can labile move¬
playing—to take the lead. If, however, he ment, may follow. (P) 108 in C, is more
has a reasonable amount of technic and difficult and will require careful study. It
musicianship, and is not too lacking in is however very'attractive, particularly the
personal initiative, there is no reason why closing movement in the form of a fugue
the ’cellist himself should not organize and on four subjects. (P) 3. containing the
successfully direct an ensemble group. popular Theme with Variations on the
Teachers of stringed instruments, espe¬ Austrian National Hymn, is almost a sine
cially, who are willing and able to acquire qua non of the string quartet repertoire;
The Ubiquitous Strad
sufficient technic to take the ’cello part and, although rather difficult, is too good
The king of fiddle makers, the illus¬ with their pupils, will find that they have
trious Antonious Stradivarius, would . no instituted an invaluable means of stimu¬ to be overlooked.
All the notes in measure 1, lower staff, doubt be rather surprised if he could come lating the enthusiasm and intelligent mu¬
Mozart Quartets
are played with first position fingering, ex¬ to life and find that 10,000,000 or so people sicianship of those of the pupils who are
The Mozart Quartets are for the most
cept that they are played as harmonics, in our day and age are confident that they sufficiently advanced to participate.
part more advanced and require very
each
have
one
of
the
best
specimens
of
with the fingers pressing the strings
The promoter of an amateur ensemble finished execution. There is, however, no
lightly, instead of firmly, down to the his handicraft. One would think that peo¬ group will perhaps experience some dif¬ good reason why amateur players should
fingerboard. The first note in the second ple of even ordinary intelligence would ficulty in finding someone to handle the not attempt to study them. The middle
measure is produced by pressing the first hardly suppose that the- industrious Strad. “tenor” or violin part. Assuming that an
movements of (P) 32 are perhaps the
finger firmly on the fingerboard at its could have made all these fiddles, even by instrument is available, the prospective
least difficult of Mozart’s contributions to
usual place in third position fingering, at working nights and Sundays, and yet they viola player will, if he already has a fair
The middle
the same time placing the fourth finger seem to do sofor fully three-fourths of knowledge of the violin, have little trouble String Quartet literature.
movements of (P) 33 are also possible.
the
mail
addressed
to
the
Violin
Depart¬
lightly on the string at the interval of a
beyond the necessity of having to learn a
ment
of
The
Etude
comes
from
people
fourth above, in the usual manner of play¬
new clef. Even this task can be accom¬ The whole of (P) 1 may also be attempt¬
ed if the tempo is not too rapid. The
ing harmonics. The second note in the who see the familiar Strad. label in their plished in a week or so.
whole of the "Hunting” Quartet. (P) 34,
measure is the same. The third note is violins, and jump to the conclusion that
String Trios
may serve to complete the introduction to
produced by placing the first finger firmly they have a real one.
People do not often take jewelry of the
It might be well, in order to avoid cer¬ Mozart.
on the A-string (first position fingering),
grade
bought
in
a
5-and-10-cent
store
to
a
tain
complications
at
the
outset,
to
com¬
Two very popular movements may be
with the fourth finger lightly touching the
jewelry
expert
to
see
if
the
cheap
glass
mence
with
a
few
trio
movements.
Bee¬
obtained separately.
These are the
string. To produce the fourth note place
the first finger on the A-string, at D settings are real diamonds, pearls and thoven’s String Trios furnish admirable Andante Cantabile from Tschaikowsky s
(third position fingering), with the fourth rubies; but they continually pester violin material for this purpose. The following Quartet Op. 11, and the so-called Music of
finger touching lightly above. In the third makers, music dealers, and musical maga¬ are selected with special reference to their the Spheres from Rubinstein’s Quartet
measure the first finger is pressed firmly zines, to see if some old battered $5 fiddle, practicability for an amateur group in Op. 17 No. 2. Neither of these is much
on the E-string at G (second position fin¬ crudely made, badly finished and sounding general and for the moderately advanced more than moderately difficult.
If by some happy chance a good clarinet
gering), with the fourth finger touching like a dyspeptic screech o\yl, is worth ’cellist in particular: Second Menuetto
the string lightly a fourth above. It will $20,000 or' only $10,000. It is certainly from Op. 3, First Menuetto from the player is available, the Mozart Clarinet
same, Menuetto from Op. 9, No. 2, Quintet (P) will prove very interesting.
be noted that in all the notes in the second “to laugh,” in the slang of the day.
Scherzo from Op. 9, No. 1, Andante from If an additional viola player can be found
and third measures, two notes are indi¬
Op. 9, No. 2, Andante from Op. 3, Allegro or trained, several works for string quin¬
cated and two fingers are involved, but only
The Beginning of Modern
con Brio from the same.
tet will be found very interesting and at¬
single tones are produced. The first fin¬
Sheet
Music
Having gained some experience in en¬ tractive and not too difficult. Among
ger is pressed tightly to the fingerboard,
Practically all modern sheet music is semble playing from the above selections, these are the Mozart Quintet in C, (P)
while the fourth finger is touched very
lightly on the string, thus producing har¬ engraved and not made from printed types. the trio may now take unto itself another 38, and the Beethoven Quintet in C minor
monic sounds. The clearness and intona¬ No one has yet invented a process of print¬ violinist, thus attaining the ideal combina¬ Op. 29, (P) 31.
The piano, in an ensemble group (»«
tion of the harmonic sounds depend on ing music from type, that will compare tion, the String Quartet. Unless the group
getting both fingers at' exactly the right with the clean, clear, sharp effect pro¬ feels competent to undertake something charity in ethics) covers a multitude cn
place on the string, otherwise the harmonic duced by printing from engraved plates more pretentious, it might be best to com¬ (musical) sins; for which reason it >s
tone will either not appear at all, or it and the processes following the methods mence with something quite easy. Per¬ both advisable and otherwise for string
will be out of tune. Students beginning of engraving and lithography. T^ie first haps the Suite L’Ancicn Regime, by St. players to co-operate with the pianist,
to learn harmonics, often despair of being record of music printed from engraved George, might do well at the outset. the members of the group are sufficient y
able to produce the tones, the cause of the plates 'is that of a Purcell work, Sonatas Slightly more difficult is the attractive competent and conscientious and t e
failure resulting from not having the fin¬ in III Parts. This was made by Thomas Quartet in D, by Dittersdorf. Of the pianist careful to remember that his in¬
gers at exactly the correct position on the Cross, a London engraver, in 1683. Cross more pretentious quartets, such as those of strument is sometimes expected merely
strings. The slightest deviation from the also kept a music shop in London. As Haydn, Mozart and their successors, it accompany the strings, that prinaP
near as we can tell he invented the process often happens that the “middle move¬ themes should always have precedence,
true position will result in failure.
The notes produced in harmonics in the by which millions of copies of sheet, music ments” are not likely to be quite so dif¬ ensemble music may be played by am
ficult as the first and last movements.
teurs with good results to all concert* .
first three measures of the lower staff are are now sent forth every year.

Sons Harmoniques

An Etude reader writes to inquire how
a passage in harmonics, in an arrangement
for the solo violin, of Braga’s Angel's
Serenade is played. As such passages are
quite common in solo violin playing, an ex¬
planation will be of general interest. Such
passages are often marked as sons har¬
moniques (French), or “harmonics” in
English. The upper staff of the present
example gives the passage in simplified
form, without the use of harmonics.

the same as those in the staff above, only
they are one octave higher in pitch.
In bowing harmonics, violin students
often bow too lightly, thus producing
sounds which are too weak to be of much
practical benefit.. The bowing must be
elastic, and sufficient pressure must be used
to overcome th* resistance of the string.
As a preliminary to playing artificial
harmonics, as harmonics are styled where
two fingers are involved in their produc¬
tion, a daily study of the scale in artificial
harmonics should be made. These scales
are found in every edvanced violin method
or instruction book. Tables of single and
double harmonics, with their fingering, can
be found in Sevcik’s School of Violin
Technics, Booh IV.
In Paganini’s concertos and miscel¬
laneous compositions, long strings of
natural and artificial harmonics, both
single and double, are met with, some of
them of great difficulty. Indeed, it is not
uncommon to hear some of these double
harmonics miss fire, even when attempted
by world-famous'violinists. Guhr, in his
work about Paganini’s playing, gives an
interesting account of the wizard's feats in
playing double harmonics.

Amateur Ensemble Playing
from the Violoncellist’s
Standpoint
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Although the combination is less perfect
for acoustical reasons than those already
referred to, the literature is very extensive
and of such an excellent character that it
would be a misfortune not to investigate
it. The Trios by Pache, Op. 116, will do
nicely to commence with. The middle
movements from Beethoven Op. 1 Nos. 1
and 2 may follow, as well as all of Op. 1
No. 3. Of Quartets for piano and strings,
which are not too difficult, Op. 16 by
Beethoven will perhaps be best to begin
with. The splendid Quartet by Foote, Op.
23, and also Op. 38 by Rheinberger, will
well repay study though they are not very
easy. Compositions for string quartet
with piano which are not too difficult for
amateur purposes are rare. The Schu¬
mann Quintet Op. 44 is the standard work
for this, group. The Quintet Op.. 76 by
Jadassohn is perhaps slightly less difficult;
and it contains at least one beautiful
movement which is not too severe a task
for amateur players—the third, Sostenuto.
The expense of the music which may be

required, though in the aggregate consider¬
able, may be adjusted by each member of
the group making his contribution. It is
just possible also that, if the ensemble
group succeeds in making itself something
of a community asset, the Public Library
may be induced to come to the rescue with
a small appropriation at the outset for the
purchase of Pocket Scores, and later per¬
haps Piano Scores, and possibly still later
for the “parts” of some standard works.
Several publishers are now offering at a
moderate price, convenient little albums of
string-quartet and of piano-trio move¬
ments. This is a hopeful sign, but it is
unfortunate that the contents of the books
consist so largely of “arrangements” in¬
stead of pieces originally composed for
the combination at hand. “Arrangements”
are seldom in true quartet style.
With a reasonable expenditure of time
and energy the amateur string player is
quite certain to find an opportunity for
practicable and increasingly enjoyable
exercise of his talent and training.
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MADO Shoulder Rest
Can be used with any style or model
of double screw chin rest; either large
or small top, ebony or hard rubber.
It is of the strongest construction,
simply and scientifically planned, giving
the best and proper shoulder support
to the violin. The pad is large and of
the correct jj«pe.
THE MAlO SHOULDER REST
does not injtJe the violin or interfere
with its ton'e in any way. It is free
from metal spur or projection, protect¬
ing the lining of the case against tear¬
ing and prevents the violin from rock¬
ing while in the case.
Price, $1.00 Postage Paid

Musicians’ Supply Company, 60 Lagrange St., BOSTON 11, MASS.

Cushions and Pads
The average violin player usually finds
it necessary to employ some kind of a
cushion or pad, in addition to the chin
rest, to enable him to hold the violin in
the proper position. Whether a pad is
necessary at all, and the kind and size of
the pad, depends upon the age and build
of the player. In the case of small chil¬
dren with short necks, and the chest well
developed, it is often found better to use
neither chin rest nor pad, as the violin is
thick enough to fill the space from the
jaw bone to the shoulder, without the in¬
crease in thickness which would be caused
by the chin rest and pad. If these were
used, in such a case the tendency would be
to make it necessary to hold the violin too
far too the left.
I have known concert violinists who
used neither chin rest nor shoulder pad;
but the great majority use both. It is a
matter of individual build, chest develop¬
ment and length of neck. We find that
practically every adult violin player is
helped by a chin rest, which makes the
holding of the violin more secure and
assists in maintaining a correct position in
playing.
There are three general types of cush¬
ions or pads. The first is a pad attached
to the end of a steel spring which is at¬
tached to the chin rest. This has come
into wide, general use, and many players
prefer it to all others. The second is a
pad, unconnected with the violin, which is ■
slipped in the hollow of the shoulder under
the coat, in the case of a male player. In
the case of a female player a pair of rib¬
bons can be sewed to the upper comers of
the pad, and the ends of the ribbons tied

under the chin rest. Pads of this nature
are in very wide use. The third is a pad,
one end of which is attached to the but¬
ton at the bottom of the violin, and the
other end to the corners of the violin in
the middle by a rubber band.
Different players require pads of dif¬
ferent thickness, and they would do well
to try the various forms of pads and cush¬
ions, until they find one which exaftly
suits. The teacher ought to pay particu¬
lar attention to this matter of pads, as on
it depends, to a great extent, the correct
holding of the violin. If the pad is too
thin, the tendency is to hold the violin
to far to the left. The only way of cor¬
recting this tendency is by keeping the
shoulder raised to an uncomfortable de¬
gree. Again, if the pad is too thick, the
player is obliged to stretch his neck to an
uncomfortable degree, to accommodate the
thickness of pad and chin rest.
A pad or cushion should be made of
velvet or some similar material, as stuffs
of this material are rough, and will cause
the pad to adhere .firmly to the coat or
dress, thus avoiding the slipping which
would result if the pad were of silk or
some material of very smooth texture.
Many violin students make their own.
All that is required is to make a small
bag of velvet and stuff it with cotton.
Cotton can be put in or taken out, until
the pad is of just the right thickness, and
the open end of the pad should not be
finally sewed shut until this has been deter¬
mined. For those who have not time to
make their own, pads and cushions can be
found in endless variety at the music

VIOLIN CASES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY
woHTmarf8HpinMirbracedlthiIttheemanufacteifrenof1^thes8e1'case3et NtM^genu'ine^ without ^ur^Trade ’Mark
P-O-H-S-C-O stamped on bottom of each case.
Sold exclusively by leading music dealers throughout the United States and
Canada. Ask your dealer to show you these cases.
POHS MANUFACTURING CO., Inc., BROOKLYN, N. Y„ U. S. A,
Notice, to All Kinds of Violinists
with everything yc

Carl Albert
Violin Instructor
From Rudiments to Artistic Perfection. Most
Effective Studies Used, Including Sercik.

Are Vou Organizing an Orchestra or Band ?
iding publishers of easy Or)kS. ROOT’S BEGINNERS
lwerBEGINNERS

School Orchestras
It is remarkable what an impetus the
organizing of orchestras in the public
schools is giving to violin playing all over
the United States. At Springfield, Ohio,
a flourishing city of 60,000 of the middle
West, those of the public school pupils, in
all grades, who were able to play orches¬
tral instruments were invited to report on
a certain day at the High School Audi¬
torium for the purpose of forming a pu¬
pils’ orchestra. On the day set for the
rehearsal the streets in the vicinity of the
school were black with youngsters’ fiddle
cases.
Over 200 budding Paganinis

showed up. There were so many that they
could not all be seated on the large stage
of the auditorium.
Cities all over the country report a simi¬
lar state of enthusiasm.
These school orchestras have long been
a valued feature of musical life and prog¬
ress in England, but it is only of late years
that the movement has gotten under way
on an extensive scale in the United States.
These school orchestras will certainly fig¬
ure largely in the musical destiny of the
United States.

The “New World” Symphony
Possibly one of the reasons why the
New World Symphony is allegedly based
upon the inspiration of negro folk themes
has never been told. Mr. James Huneker,
m his Steeple jaeje, perhaps gives the
best light upon the subject. Dvorak was
imported” by the enterprising Mrs. Jeanftte Thurber, of New York, as head of
her conservatory. Mrs. Thurber had a

warm regard for the talents of gifted
American negroes and several of the rep¬
resentative musicians of the race were
taught under her direction. Harry Burliegh was one of these. In this way
Dvorik met numerous talented negroes
and heard from them at first hand some
of the negro melodies.

pairing. Send for free ca

AKADEMIE & ETERNELLE
Silk Strings

LA FAVORITA & ELITE

Out Strings
For Sale by Leading Importers and Jobbers
Sole Distributors M. E. SCHOENING CO„ Inc.

VIOLINS

r DETAILS TO-DAY.
GUSTAV V. HENNING
4 Gaylord Street
DENVER, COL.

The Etude
VIOLIN
STRINGS
ETUDE Violin Strings offer^ players a char
ThebETUDE’’Strings are^manufactured I
Three length E Strings. 20c.
Two length A’s or D’a, each.20c.
30 Strings* (^Bundle) E, A, or D. . . $4.25
THEO. PRESSER CO. Philadelphia, Pa.
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Violin Questions

Professional

Answered

Directory

BEECHWOOD rntnl, ,» . ..Wil'o "i Pbu.

Cruel.Fraud

CANADA Calls you!
Vacation Land of Ideal Summer
Climate
Hay fever is unknown in this clear, pineand-balsam scented air. Unlimited territory
to choose from—cloud tipped mountains and
rugged foot hills inviting exploration; wide
valleys of woods and streams and wild flow¬
ers; turquoise lakes with sandy beaches; the
restful relaxation of camp life or the luxury of
the finest hotels.
In Canada your Ideal Vacation is realized; AlgonquiS Park-Muskoka Lakes-Great Lakes CruiseGeorgian Bay—Lake of Bays—Kawartha Lakes Tiraagami—Nipigon— Quetico—Minaki— Lower St. Law¬
rence and Maritime Provinces. Fishing, boating, bath¬
ing, golf. A summer play-ground in the great out-of-

For fall information write

Canadian National or GrandTrunk Railways
at any of the following addresses — Ask
for Booklet K.
Boston, 294 Washington St.
Minneapolis, 518 Second Are.
Buffalo, 1018 Chamber of
So“'1'
Commerce Bldg.
New York, 1270 Broadway
Chicago, 64 West Adams St. Pittsburg, 805 Park Bldg.
Cincinnati Traction Bldg.
St. Louis, 305 Merchants
Kaiwas efty
K Exchange Bid g.

,
„wu,
in the little work, The
Violin and How to Master It, by Honeyman.
2 You will get the information you require
in regard to ’cello playing in Hummers
School of the Violoncello. You might also
get the work. Chats to ’Cello Students, by
Broadley.
It is, of course, impossible to

S “i^89 Markets,.
Seattle, 902 Second Aye.

Fishing, Hunting and Camping
spoiled ^big”game country in NoVa “cOTIaTnEW
BRUNSWICK, QUEBEC, ONTARIO, ALBERTA
and BRITISH COLUMBIA. For full information write
d T Bell Passenger Traffic Manager, Grand
Railway System, Montreal, or H. H. Melanson, P
ger Traffic Manager, Canadian National Rai

VIOLIN AND VIOLA PLAYERS

It’s ui) to you. MR. PLAYER! You will find o\
^y^MoH
Ugtl its use w5? 2S5SE
VJ3RATING
MUTE gives.

A. D., P. J., D. R., K. C„ and many others:
—As stated in almost every issue of The
Etude for the past few years, labels in
violins mean nothing, since we find imita:
one can judge a violin without seeing it.
Written descriptions and copies of the labels
are quite useless. It is a waste of postage
to send them to us. The only way is to
arrange to have your violin examined by
some of the violin dealers who advertise in
The Etude.
C. H. Iv.—Starting at the age of 32, the
best you could hope for would be to learn to
ulay comparatively simple music m a more
or less finished manner. At that age the
muscles lack the plastic, pliable quality
which we find in early youth. It is also true
that the bowing and left-hand fingering can¬
not be made to co-ordinate as when the study
of the instrument is begun in childhood.
Commencing in early youth, the fingers, arms
and body are molded to the instrument, and
the brain and n.ervous system are trained to
make the immense number of co-ordinate
movements required for violin technic of any
difficulty. It is true, as you say, that the
adult may have a better idea of the music

You no doubt could learn enough, however,
.o afford vou a great deal of pleasure, since
violin playing is, to the real music lover, one
of the most fascinating of arts.

PENN ENGRAVING AND MUSIC PRINTING CO.

All Branches of Music Printing
EngraversotMusicand Titles, Bookbinding, Etc.
236 S. EIGHTH STREET
PHILADELPHIA
Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
NO Cost tO YOU! to All Interest'd
Guide to New Teachers on Teaching the Piano
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
PHI LA., PA.

B. C. H.—It is quite impossible to give you
any idea of the value of your violin without
seeing it. Imitations of Cremona violins may
be good, bad or indifferent. Some of these
imitations are factory fiddles of the cheapest
and crudest descriptions, while others, made
by artist violin makers, may be very valua¬
ble, notwithstanding the fact that they are
only imitations. Your only course
**
...... ___of the violin dealers who advertise in The Etude and arrange with them
for an examination of your violin.
,7. U.—The Three Little Symphonies, Op.
109, by Ch. Dancla, for two violins and
piano, are not difficult, and are very pleas¬
ing. They can be procured separately and
also published in one volume. By having
several violin students play each part they
are useful for pupils’ string orchestras.

BOITO

Chaliapine

COMBS

Many letters continue to teach the Etude from owners of violins, who, on
that dieir vtolins contain labels, bearing the names of famous violin make*
elusion that their violins are genuine and worth fabulous sums. It has been P
J ?
in the Etude, that it has been the custom of a hundred years or more of woltn mamitactarers to
paste facsimiles of the labels of Stradivarius, Guarnerius, Amah and other famous violm makers
in their violins, the idea bemg more to show the type of model used
a deliberate attempt
to delude the public into the belief that the violins had been made by the grea mas er whose
names appeared on the labels. These labels are often found in violins which retail for as low
as $5.00.
It cannot be too emphatically stated that it is impossible to judge the identity of a violin by a
lyofthelabelsentusbymad. There seems to be no law againstusing these label, in this
manner, so we find any kind of a label in any kind of a violin. It is a pure waste of postage
for people to write us concerning their violins which they expect us to value on the streng
a copy of the label in the violin. The advertising columns of the Etude “ntam he munes of
a number of reputable firms dealing in old violins. Readers who possess v.o ins which they
believe are genuine products of the old masters of violin making should write to one of th«e
firms and arrange to send the violin for an examination. Written descript.ons and photograph
of the violins are of little use in telling whether they are genuine or not. The violins must be
actually seen and carefully examined.

C. J.—1. Artists use international pitch
exclusively at present. 2. It is doubtful if
any two artists use the same dally routine
of practice. However, probably all Include
the scales, In single notes, thirds, sixths,
octaves and tenths, in all keys, also the
arpeggi In all keys. 3. Both the works on
violin making, by Hart and Ed. Heron Allen,
which you mention are excellent. There is
a cheaper work, The Violin and How to
Make It, by Honeyman, which might serve
your purpose. 4. There are many excellent
works on the technics of violin playing. The
one you mention, Technics of Violin Playing,
by Carl Courvoisier, is an admirable work.

1
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Fake Violin.Labels ja.

t violin
put It
;, probably

together again to Improvintended the statement as a jok
certainly no truth in it. Violinn makers some
times take the back or table on u vumu
after it has been made in order to remedy
some defect in the tone, or to re-graduate it;
but it Is not the taking the_ violin ^apart
impro' s it, bi : the w
g the defects.
__excellent
whether yours is
violins. Impossible t
„„___examination. It is more
likely to be genuine than if it contained the
label of a more famous maker.
the Sevclk
... _ ... has at least
Bowing Studiei
foundation in the first position.
Sevcik bowings are ail explicitly marked
as to what part of the bow to use, etc. 2.
A passage in staccato bowing, where a series
of notes is to be played in one direction of
the bow, either up or down, is marked liy
placing dots ove
'
“’ "

New Zealand.—A genuine Magginl, in a
first-class state of preservation, should he
worth $5,000 (£1,000 sterling, English
money), although violin prices, during and
since the war, have been a good deal at sea,
and a violin in these days is worth pretty
much what it will bring. Are you sure your
violin is a genuine Maggini? There are
thousands of imitations with a label exactly
It w aid n t be 8:
you to sell the violin for a large . ... .. .
less you have the written opinion of a firstclass expert that the violin is genuine, for
if the violin proves only an imitation, the
purchaser could demand a return of his
H. G. T.—It is not necessary for yon t

H. Y.—The most convenient form for
is the kind that comes in oblong w
boxes. In this form the rosin offers a

on the fingers.
G. W. J.—Your difficulty In finding pegs
large enough for your violin no doubt .—
from the old pe— ’—■-**
the head of the violin so i
too large. The remedy Is ... .. ,
to a repairer who will bush the peg holes;
fill the peg holes with new wood, and
then boi
11— new holes of the proper size for
me yegB. Almost all old violins have tr
have this done. It Is doubtful if you enuh
H- T.—For the start in ensemble work
with your class of beginners, which vnu hare
divided into first and second violins, you
might use Pleyels’ Six Easy Duets. Op. 8,
for two violins, with piano accompaniment.

As a means of contributing to the development of interest in opera, for
many years Mr. James Francis Cooke, editor of “The Etude." has prepared,
gratuitously, program notes for the productions given in Philadelphia by The
Metropolitan Opera Company of New York. These have been reprinted
extensively in programs and periodicals at home and abroad. Believing that
our readers may have a desire to be refreshed or informed upon certain
aspects of the popular grand operas, these historical and interpretative notes
on several of them will be reproduced in “The Etude." The opera stories
have been written by Edward Ellsworth Hipsher, assistant editor.
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Boito’s Masterpiece, “ Mefistofele ”
WHEN Arrigo Boito died in 1918 the
Musica of Rome began its review of his life
with the following significant words:
“Arrigo Boito b morto net momenta pit)
traaico del gigantesco conflitto di razzr e di
civiltd e alla sua anima subUmemente itaUana
non b stata concessa la goia attesissima della

r of 1866 he served
1.
Boito was also a journalist and started two
publications for the elevation of Italian musi¬
cal taste. Among his many distinctions were
those of Commendatore of the Crown of
Italy, Chevalier of the Legion of Honor, In¬
spector General of the Musical Conservatories
of Italy, Doctor of Music of Cambridge Uni¬
Indeed, at his funeral, among the throngs versity. While his work was said to have
there were the greatest men of Italy who proven lucrative, it is hardly likely that he
1
from
the
actual
war
service.
could b
earned any such royalties as Verdi, who
during his life is said to have received
y great poet. In t
pot
low so fine a musician $800,000 from Aida alone.
It is not improbable that Boito’s Mefis¬
written such wonderful texts
could also
In the ease of Boito one is tofele (produced 1868) may have been one of
for his w
the great factors in leading Verdi to reform
so
great
a
poet
could
also
surprised
his former style and produce such a work as
lordinary music.
Aida in 1871. Verdi and Boito were fast
Boito was born in Padua, February 24, friends, and there is little doubt that the
1842 IIN father was an Italian and his message that the younger man brought back
mother a Polo. From 1856 to 1862 he was from France and Germany may have affected
a pupil at the Milan Conservatorio. His the older master.
success with
two cantatas inspired the
The Faust Legend has appeared upon the
Italian Government to provide him with the
stage in almost as many forms as that of
1 in
.. . that Harlequin and Columbine. Indeed, a musical
He
iperns of the old piece known as Harlequin's Faustus was
French style, had given in London as early as 1715. Spohr,
Gounod, Berlioz, Donizetti and even the
English composer, Sir Henry Rowley ^Bishop,
n of it
By ri
II have nade ■
U.C.UC tunefulness, Its popular dramatic sit¬
and was rewarded, upon its production in uations and its colorful appeal, Gounod’s
1868, with the failure that usually awaits work has been the most successful.
men who are ahead of their times. After
Boito knew this and realized that the
two performances the opera was withdrawn. French work, written almost twenty years
His pro-Wngnerian tendencies made him a before Mefistofele, would always be considered
subject for ridicule, and he set about in a a serious rival to his own compostlon in the
very practical way to revise the work in such scope of its appeal. He was a great admirer
manner that it might retain the originality of the poem of Goethe and endeavored to
he sought and at the same time come nearer adapt his book from both parts of the great
to the conventional taste of the Italian pub¬ German epic. The reader who is familiar
lic. Accordingly the work was changed and with the second part of Faust will be sur¬
produced seven years later when the Italian prised to learu of this aduacity since the
musical taste had advanced sufficiently for heavy philosophical character of Goethe s
them to realize that in Boito'they had a real wonderful masterpiece is almost alien to the
master. Instead of the whistles, howls and demands of the stage. Boito. however, does
screams which drove it from the stage at the not wholly reject Goethe’s original idea, as
first performances, the composer and poet was done‘in much of the Gounod work, but
was now received with acclaim. Boito’s shows us Faust returned to old manhood at
changes make interesting musical history the end. Mefistofele surrounds him with
and were in some ways quite radical. Faust, sirens to tempt him, but Faust resists, and
in the original version, for instance, was a at his death defeats Mefistofele, who is re¬
pulsed by a shower of roses dropped by
baritone instead of a tenor.
His posthumous operas, Ncrone and Oresti- angels.
The work was first given in London in
ade, are said to be works of large musical
caliber: but the public of the world at large 18S0 with Nillson, Trebelli and Campanini
the cast. It was given in New York in
has had no sufficient opportunity to become in
same year, with Anna Louise Carey and
acquainted with them. His opera libretti for the
Signor
Campanini in the cast. Its lofty
other composers have been very remarkable,
despite Its more or less episodic
indeed. They include the books of Verdi's character,
Otcllo and Falstaff, Ponchielli's La Gioconda symphonic development, mark it as the his¬
genesis of modern Italian opera, the
and others. He has written novels, books of torical
of Aida and La Gioconda. One
verse. He took an active interest in Italian forerunner
Polities. His translations from the German, of the greatest Meflstofeles is the great Rus¬
of Tristan and Isolde and Rienzi, are excep- sian Chaliapine.

Walter H. Jenklna, Secretary.
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The Story of “Mefistofele ”
.

uniTerse-Mc,istofele, poised between ear^heU,
VS
. Act i. A Square in Franklort.
6isguise!1Yh^mFHahrTevealsMhimsIetlfrasllthe devil and baTg^sJlSj
Potipmth1It they* ™^<™eet ^secreUy^'i’he^acene^uddenly ^changes to tlm
Mefistofele leads Faust to the summit, where he beholds the o g
tollowed by a vision of Margaret ledl to P™son.
by the accusation of murdering
■;« mother and'^hiid^'rave^ori^^stra^'eoL^ Ftwt j:Pters ^dth Mefistofele, whom he
begs to save Margaret. In a frenzy, she|,/jS50/S?*rMumcts the beautiful Helen of Troy to
H8K

ffiffgShJrWSSrt&SSTiS “p™.
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You Can Save Money
by purchasing music from the

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Mail Order Music Supply House

Fully Equipped to Serve Every Buyer of Music Publications
THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED PATRONS ENJOY OUR
Best Professional Discounts Liberal Examination Privileges
Convenient Charge Accounts Prompt and Courteous Service

WITH
the proprietary rights to almost 20,000 successful publications and the
largest general stock of music works, practically every requested publica¬
tion can be supplied. We are also always ready to aid the teacher by selecting
special material that will be sent for examination.
TEACHERS—WRITE NOW AND TELL US
The Style and Qrades of Teaching Material
You are Looking for.
The Number of Pupils to be Taken Care of
and we shall be only too glad to prove our service by
sending suitable material for examination.
DON’T OVERLOOK THE FACT THAT THE BEST DISCOUNTS ARE OFFERED

Theodore Presser Co.

Music Publishers and Dealers

Phila., Pa.
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Beginner’s Book for Adults
Suggestive Studies for Music Lovers
By CAROLINE NORCROSS

Price, $1.50

This admirable book is based upon the principle that
The Adult Beginner needs the quickest, surest path through the
elements of music and does not tolerate being bothered with
juvenile methods designed for little tots who do not even know
fractions.
The Adult Beginner must be gratified with melodic pieces of
mature but not necessarily complicated character.
The Adult Beginner requires rapid technic developing studies, so
that he can acquire playing ability in a short time.
The Adult Beginner wants to know the “why” of music and wants
it explained in the simplest possible terms.
<| Caroline Norcross’s “Suggestive Studies” does all this in excellent fashion. The
pieces are from great masters, the technical exercises are short and interesting, the
explanations on harmony and form are given so that the musical appreciation of
the adult in concert, opera, or with phonograph records is greatly enhanced.
Copies of this unusual book will gladly be sent on inspection.
- PUBLISHED BY -

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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New Music Works
AND OTHER MATTERS OF INTEREST
TO MUSIC BUYERS

NEW WORKS.
Advance of Publication Offers—

$0.12
Child’s Own Book—Liszt, Tapper.
.60
Composition for Beginners—Hamilton .
.30
Earlier Duets—Kinross.
Easy and Progressive Lessons, Book I,
.20
with words—Czerny .
.50
Elementary Piano Music—Neely.
Pirst Position Pieces for Violin and
.35
Piano .
First Ten Weeks at the Pianoforte—
.20
R. C. Schirmer.
Great Singers on the Art of Singing—
Cooke . 1.00
.40
Introductory Polyphonic Studies.
Left Hand Proficiency—Melodic Study.40
Pieces for Left Hand Alone—Sartorio

New Pipe Organ Collection.
Preparatory School to Bach—Liftl
Preparatory School to the Sonatina—
Liftl .
Russian Album for Pianoforte
Six Characteristic Pieces for the
Piano—Hamer .
Stults’ Anthem Book
Twelve Pianoforte Studies—Franz
Violin Studies—Kreutzer .
Wedding and Funeral Music for the
Organ—Kraft .

.30
.75
.35
.40

.30
.25
.40
.60

The Standard Course
A Leader for Thirty Years
The Standard Graded Course of Studies
for the Pianoforte, by W. S. B. Mathews,
was planned, prepared and the earlier
volumes published in 1892, and as it is
now approaching its thirtieth year of ex¬
istence we cannot help but marvel at the
unequaled popularity obtained by this
remarkable course of studies. Many at¬
tempts have been made to equal it and
many plans have been offered and thrust
upon music teachers, but despite all this
the Mathews Standard Graded Course of
Studies on merit alone has remained the
greatest of all courses of studies for the
pianoforte.
It is a complete, progressive series of
the indispensable studies for the piano
from the very beginning to the highest
grade and contains the “cream ”of all
standard studies. It has never gone be¬
hind, because it has never been allowed to
grow old in material contained therein.
Experts are constantly examining new
material and wherever suitable the same
is used for keeping the work up to date.
Thus the Standard Graded Course repre¬
sents the most advanced standards of
piano playing and gives bright, interest¬
ing and stimulative study material that,
when properly used, develops technic of
the best kind with a minimum of trouble.
The work is published in ten books,
each book covering one grade and each
volume supplies all the needed material
for the grade with which it treats, al¬
though, in addition, pieces for study diver¬
sion are suggested.
New teachers just starting will do well
to map their teaching curriculum along
the lines set forth bythc Standard Graded
Course because, as mentioned above, it
gives the best material and has been the
“main trunk of the tree” in the study of
hundreds of thousands of music students
and, as in previous years, we expect to see
it, during the course of its thirtieth year,
increase in popularity to a greater degree
than at any time in the past.

Grove’s Dictionary Complete
With New American
Supplement
The popularity of Groves’ was never
greater than at present. Since taking
over the agency six years ago we have
sold nearly 3,500 sets of five volumes
each. Our Convenient Terms of Payment
have been greatly appreciated by musi¬ Perfected Mail-Order
cians and music teachers. To those who Service to Phonograph and
have not procured the Encyclopedia and Record Buyers
are interested in our Easy Payment Plan
Our special Phonograph Department is
we shall be glad to send details.
now fully equipped for the prompt hand¬
The appeal of this authoritative musical ling of all orders for Talking Machines
reference library has been decidedly in¬ and Records direct "by mail. A, good
creased by the recent addition of an phonograph and a judicious collection of
American Supplement as Volume Six. records is now conceded to be the great
Prepared by the eminent musical editor, est musical home entertainer and edu¬
Waldo S. Pratt, the same high standard cator we have, next to the piano itself.
We are large distributors for the Vic¬
of the five previous volumes is main¬
tained. The Supplement is really a his¬ tor, Brunswick, Cheney, Cirola and other
tory, biography and dictionary of Amer¬ quality instruments and the Victor and
Brunswick
records. Our Mail-Order De¬
ican music and musicians combined. In
addition to the dictionary proper 100 partment can furnish just the phono¬
graph or records you may want, always at
pages are devoted to the history of Amer¬ the right prices. Our plan makes it as
ican music divided into periods, e. g.: The easy and satisfactory to purchase your
Colonial Period, 1700-1800; The Era of talking machine and records from us by
National Expansion, 1800-1860, etc. A mail as if you paid a personal visit to
chronological register of musicians iden¬ our Philadelphia store. We guarantee
tified with the period follows each. Nu¬ safe delivery. As always with the House
merous half tones of musicians are in¬ of Presser, you must be satisfied.
Ask us for late catalogs of machines
cluded.
A special feature and one that will be and records. The situation with the sup¬
appreciated is that continuations of arti¬ ply of records, while not yet equal to the
demand, is gradually improving. Our
cles relating to the more conspicuous for¬ customers tell us that we have been able
eign musicians listed in the five previous to supply records they could not obtain
volumes are contained in the Supplement. elsewhere.
The price of the six volumes complete
You will consult your own interests by
is $20.00; the American Supplement is patronizing our Phonograph and Record
really complete in itself and is sold sepa¬ Mail-Order Department. Anyway, write
us first.
rately for $3.50.

Music Buying Conveniently
by Mail
After many years of study and con¬
scientious effort we have perfected a sys¬
tem in our establishment that renders the
purchase of sheet music and music books
by mail about the easiest thing in the
world.
We furnish catalogs covering
about every angle of printed music, which
aPOurVfist includes both sacred and secu¬ give complete information, prices, etc.
The
fact
that our mail-order music busi¬
lar choruses for mpeed, male or female
voices; also ensemble numbers for two ness has grown by leaps and bounds dur¬
ing recent years is the very best evidence
pianos, four hands, eight hands, etc.
that
our
service satisfies our customers
On another page of this issue of 1m
and meets their needs fully. It is as easy
for any one in the remotest corner of the
uveiy iiv 1111 lii irniimc wx — ----United
States
to secure sheet music and
ful numbers of this class to be had from
books of all kinds, not only our own pub¬
any source.
If you have not made your commence¬ lications, but others as well, direct from
our
establishment
by mail, as if they lived
ment' selections, we suggest getting in
touch with our Order Department. It right here in Philadelphia. If you are not
you know what you want, we can supply already one of our mail-order music cus¬
it promptly and economically; if you do tomers, lie sure and give this department
not know 'what to get, we can help you. a try-out. Liberal discounts to the pro¬
It is only necessary to give us a few im¬ fession whether order is casli or charge.
portant details as to voices or instru¬ We guarantee safe delivery. Wc are sure
ments concerned, and the rest is easily to please you.
All orders are usually filled same day
done.
received. We have some real helpful lists
Preparatory School to Bach
that are sure to interest you.
By Franz T. Liftl
We are very glad indeed to announce
the publication of a work introductory to Great Singers on the Art
the study of Bach. This volume will con¬ of Singing
tain most of the best material of an easy By J. F. Cooke
nature that will serve as a preparation
A concert singer of to-day. whose voice
for the more serious study of Bach, and and method of singing has been described
ought to be used by every teacher, Some by a great voice teacher who heard her as
time in the course of the education of exceedingly beautiful, recently told us a
every pupil there should be introduced story which pertains very directly to this
something of the polyphonic style. Mr. forthcoming work. After several years of
Liftl is a thorough pedagogue and knows
instruction and many public appearances
this literature from A to Z. In this vol¬ she found that her voice instead of im¬
ume there will be a variety of authors
proving was deteriorating. At that time
from Bach himself to Handel, Mozart,
she saw one of the chapters in the forth¬
Corelli and others. This volume is not to
coming book and read it earnestly. She
lie confused with the Polyphonic School
now declares that her present method of
that we have in preparation; neither with
the First Study of Bach, by Leefson, singing is due to that chapter and that
which we already publish. This present “it did me more good than any lessons
1 have ever had." This chapter embodies
volume by Liftl will contain an entirely
different set of pieces, so that the teachers the conference with only one of twentywho have been using the Leefson work five of the most famous singers of our
time,
including Caruso, GalH-t urei, Alda,
will find in this new book material cover¬
ing the same line of work, but possibly a Easton, Bispham, Scott, Werrenrath,
shade or two easier. As the manuscript is Melba, Gogorza, Farrar, Garden, Scotti,
Amato,
Eames, Claussen, Schumannentirely in our hands at the present time,
it will not be long before it is in print, so Heink, and many others. The advance of
that we advise those who wish to avail publication price of this exceptional work
themselves of this special offer to act is $1.00.
promptly.
The special price in advance of publica¬ Stults’
tion will be 35 cents, postpaid.
Anthem Book
This work will be gotten nut in the form
Preparatory School
of similar volumes of popular anthems
that we have been publishing from time
to the Sonatina
to time, but will contain only the composi¬
By Franz T. Liftl
tions of this popular writer. Mr. Stults is
This new work which we are about to at the present time one of the most popu¬
publish contains easier pieces than sona¬ lar of all composers of anthems. They are
tinas and is intended as a preparation for all of about the same grade of difficulty,
them. We believe it will be welcomed by all melodic and all available for the aver¬
many teachers who have found that the
age choir. This work will lie suitable for
average sonatina album is too difficult for the chorister of any church, as there is
some pupils. In most books the sona¬ plenty of desirable material suitable for
tinas are very close to the sonatas them¬
the regular church service. The book will
selves. Kuhlau and Clementi are most
used and are rather advanced for the be in the hands of the advance subscrib¬
average pupil who is supposed to take up ers during the present month so that this
this form of study. This work makes a is the last month it will be offered at the
better preparation for the sonatina and it special price.
The special introductory price is 20
has a real place in the curriculum of
music study. Mr. Liftl has also a num¬ cents, postpaid.
ber of original compositions in this work
along the sonatina line and especially Twelve Melodious Studies
made for this volume.
The special advance price will be 40 For the Pianoforte
cents, postpaid.
By Albert Franz
These new studies may he classed mid¬
way between grades two and three. This
Melodies for Teacher
jilaces them in an important position since
and Pupil (4 Hands)
studies appropriate for this degree of
By Mrs. H. B. Hudson
progress are comparatively scarce. They
This new work by this popular educator are just such studies as will interest the
wiL be welcomed by those who have used pupil at this stage and they will prove a
her previous books, A B C of Piano Music welcome relief to the teacher who has
and Melodies Without Notes. The primo been forced to heay many times over the
part, as in these works, has no notes, only more conventional books of studies 'n u®e
letters. It is intended for little tots that at this point. Each study is devoted to
cannot yet read. The secondo part is some special point of technic and all have
played by the teacher and this part is in rhythmic and melodic interest in addition
the regular notation. These duets, 26 in thereto. The studies are in characteristic
number, are of the style of Diabelli’s easy vein, each one bearing an appropriate
duets on five notes.
title.
Our,special advance price is 30 cents,
The special introductory price in ad¬
postpaid.
vance of publication is 25 cents, postpaid-

Commencement
Music
For the convenience of those upon
whom rests the responsibility of providing
appropriate musical numbers tor com¬
mencement, we have compiled a large
varied list of suitable material and are
prepared to send a liberal assortment on
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Six Characteristic Pieces
For the Piano
By George F. Hamer
One of Mr. Hamer s previous successful
works in our catalog is entitled, Old
Rhymes With New Tunes. The new set of
Six Characteristic Pieces will be gotten
out in a style uniform with the first men¬
tioned. As in the former volume each of
these little pieces has an accompanying
text, which may be sung if desired. The
pieces are all in characteristic vein, very
original and melodious. They cannot fail
to please.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication Is 30 cents, postpaid.

First Ten Weeks at the Piano
By R. C. Schirmer
The little studies in this work are both
original and compiled from various
sources. It is a first grade book, which
might be used for the instruction of beginners either independently or in con¬
junction with any elementary method.
This book is the work of an experienced
teacher by whom it has been used suc¬
cessfully for a number of years. The
studies are short, practical and interest¬
ing, carefully arranged in progressive
order.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 20 cents, postpaid.

Elementary Piano Instructions
By Herbert C. Neely
Here we have a book, just such as every
teacher of beginners is looking for. It
deals with the underlying principles of
piano playing, the touch which must be
the medium of all expression for the
player. This is treated from the begin¬
ning in an interesting and unhackneyed
manner. Many interesting pieces suited
to the beginner are interspersed through¬
out the other contents, so that the student
is kept alive by the spirit of the mate¬
rials presented. Something quite out of,
-the beaten path in the way of methods for
those taking their first steps in the mas¬
tering of the keyboard.
Special advance of publication price, 50
cents, postpaid.

The Earlier Duets
By John Kinross
This is one of the standard books made
up of teacher and pupil duets, in which
tlie pupil’s part is of the easiest possible
character and lies in the five-finger posi¬
tion. Such duets are of the greatest pos¬
sible use in elementary teaching. These
duets by Kinross are particularly good
for the purpose, since the pupil does not
always play the Primo part, but alter¬
nates with the Secondo, thus gaining at
the same time a knowledge of both clefs.
Our new edition has been prepared most
carefully, a special large note being used
for the pupil’s part.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 30 cents, postpaid.

Russian Album
for the Pianoforte
This work positively will be published
and sent to the advance subscribers dur¬
ing the present month, so that this will be
the last month at which the volume can lie
had at the special advance price. The
book will contain the most desirable of
the Russian numbers in our catalog, and
we only have those that are in the great¬
est demand, so that the subscribers may
look forward to receiving the best collec¬
tion of Russian music that it is possible
to put together.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is only 40 cents,
postpaid.

First Position Pieces for
Violin and Piano
The first position on the violin is after
all the most important stage since it is
during this stage that the fingers receive
their training and accuracy of intonation
is established. Fortunately, it is possible
while remaining in the first position to
write pieces of real merit and interest. In
our new collection we have gathered to¬
gether all the best and most playable of
.such pieces, selected chiefly from the
original works of modern and contem¬
porary composers. The pieces in this vol¬
ume are arranged in progressive order so
that it is possible to take up this book at
an early stage of progress and continue
to use it for some time thereafter.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 35 cents, postpaid.

Composition for Beginners
By Anne Heuermann Hamilton
A book from which beginners will get
just that help which will lead them on Introductory Polyphonic
to the ability to express the musical ideas Studies for the Pianoforte
which at times come to everyone at all
We are continuing for a short time the
interested in the study of the art. Musical special introductory offer upon our new
inspirations are no' moire supernatural book of Introductory Polyphonic Studies.
than the desire and ability to express our This book is intended to serve as a prep¬
thoughts in words; we use only another aration for the easier works of Bach and
medium, and this book will help the un¬ music of similar character. The material
initiated to catch these little ideas and is selected from all sources and is ar¬
put them in a form that is intelligible. ranged in a progressive and systematic
The materials progress so gradually from manner. It is only by the use of studies
the most rudimentary form that many such as these, in the earlier grades, that
who cannot have a teacher will be able real independence of the hands may be
to get help that will prepare them for established satisfactorily.
grasping the ideas of many more ambi¬
The special introductory price in ad¬
tious works on composition which take vance of publication is 40 cents, postpaid.
much for granted in the way of prepara¬
tion of the student.
Violin
Studies
Special advance of publication price, 60
By Kreutzer
cents, postpaid.
The violin studies by Kreutzer are
probably used more generally than any
“Child’s Own Book” Liszt
The biographical series known as the others, as they represent a certain definite
Child’s Own Book, has been wonderfully stage in violin playing. One who has
successful. In these little volumes the completed these studies satisfactorily is
child by doing a little [lasting and bind¬ well on the way for a real mastery of the
ing illustrates and practically makes his instrument. Our new edition of these
or her own book, having previously cut studies, which is to be added to the
out the pictures with scissors. Beginning Presser Collection, has been edited by Mr.
with Bach there have been twelve of these Frederic Hahn, a teacher of long and
biographies published so far. The new successful experience. It will be found
volume will be devoted to Liszt, whose admirable in all respects. All bowings
romantic career furnishes many pic¬ and fingerings have been indicated accu¬
turesque incidents suitable for illustra¬ rately and copious annotations with in¬
structions for practice have been added.
tion.
The special introductory price in ad¬
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 12 cents, postpaid. vance of publication is 40 cents, postpaid.
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Left Hand Proficiency
(Melodic Studies for the
Left Hand Alone, Opus 1237)
By A. Sartorio
This is one of the best study-books for
tlie left hand alone that has ever been
published. It comprises 44 pages, about
equally' divided between original pieces
and transcriptions of standard works.
Every number is so well made that when
correctly played it sounds as though exe¬
cuted by two hands. About every de¬
partment of left-hand technic is exempli¬
fied in this book. It may be taken up to
good advantage at the close of third
grade work and then carried on by easy
stages through the fourth grade.
'Hie special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 40 cents, postpaid.
Czerny Easy and Progressive
Lessons with Words
By F. L. Hudson
Most of the easier Czerny studies are so
tuneful that they seem almost like little
songs, consequently when appropriate and
characteristic verses are added to them
they become greatly enhanced in interest
and their usefulness becomes greatly in¬
creased. The publication of the Easy and
Progressive Lessons with Words is de¬
cidedly a unique idea which cannot fail to
prove of interest to young students. Each
little study bears an appropriate title and
becomes in itself a separate piece.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 20 cents, postpaid.
New Pipe Organ
Collection
We have had many demands from our
friends for a new pipe organ collection
planned along the lines of our previous
successes in this department. This new
book has been prepared with the same
care and attention that were lavished
upon its predecessors in our catalog. It
is a general, all-around collection of inter¬
mediate grade, containing pieces suitable
for church work, for recital and for mov¬
ing-picture playing. The material used is
all new and sparkling, consisting either of
original works or of new transcriptions of
standard and popular numbers, especially
prepared for this book.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of putlication is 75 cents, postpaid.
Wedding and Funeral Music
for the Pipe Organ
By Kraft
This work is at last well on toward
completion, as we have received from Mr.
Kraft a large installment of music for
this volume which is now being engraved.
There is no other collection on the market
for this specific purpose—weddings and
funerals—although most of the selections
are available for general occasions. Mr.
Kraft is one of our leading composers
and arrangers of organ music and is well
equipped for work of this kind. Organ¬
ists may look forward to receiving a vol¬
ume that will be useful along these par¬
ticular lines. Do not miss it while the
special offer price is still in vogue.
Our special introductory price is but 60
cents, postpaid.
Offers of Works in Advance
of Publication Withdrawn
The following works have appeared
during the last month and the special in¬
troductory price is hereby withdrawn.
These works are now on the market and
can be obtained at the regular profes¬
sional price either on cash order or for
introductory perusal.
The Crown Collection of Pianoforte
Music. Price, 75 cents.
This is a collection of thirty-three easy
and intermediate pieces, each one de¬
signed for some special phase of piano

THE ETUDE offers 35 cents toward any of the above Special
priceci Works in Advance of Publication (pages 280 and
281), for each yearly subscription sent us, not your own.
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teaching. All the pieces are melodious
and have been tried by actual sale.
We believe that this collection is des¬
tined to be one of the best selling of
our catalog. The pieces are classified for
melody, scale, arpeggio, trill, velocity and
for left-hand work.
Milkmaids and Farmers, by Geo. L.
Spaulding. Price, 50 cents.
This little work furnishes one-half hour
entertainment, with young people as the
performers, four boys and four girls. May¬
be used as part of a program, a curtain
raiser for an operetta, a pleasing little
diversion for a Sunday school or day
school entertainment or a class of any pri¬
vate teacher. It is well worth looking
over by anyone who has this problem
before them.
Songs from the Yellowstone, by Thurlow Lieurance. Price, $1.00.
Thurlow Lieurance has made his great
success in writing and giving to the pub¬
lic the songs' of the North American
Indians. This new work is a slight de¬
parture, in that he has in these songs
painted some definite Nature pictures, the
music being original and characteristic
with occasional snatches of Indian themes.
This work will make a most interesting
novelty for all vocalists and vocal
teachers.
Tsehaikowsky Album for the Piano.
Price $1.00.
This latest addition to the Presser Col¬
lection of Standard and Classical Works
for the Pianoforte is one of the most
valuable that we have issued in this con¬
nection. The professional discount will
be the same liberal one allowed on all
other volumes of the Presser Collection.
The work consists of more than a dozen
of the best known, most popular works
by this great Russian master. No library
is complete without these works in some
“Just Suppose” With Us
for a Few Minutes
Just suppose every Etude subscriber
would tell one other music lover about the
help and inspiration found in a single
issue. What would happen? The Etude
would be able to foster the love for better
music in the homes of a half million peo¬
ple. Will you help? Make it a point to
send in at least one new Etude subscriber
during the month of April. You may- se¬
lect your rewards from the list below.
Rewards for ONE Subscription
Bohm, C. Favorite Compositions.
Chaminade, C. Album of Favorite Com¬
positions.
Chopin, F. Complete Waltzes.
Cramm, H. I,. New Tunes and Rhymes
for Little Pianists (with words).
Engelmann, H. 24 pieces for small
hands.
Engelmann, H. Album of Easy Pieces.
26 most popular teaching pieces.
Englemann, H. Album of Favorite
Pieces. His best drawing-room pieces,
including Melody of Love.
Grieg, Ed. First Peer Gynt Suite. Op.
46.
Heins, Carl.
Album of Pianoforte
Pieces.
Cuff Buttons, gold filled.
Lingerie Set, gold filled.
Valuable Wallet, 5 x 10%.
Gladioli Bulbs, 12 colors.
Flower Seeds, select varieties.
Popular Vanity Case.
Fill-Me Powder Puff.
Rewardy for TWO Subscriptions
Celebrated Compositions by Famous
Composers.
Chopin, F. Complete Nocturnes.
Chopin, F. Lighter Compositions for
the Piano.
Compositions for the Pianoforte, by
Woman Composers..
First Recital Pieces.
First Pieces in the Classics.
Grieg, Ed. Album of Miscellaneous
Gurlitt.

Album of Selected Composi-

Liszt, F. Album of Celebrated Works.
Master Pieces. The 21 best composiMendelssohn. Songs Without Words
(complete).
Mozart, W. A. Sonatas (one volume).
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$3.75.

ETUDE .
Modern Priscilla (for •the 2001 $3.60
Home) . . . . 2.00 ) You Sava 40c
ETUDE .
Pictorial Review (Fashi<ms) 3.00*1 $5.50
Modern Priscilla (Nec
workers) .!d!e; 2.00JY“»S*”1-50

'<W .
f,««' fSS \ $6-65
3.00 1 You Save 2.35

SPECIAL NOTICES and ANNOUNCEMENTS

Band Leaders!
Be among the first to play the
March King’s Latest and Greatest,
"KEEPING STEP WITH THE UNION,”,
by Lieut. Com. John Philip Sousa, U. S. N. R. F.
See piano solo in music supplement
of this issue. Band and other arrangelts now on press.

corrected, ar__pared for publication, from
crude copy or dictation. Melodies harmon¬
ized and arranged with attractive piano ac¬
companiments. Compositions perfected; ideas
developed. Expert band and orchestra ar¬
ranging. Send manuscripts. J. Rode Jacobs, Chicago, Ill.
U 2638 Milwaukee A

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Pictorial Review

MUSIC
c°MP°S®D“Senaco°rredSp0“eSce
scripts
corrected.
Harmony, correspondence
lessons. Dr. Wooler, Buffalo, N. Y.

THEO. PRESSER CO., PHILA., PA.

Music composed
to words.
Ave„ Chicago,
Ill. R. Eversole, 6124
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Summer Master School
June 27 to August 6 [SucWeefc*]
PROF. LEOPOLD AUER
Master Violin Instructor of the World

OSCAR SAENGER

HERBERT WITHERSPOON

Celebrated Vocal Instructor

Famous Singer and Teacher

RICHARD

HAGEMAN

Conductor Metropolitan Opera
Noted Coach and Accompanist

FLORENCE

CLARENCE

HINKLE

MME.

GANZ

DELIA

VALERI

Vocal Teacher

Renowned Pianist

FACULTY

EDDY

Dean of American Organists

America’s Foremost Soprano

RUDOLPH

OF

00

ARTISTS

:FREE scholarships
Professor Auer Mr Saenger, Mr. Witherspoon, Mr. Hageman, Mme. Hinkle, Mr. Ganz, Mme. Valeri and Mr. Eddy have each consented to award a
Free Scholarship to the student, who, after an open competitive examination, is found to possess the greatest gift for singing or playing.
FREE SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION BLANK ON REQUEST
Write for complete summer catalog.
Lesson periods should be engaged now.
Private and Class Lessons are given by all teachers.
DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS
FELIX BOROWSKI, President
DR. F. ZIEGFELD, President Emeritus

FALL SESSION OPENS SEPTEMBER 12th

Chicago Musical College
620 SO. MICHIGAN AVE., Chicago, III.

(^oBfa^tone"^^*4) CARL D. KINSEY, Vice-President and Manager

SUMMER TEACHER’S COURSES

|j

°NEW YORK SCHOOL o/ MUSIC AND ARTS
Six Weeks Courses from May 15th to September 1st

tbe etude
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SUMMER MASTER COURSES
June 27th—July 30th, 1921
JOSEF

DAVID

LHEVINNE

BISPHAM

The American Conservatory announces the return engagement of
these artists to conduct

MASTER CLASSES
specially designed for professional pianists, singers, teachers and ad¬
vanced students, fora term of five weeks, from June 27th to July 30th.

REPERTORY CLASSES

AUDITOR CLASSES

PRIVATE INSTRUCTION
David Bispham will also instruct in Recitation to Music
Special Prospectus Mailed on Application

Summer Master School Faculty
PIANO
Heniot Levy
Allen Spencer

Karleton Hackett

E. Warren K. Howe

Victor Garwood
Louise Robyn
Kurt Wanieck

SUMMER

June 27th to August 6th, 1921
Entire Faculty Present. Instruction in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory,
Dramatic Art, Dancing, French, Etc.
MANY FREE ADVANTAGES IN THE WAY OF CONCERTS, RECITALS, ETC.
« A/for Jed All Qualified Students Taking
er Ses'io
The Only School in America that can Positively Furnish Positions to Those Who Qualify
Over 600 Branches in 30 States with a total Enrollment of 15,000 Pupils
THE SCHOOL OF IDEALS
Students may enter at any time
For detailed information, address
E. SUNDALOVE, Asst. Secy., 410 So. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, Illinois

GUEST

GLENN DILLARD GUNN, Master Piano Pedagog
LEON SAMETIN1, Famous Teacher of Violin
FREDERICK SOUTHW1CK, Well Known Voice Teacher
HUBERT LINSCOTT, Tone Specialist and Vocal Coach
GEO. C. KRIEGER. Public School Music
Send for Free Folder
Dormitory Accommodations

PIANfly^tHOOL
Carnegie JfalJ, New YorJz.

ROY DAVID BROWN
Concert; Pianist and Teacher

SUM MER COURSE tor TEACH EHS annSEBIOUS STUDENTS
Six Week., June 27 to August 6
Roy David Brown, Soite

905 9

SUMMER

COURSES FOR
PIANISTS
TEACHERS
ACCOMPANISTS

The SIGHT, TOUCH and HEARING System of Teaching
Write for booklet

- MLpn&H«ly Bldg., Chicago, III.

Carl Songer

Over 4000 Students Now Enrolled

N

John J. Hattstaedt
E. Warren K. Howe
Olga Kuechler

SCHOOL OF MUSIC J.

^

Private instruction in Piano. Voice. Organ,
Violin, and Violoncello.
Class instruction in Harmony. Musical Analysis. Ear Training, Solfeggio.
Special courses in Public School Music and Piano
Normal Methods, with demonstration classes.
Six weeks’ course beginning June 27th
Address:
PETER CHRISTIAN LUTKIN, Dean
Evanston, Illinois

ESTHER TITMAN-KENNEDY

Summer School sessiona open June 7th and
July 5th. For catalog and particulars address
The Registrar. 1 DeWitt Park, Itht

These little pieces may be regarded as second grade studies. They are intended to aid
in establishing the position of the hand upon the keyboard, attaining freedom, training
the eye, especially in leger lines, in staff positions and cultivating a musical ear. These
studies are all tuneful and interesting to practice. Altogether this set of study pieces
promises to become popular with teachers as well as students well in the second grade.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
PHILADELPHIA., PA.

NORMAL COURSE for TEACHERS of PIANOFORTE
New York City. July ISth-Auguit 21st
Pittsburgh, Pa.. June 1st—July 1st
—Scholarships for deserving Students—
Address 5808 FORBES STREET, PITTSBURGH, ^

if you contemplate using the May issue send copy immediately^

Louise Willhour-Campbell

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
O. E. Robinson
Anne Shaw Faulkner
Herbert Gould

SUMMER NORMAL SESSION

University [Nr

SUMMER SESSION

TWENTY-FIVE MELODIES FOR EYE, EAR AND HAND
TRAINING.
By Mathilde Bilbro. Price, 75 cents

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

Frank Parker

Clarence Loomis

Letitia Kempster Barnum
A. Louise Suess
Louise Willhour-Campbell

Adolf Weidig
Arthur O. Andersen
John Palmer
Leo Sowerby

LECTURES,
NORMAL TRAINING

—Ithaca Conservatory of Music—

\ Summer School Announcements Should Not Be Left Until Too Late l

Marie S. Zendt

DRAMATIC ART,
EXPRESSION

HARMONY,
COMPOSITION

Jennie F. W. Johnson

Cleveland Bohnet

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ORCHESTRAL
INSTRUMENTS
Members Chicago Orchestra

Wilhelm Middelschulte
Frank Van Dusen

John T. Read

Earl Blair
Frank Van Dusen

MacPHAIL SCHOOL
95 Teachers

Charles La Berge

Lillian Pomeroy
May Doelling

TEACHERS

MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
innual Summer Classes lor Teachers ol Piano
for the Study of Teaching Material
MONTREAT, N. C.
Write lor booklet containing ol

SCHOOL

JUNE 20th to JULY 30th

SUMMER SCHOOL (6 Weeks)

Robert Ambrosius
Adolf Hoffman

Herbert Butler
Adolf Weidig
Ramon Girvin

Ragna Linne

Silvio Scionti

Sberwoob /Ibuslc School

VIOLONCELLO

VOICE
David Bispham

Josef Lhevinne

of Six Weeks, June 27th

> August 6th, 1921.

Lecture Courses by eminent educators.

Recitals.

Ninety-five Artist-Instructors.

SPECIAL COURSE IN PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
designed for Post Graduates, and also regular courses.
Special engagement of
and other educators of distinction.

Moderate tuition rates and excellent dormitory accommodations.

Anne Shaw Faulkner-Obemdorfer,

We suggest registering early.

Summer Prospectus mailed on request.

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
JOHN J HATTSTAEDT President

35th Year

Karleton Hackett, Adolf Weidig, Heniot Levy, Associate Directors

Chicago’s formost school of music

571

Kimbaii Haii, Chicago
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CONDUCTED BY ELLIZABETH A.GEST

Chronological List of Musi-

Last month we learned about ten mu-

mife'"rftaght stiny metal and

teenth centuries. This time we will study
about some who lived in the seventeenth

way^f'one’s shoes, so the best thing to do
is to step on them; and if you step on the

Who Knows?

Lost and Found
Where are the tunes I used to play
That were so hard to learn?
They’ve pone completely from my mind

*

'
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People’s Handy Atlas

Zh

1920 Census-128 Pages-64 Colored Maps

Commencement

N7r«»j
and geographical information in a/ beautifully bound
handy edition.
FOR TWO ETUDE SUBSCRIPTIONS

e

(Not Your Own)

GROVE’S DICTIONARY

Program Plan It Now!

of MUSIC and MUSICIANS

,lume has just been added to .the set ;

BRIGHT AND STIRRING CHORUSES

Sir Hubert H.
A. Gore Ouseley,
W. S. Rockstrom,
Thayer,

Sir

1B888 in the Spring. Mendelssohn...
16716 Gypsy Trail. Galloway.
16725 Ecstasy. Fernandez ..

VOCAL

Masterpieces of Romance

lBil ISiSl EliS;:
4

it

r l - - e„.-' „ ™
nosmcr.
.06
15602. A Gentian’'0 BerwaM. !
.Milky Way. Gest.
.12

OPERETTAS and CANTATAS

NUMBERS

SOPRANO
16126 Indian Spring Bird, Lieurance. .$0.40
15241 Entreaty (Waltz Song), Bailey. .60
14679 Sprir <’'«•»» «»•«*>■
.

.00

Oliver Twist
Toilers of the Sea
Last of the Mohicans
The Three Musketeers
Each book is complete in itself and a set that you will
enjoy reading and showing to youy friends. The books
are bound in dark maroon, art vellum cloth, with the
Titles stamped in gold and will make a splendid
to your library.

naott

marcnmg >vien. Asniora.^.i15698 Swing Low,
t
Sweet Cht
15564 Jump Back, Han . Clark.
15726 Cat’s Predicament. Rockwell.
Berwald.
15778 Tale of a Duck. Stults.
Berwald....
16752 Tragedy hi Chin"

.19

GRADUATION GIFTS
COLLECTIONS AND BOOKS
THAT MAKE EXCELLENT
GRADUATION COMPLIMENTS

THE PENNANT
By Oscar J. Lehrer
Pretty tunes, amusing situatioi
aVnTKheTe^dThhe.;;:::U
lege "go” is the best descripti

B,cr2TSS?0SEISrkt.NS-„,.

FIVE BOOKS FOR FOUR ETUDE SUBSCRIPTIONS (Not Your Own)

American Standard Bible
The Standard
should be in every Christian home.
Compare the faithful accuracy of
its translations, the beauty of its
diction, with all other versions that
have gone before. Every detail of.
this wonderful Bible is perfect. The
binding is a beautiful silk-cloth. It
YOU

KNOW

THE

1 has large, easy re;
also contains three

paper
le type.
tstanding

• Section.

SSggjfeu;

s'SSSSS***'** I™
B,lHS.S^CEBLACe,S“i.™..

3.

rour-pu^ rUu<„y
Words of Christ Printed in Red.

VALUE

OF

THIS

€§S
ROMANCE ^ ^

““«
Sgs for^urchlfome and concert

:»E:way Down-south;

BOOK

**

FOR TWO ETUDE SUBSCRIPTIONS (Not Your Own)

9077 Gold, Glittering' Gold,' P^e!!! .60

2Sff,“fo ?«,»

I ™

.p.™, 6. Tbsr at, ..t

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
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PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

you a complexion that compels
attention—admiration ?
You can haOe, if you follow this

!

simple Way of caring for it
At the dance, at the dinner, at the theater party—
what woman is the favorite?
Not particularly the ravishing beauty, not the
one with the smartest gown. But isn’t it always
a girl with a clear, fresh, radiant complexion—a
girl in whose face one sees the allwring charm of
wholesomeness?
Attractiveness of face, beauty of complexion—
these are every woman's right. You can gain
a fresh, glowing, dainty complexion—just as
thousands of other women have—if you begin
today to use Ingram's Milkweed Cream.
Ingram’s Milkweed Cream does more than
cleanse and soften the skin. It has an exclusive,
therapeutic property that actually "tones up"—
revitalizes—the sluggish tissues. Applied regu¬
larly, night and morning—it cleanses, heals and
nourishes the skin cells, soothes away redness

IngtimY'S
^

FREDERICK F. INGRAM COMPANY

Ontario.

How to use it
When you get your first jar of Ingram’s Milk¬
weed Cream, you will find in the package a book¬
let of Health Hints. This booklet teils you the
most effective way in which to use Ingram’s
Milkweed Cream—tells you how to use it in
treating the commoner troubles of the skin.
Read this booklet carefully and follow its advice.
It has been prepared by specialists to insure that
you get from Ingram's Milkweed Cream the
fullest possible benefit.
Go to your druggist today. Purchase a jar of
Ingram’s Milkweed Cream in either the fifty-cent
or the dollar srze. Don't put it off—begin at
once to attain the satisfaction of a clear, radi¬
ant skin—a perfect complexion.

Ingram's

Houge

"Just to show fl proper alow” use a touch of Ingram's Rouge on the cheeks. A safe preparation
for delicately heightening the natural color. The
coloring matter is not absorbed by the skin, Del¬
icately perfumed. Solid cake. Three shadesLight, Medium and Dark-SOc

Ingram’s
1Alveola.

VSouvcratne
FACE POWDER

A complexion powder especially distinguished by
the fact that it stays on. Furthermore a powder of
unexcelled delicacy of texture and refinement of
perfume. Four tints-White, Pink. Flesh andBrunette-50c.

Ingram’s Beauty Purse—an

Milkweed

Cream
FtlnHer? I

and roughness, banishes slight imperfections.
Used faithfully, conscientiously, Ingram's Milk¬
weed Cream will help you achieve and retain the
healthy, attractive complexion that should at all
times be yours.

Detroit, Michigan
Iress: F. F. Ingram Company, Windsor,
ddress: T. W. Cotton Ply.. Ltd., 38J
address: Dimond S Hart, 33 Chunzss
s. Espino h Co., Zulueta 36 !i, Havana.

uciuicmcn.
T -E-'l nd’ pl**n find 10c in *UmP*. in return for which please send me
Ingram. Beauty Purse, containing a silk and wool powder pad. a sample
packet of Ingram * Velveola Souveraine Face Powder. Ingram’s Rouge, and
fhedo*ntlJm«h
# “mple tin of In*r«m’. Milkweed Cream, and, (or
Cream *
of the hou,#’ * ltmPIe tin of Ingram’s Therapeutic Shavihg

0

